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Editorial

Hello readers and welcome to the latest 
issue of GameOn Magazine. 

We have 27 reviews this month. 27! How 
many do you get in the usual gaming 
magazine? I’m not sure, but I’m willing 
to bet it’s less than 27! So, whatever kind 
of games you are interested in, hopefully 
you’ll find something this month that 
peaks your interest. 

If that wasn’t enough, we have 11 new 
articles for your pleasure. It’s a time 
of new things: a near year, and a new 
generation of consoles. With all this 
overwhelming ‘newness’, some of us have 
been looking back, over the last year and 
the last generation, such as Neil and James 
who have been looking at Top Rated and 
Underrated Games of Last Generation. 
Others have been looking forward, 
like Helen with her New Year’s Gaming 
Resolutions and Matt, who is interested in 
Improving the Image of Gamers in 2014.

Thanks to everyone who helped make 
2013 a great year for GameOn Magazine. 
That goes for writers, support staff and, 
most of all, our readers. Thank you all so 
much. Here’s to a brilliant 2014!

Please enjoy this magazine, because 
we do it all for you! If you’d like 
to get in touch please email us at 
contact@gameonmag.com. 

You can find us on Twitter  
@TheGameOnMag and Facebook at  
Facebook.com/GameOnMagazine.
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Highlights
My Mishaps and 
Adventures in Skyrim

Jessica Greenfield tells us about her 
experiences in the land of Skyrim and how 
she plays the game. Can you relate?

New Year’s Gaming Resolutions

Helen Ashcroft sets a few gaming resolutions 
for the new year and hopes to stick to 
them. We’re not sure if she has. We’ll 
have to double check that for you.

SNOW Preview

James Furlong takes to the slops and 
sees what’s what in SNOW, the Early 
Access title available for PC.

Need for Speed: Rival Review

James Bralant puts both hands on the wheel in 
the newest installment of Need for Speed and 
races as both the cops and the speed junkie.

The Walking Dead Season 
2: Episode One Review

Joe Pring plays as Clementine in 
Telltale’s latest episode of the 
post apocolyptic adventure.
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New Year’s 
Gaming 

Resolutions

It’s that time of year. Christmas is a distant 
memory and New Year has been and gone. My 
three kids are back at school, and I’ve rediscovered 
my carpet underneath the chaos that they left. As 
we move into 2014 proper, my thoughts turn to 
my New Year’s Resolutions. This year I have made 
some gaming resolutions and I am going to share 
them with you. I hope that in doing this will shame 
me publicly into actually keeping them, but I guess 
time will tell.

This year I will:

Play the games in my 
Steam account

I’m pretty sure I am not alone in this one. Steam is 
such a sneaky sod. The sales jump out and tempt 
us all into buying random things which sound 
amazing. I mean who could resist that entire Tomb 
Raider collection at a super cheap price a while 
back? Nostalgia combined with the new reboot I 
have been dying to play? Sign me up! And what 
about those under £4 bargains that crop up time 
and time again? Terraria anyone? Or how about 
Magicka? That is before we even start on Space 
Pirates and Zombies and other Humble Bundle 
gems.

My Steam account is sitting at just under 100 
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games right now 
and I’m fairly 
sure I have only 
played about 30 
of them since I 
bought them. 
This year will be 
the year I finally 
hit “install” and 
follow it up with 
“play”.

Learn to 
Play

Back in the day I used to be a first-person shooter 
fan. Unreal Tournament was my speciality, 
although I did play others. I loved the fast pace, 
the awesome weapons, the ducking and diving 
and I could headshot with the best of them. Now? 
I am usually found wibbling in the corner or being 
ganked at my spawn point. Too many years of 
playing nothing but World of Warcraft and the odd 
Real Time Strategy or Sim game have left me weak 
and jaded. I cannot function in first-person shooter 
land anymore. My responses are dulled through 
years of playing the healer and I am struggling to 
recover.

This is before we even touch on my recent 
experience with action adventure games. I grew 
up with Lara Croft. Tomb Raider was one of my 
first gaming loves and yet my mouse has never 
been the same since the Portal 2 “How on earth do 
I even exit the first damn building?” incident... 

Become More Social

Once upon a time I held LAN parties in my house. A 
whole bunch of like minded friends setting up PCs 

on any available flat space, a tangle of Cat 5 cables 
spread across the floor and buckets of taunting 
and cursing. Those were the days and I want them 
back. This goes hand in hand with learning to play 
the traditional LAN games. I need to install, play, 
learn and then pwn. You never know, I may even 
make a GameOn LAN next year.

I do play a lot of World of Warcraft which is very 
social and I love my guild but sometimes I want 
to get back to shooting my own friends in the 
back of the head. In WoW that is frowned upon 
for some reason, especially as I am a healer in our 
progression raiding group. I make an exception 
for a few guildies though, I mean you would kill 
my Guild Master as well if you had the chance...

So these are my resolutions. What about yours? 
Do you also have a back catalogue the size of a 
small country on Steam? And am I the only out of 
practise FPS noob? Head to the comment section 
and let me know. I am also accepting any and all 
hints on how to exit the first building on Portal 2...

Helen Ashcroft
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Moments In 
Gaming 2014: Part 
2 - The Serious & 

The Story

In part two, we’ll take a serious look at how the 
industry changed and progressed, by looking at 
the growth of narrative within games and what 

happens on the the darker side of the internet.

Phil Fish Exits Games Cancelling 
FEZ 2

The words of a man on the edge, the edge of what 
is something that is yet to be decided by most 
people.

Phil Fish was thrown into stardom as a popular 
indie developer after his starring role in the 
documentary ‘Indie Game: The Movie’’, as the 
creator of the critically acclaimed indie puzzle 
game, FEZ. Phil always made his opinions on the 
industry very public and his hatred for anyone 
who acted like he owed them anything; although 
to most it may have seemed as if he was fishing for 
trolls, if you’ll forgive the pun.

To everyone’s dismay, Fish’s flagrant disregard for 
the unwritten rules of the internet played straight 
into the hands of the waiting trolls, time and time 
again. As hilarious as this could sometimes be, 
Fish decided he’d had enough on July 27th when 
he had a row with a ‘journalist’, and felt it was time 
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to get out while he still could.

This is something I myself did a lot of reading about 
at the time. I was a fan of Fish and his thoughts on 
always fighting back and the idea that the creator 
of something does not owe anything to someone 
purchasing, enjoying or critiquing it. This was a 
very interesting concept. Sure, he wasn’t the first 
person ever to think this, but Fish did seem to show 
how self-centred gamers had become. The irony 
that the very thing he fought against and detested 
so completely was the reason for his eventual 
downfall, appeared to be lost on those who were 
part of it.

Essentially, a very talented man left his livelihood 
because a group from within our own community 
berated him constantly, making his life hell. Yes, 
he could have quit social networks and yes, he 
could have just plain ignored these people, but the 
chorus of hate was just too much. It’s not the the 
end product that we should be analysing, but the 
cause.

The most disappointing part of this whole saga is 
that it’s not just isolated to this incident. Fish has a 
long standing history of abuse over the production 
time of FEZ, but Treyarch design director for Black 
Ops 2, David Vonderhaar, had no such history. 
The threats this man received against his life and 
families lives, are, frankly, downright disgusting 
and do nothing to help the stereotyping that the 
Call Of Duty community gets on a regular basis.

Mr Vonderhaar tweeted about changes 
implemented on a certain gun, to which he received 
nothing but hate and vitriol. The tweaks to the 
guns were so minimal that only the most devoted 
CoD fan would have noticed. Does this deserve the 
threat of violence and death against a man and his 
family? I think we can all agree that it does not.

These, in my opinion, were some of lowest points 
of 2013 and we as gamers should be wondering 
what kind of community it is we want to foster. Is 
this acceptable behaviour for anyone within our 
growing pastime to exhibit? Games constantly 
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seem to be going through a fight to be seen as an 
art form, but with behaviour like this, it’s no wonder 
we’re still seen as a bunch of snotty nosed kids, 
with too much freedom to express our opinions.

The Growth Of Narrative

This year has been greater than ever for the idea 
of narrative within the interactive worlds we so 
frequently find ourselves visiting. The evolution of 
gameplay is set to stagnate with iterative versions 
of franchises being released year on year. There 
are exceptions of course, some notable series have 
taken a turn away from their standard fare such as 
Assassin’s Creed, while still managing to keep the 
core crowd interested.  

This has meant tricky questions for several 
developers, who have been forced to try and find 
inventive ways of keeping the player constantly 
engaged. Games appear to be surpassing their 

constant need to imitate Hollywood at every turn 
- this trend is far from about to die out - but with 
games like That Game Company’s Journey  showing 
off minimal narrative elements, and in its place 
a reliance on the players’ want to explore and 
understand the world they’re thrown into, games 
are starting to play to their strengths.

There are plenty of examples of Hollywood 
storytelling though. Beyond: Two Souls was 
released at the end of this year and relies very 
heavily on the tried and tested scene method 
of story development. The game jumps from 
moment to moment explaining to players snippets 
of Jodie’s (the main character) life, one incident at a 
time. The most notable difference with traditional 
storytelling is its non-linear timeline events. This 
means you’re experiencing Jodie’s life in an order 
that just manages to keep enough from you, while 
still enough to make the story interesting. 
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This does evoke memories of 
Tarantino-esque films and things 
movies have been doing for a 
long time now, so should we 
really be celebrating this? Is it 
not just something that should 
be happening as the art form 
progresses? Well other developers 
have begged to differ. With the 
release of Brothers: A Tale Of Two 
Sons, a Swedish filmmaker by the 
name of Josef Fares managed to 
show us that maybe we shouldn’t 
be looking at the film industry for 
inspiration, but instead looking at 
what it is games do that no other 
medium does. 

With the innovative mechanic that has you 
controlling two players at the same time both 
assigned to different analog sticks and buttons, the 
way the game played out felt really personal and 
hit home in a way few other games have managed. 
It’s very difficult to explain just how the mechanics 
manage to influence the narrative, but Brothers 
manages this fantastically.  

Then we also have examples of narrative moving 
forward just in the design of the story itself. 
Bioshock: Infinite was always an anticipated title, 
the team that gave us Rapture in 2007 returning 
with another fascinating city to explore. This time 
with a populace as well, something absent from 
the underwater former utopia of the first game. 
We get to see Columbia, the city in the clouds, at its 
peak and in all its beauty which already changed 
the way the story would play out from this setting 
to the last. 
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The very simple addition of a companion could 
have ruined the otherwise perfectly crafted 
Bioshock experience, making the game a boring 
extended babysitting session. With the integration 
of Elizabeth, your disney-esque trapped princess 
in the tower, Irrational Games managed to thread 
her not only into the gameplay seamlessly, never 
getting in your way or slowing your progress, but 
also managed to build a whole narrative around 
her and her powers.

This was something that was, frankly, a joy to 
behold. The story managed to save all its large 
twists till the end and still have you guessing, 
with an ending that polarised audiences, they still 
achieved what many games fail to. Irrational kept 
the player guessing constantly and making them 
want to play just to see what happened, leaving 
many with their jaws firmly attached to the floor 
for the last ten minutes.  

With a lot of games changing the way they manage 
their storytelling and trying to integrate the story 
into the mechanics, the end of this generation is 
looking like a promising one. The biggest concern 
is that we do this every console generation. We 
get innovation and new techniques to deliver the 
player a more fulfilling experience, which then 
manages to get lost in the fanfare and excitement 
of a new console generation, as developers try to 
figure out the new systems. 

Shadow of The Colossus was released relatively 
close to the end of the PS2 lifecycle, showing almost 
effortlessly how easily you can communicate 
emotion with a player. The following generation has 
taken almost it’s entire lifetime to get back to that 
state of narrative design, there is a sense of déjà 
vu setting in with next gen release titles. Killzone 
appears to be another lifeless shooter with a 
skewed idea of giving its long term villainous space 
Nazis feelings. Ryse seems to be more centered 
around the life of a soldier and his struggle to 
understand his role in serving his country/empire 
and coming to terms with what that may mean. 
The cliches seem to be endless.

We seem to have nothing that shows the huge steps 
taken forward at the end of the last generation. In 
fact one of the few studios who transcended its 
former trend for big action games in favour of a 
more story driven experience, Naughty Dog, has 
since announced another Uncharted game is in 
the works.

It seems that the industry never learns. We can only 
hope this trend is short lived and that this console 
generation’s hardware lives up to its promise of 
being easy to program for and understand, so we 
can get the experiences we’ve already seen our 
industry is capable of, from many of the brightest 
minds it has to offer.

James Furlong
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Neil’s Top 3 Games 
of the Generation

Jumping on the bandwagon of top games of the 
generation, I decided to spin this idea a little. 
Instead of looking at three games in general, 

I’ll be looking at titles from each format; Xbox, PS3 
and Wii. You can see our previous articles on this 
subject from Joe and from Ryan, picking some 
cracking games from the previous generation of 
consoles. Personally I want to kick Joe for stealing 
Dark Souls from me but I can’t bear a grudge as 
the game is truly epic.

So kicking off this show, let us begin with the 
humble Nintendo Wii. This quirky little box of joy 
had many enjoyable titles and a unique method of 
controlling the games with the Wiimote/Nunchuck 
combo. While many gamers scoffed at the Wii, 
calling it an underpowered kids toy and mocked at 
the lack of high definition gaming, this didn’t stop 
Nintendo bringing some amazing games to the 
platform.

Enough rambling, here’s my pick of the generation 
for the Wii and it is none other than:-

Metroid: Other M

Metroid has been a rock solid franchise for Nintendo, 
starting out on the NES, Samus Aran has featured 
on a vast majority of hardware for the company, 
with her latest outing being an outstanding romp 
and spiritual sequel to Super Metroid on the SNES. 
Investigating a distress call from a remote research 
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station, Samus encounters her old military unit 
from the Galactic Federation before she became 
the famous bounty hunter. Events quickly transpire 
to reveal that this research station is home to 
none other than the baby Metroid that saved 
Samus from Motherbrain’s monstrous death ray; 
unfortunately it seems the Federation has been 
conducting experiments with the Metroid which 
has also attracted the attention of arch-nemesis 
Ridley, who has somehow survived the previous 
encounter with Samus.

The seamless switching from traditional platformer 
to first person shooter makes this a joy to play, 
utilising the Wiimote/nunchuck combo to great 
effect, Metroid: Other M is testament to the idea 
that you don’t need eye melting graphics to create 
a killer title. The gameplay alone is strong enough 
to hold Metroid above many, many other titles 
that are graphically superior yet lack the substance 
which this Nintendo gem delivers to you by the 
truckload.

Moving onto the PS3 and this 
is an easy choice for me due 
to Joe stealing Dark Souls, 
I decide to plump for its 
predecessor. 

Demon Souls

Set in the kingdom of Boletaria, 
King Allant XII and his thirst 
for power conducted a dark 
summoning ritual which 
brought forth the “deep fog” 
which consumed the lands 
of his kingdom, severing 
ties with the outside world. 
From the fog surged demons 
that consumed the souls of 

mankind; many brave warriors set forth through 
the fog only to be never seen again.

Your character must set forth and vanquish many 
foes in order to save Boletaria, though such a task 
is not as easy as you may think. Demon Souls 
has a brutal difficulty level and will punish your 
mistakes with gratifying ease, this game quickly 
earned the reputation as one of the hardest titles 
of the generation; a reputation that was bolstered 
by Dark Souls. This game will grab your bollocks, 
smash them into a brick wall and will gleefully 
repeat this over and over again until you can’t take 
anymore pain. Unfortunately, we gamer folk can 
be masochists at times, even after the relentless 
onslaught of deaths in Demon Souls we’re 
compelled to push further just to we can beat the 
bastard game.

Finally the Xbox 360, Microsoft’s beige-now-black 
brick of enjoyment that has sat under the TV of 
many a console peasant across the globe for a 
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number of years. Picking a game of the generation 
for the 360 is a difficult choice to make due to 
the huge catalogue of games which have been 
outstanding to play, but I feel my choice for 360 is 
a game that everyone should experience.

Castlevania: Lords of Shadow

This was a game that I feared could be a 
monumental flop; taking our 
beloved 2D platforming adventure 
and injecting a dose of 3D was 
viewed by many as a risky decision. 
Thankfully, what emerged from 
those development doors was 
a title rich in story, atmosphere 
and gameplay that dismissed my 
fears with ease, then consequently 
consumed large amounts of my 
life as I followed the adventures of 
Gabriel Belmont.

Lords of Shadow is not linked to 
any previous Castlevania title in the 
franchise, the reboot gave players a 
fresh and gripping storyline. Gabriel 
was sent by the Brotherhood of 
Light to the lake of Oblivion where 
he encounters the spirit of his 
deceased wife, Marie. This meeting 
sheds light upon an artifact called 
the God Mask, a mask that seems to 
have the power to revive his beloved 
Marie and defeat all evil from the 
land.

Lords of Shadow also had a star 
studded cast voicing the characters 
in the game. Robert Carlyle voiced 
the protagonist, Gabriel and 

Patrick Stewart voicing your fellow Brotherhood 
companion, Zobek, two of the most recognisable 
names in their industry. The game was praised for 
the script, voice overs and orchestral soundtrack 
which won over the critics, enabling Castlevania to 
be a huge success for Konami. Giving gamers an 
experience that will live with them forever, this is 
truly a game of the generation.

Neil Hetherington
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The 7 Hardest 
Bosses in Gaming

Boss battles have traditionally been the icing 
on the cake of video games. Almost every 
genre has them, and whilst they are a staple 

of the industry, there’s some that stand above the 
rest in terms of difficulty. The following is a list 
compiled from my own personal experiences, so 
if there’s a boss missing from here that you think 
is harder, it’s probably because I’ve never played 
said game. Be sure to let us know in the comments 
section if there’s a boss you’ve fought that’s way, 
way harder than anything featured on this list!

The following list is in no particular order

Daimon - Dragon’s Dogma: Dark 
Arisen

Dragon’s Dogma isn’t as famous for its difficulty as 
Dark Souls, but at times it can be just as hard - if 
not harder - than Namco’s well-known, punishing 
RPG. Residing in the darkest depths of Bitterblack 
Isle, Daimon is the final boss of the Dark Arisen 
expansion, and he is an utter asshole.

Not only do you have to defeat multiple anger-
inducing bosses to even reach him in the first place, 
you also have to defeat Daimon once to unlock his 
true final form. Chances are, the majority of players 
never saw the demon’s ultimate form, because 
his first one took at least an hour to kill in itself. 
With a truckload of health, stupid speed and zero 
downtime between attacks, your only chance was 
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to climb onto his face like an annoying fly and start 
slicing his face apart. If you emerged victorious, 
you then had to journey through Bitterblack and 
defeat Daimon a second time to be greeted by his 
final form - a faster, cheaper and more annoying 
version of his first form.

Ornstein & Smough - Dark Souls

If you’re an avid Dark Souls player like myself, 
try and remember the moment when you first 
stepped through Anor Londo’s fog gate by yourself 
- not backed up by two other mates - and laid eyes 
upon the two guys responsible for untold amounts 
of frustration.

The trouble with including Dark Souls bosses in 
lists like these is many players forget how difficult 
its many, many foes were the first time they faced 
them. In a game all about learning attack patterns 
and patience, even Dark Souls’ bosses can become 
child’s play once you’ve defeated them half a dozen 
times. Ornstein & Smough though, are still the 
only encounter I dread but equally look forward to 
when picking up the game for another playthrough. 

Whether you succeed or fail against the tag team, 
they’re always entertaining and unpredictable to 
engage in battle with.

Vergil - Devil May Cry 3

Ninja Theory’s DmC: Devil May Cry was excellent. 
Despite all the laughable fanboy hate the company 
received, Dante’s much-needed reboot was a 
return to form after the disappointing Devil May 
Cry 4. However, whilst its boss fights were creative 
and fun - Bob Barbas was pure genius - they were 
never as challenging or difficult as the nightmare 
creations of Capcom’s earlier entries in the series.

I lost all track of time, death count and real life 
responsibilities when fighting Vergil in Devil May 
Cry 3. It’s one of the only times i’ve had to put the 
controller down, turn the console off and return to 
fight another day with a fresh pair of eyes due to the 
amount of time sunk into one fight. Dante’s dick of 
a brother can do everything you can and more. He 
can also do it faster and flawlessly, meaning you 
have to be flawless too, as one slip up will almost 
certainly mean you’re dead.
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Mom - The Binding of Isaac

There’s two things you need to know about 
Edmund McMillen’s roguelike dungeon crawler. 
Everything in the game is randomly generated - 
and Mom is a bitch. McMillen’s follow-up to Super 
Meat Boy was always going to be difficult, but the 
randomly generated nature of TBoI is what makes 
it a nightmare to complete. You can either be 
blessed by amazing item upgrades and generous 
health drops on your journey to kill Mommy, or 
you can be screwed over at every turn by annoying 
boss fights and constant combat rooms.

Regardless of how fortunate you were on your 
journey to Mom, your first encounter against her 
is almost certain to end by being crushed by her 

leg - which seems to suffer from 
a severe case of cellulitis. With 
the release of Binding of Isaac: 
Rebirth on the horizon, it has 
never been a better time to try 
this indie hit - just don’t expect 
to win on your first 20 attempts.

Every Final Boss - 
Street Fighter Series

M.Bison, Akuma, Gill or Seth? 
Take your pick, they’re all a 

bunch of bastards. Street Fighter is the third 
Capcom game to feature on this list, and that 
shouldn’t come as a surprise to anyone - the 
Japanese company are responsible for some of 
the hardest and most imaginative boss battles in 
the history of videogames.

Regardless of which Street Fighter game you play, 
you’re guaranteed to face-off against an end boss 
that’s as difficult as they are cheap and annoying. 
Secret boss Shin Akuma would have your ass for 
breakfast, Ultimate M.Bison would take you down 
in a handful of attacks and Seth would beat you 
into submission with his cheapness. All of them 
are deserving of being on this list so it’s impossible 
to place one above the other in terms of difficulty. 
Street Fighter V has a lot to live up to - if it exists.
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Shao Kahn - Mortal Kombat Series

Mortal Kombat’s comical levels of gore aren’t the 
only reason the series is famous. Shao Kahn is the 
final boss of multiple games in the bloody series, 
with the most recent being 2011’s Mortal Kombat. 
Regardless of which iteration you play though, 
Shao Kahn is always there to laugh in your face 
when he beats you down for all eternity.

In Ultimate Mortal kombat 3, you had to first beat 
Motaro - who was just as bad - to gain access to the 
ruler of Outworld, whereas in 2011’s MK, you had 
no choice but to fight him as Raiden in the story 
mode. With insane damage, flawless blocking and 
attacks with huge range, Shao Kahn has secured 
his place in the Hall of Douchery as well as being a 
very, very hard boss.

Alma - Ninja Gaiden

I imagine Alma would laugh hysterically at the 
concept of Dark Souls being difficult. The Arch-
Fiend (basically a form of demon), is the hardest 
boss I have ever beaten in a videogame. That’s a 

statement that isn’t easily said, but Alma definitely 
takes the cake for being the hardest of the hard.

Like Dark Souls, what made Ninja Gaiden so great 
was difficulty that was fair and entirely dependent 
on player skill. If you didn’t come prepared to 
fight Alma, you would last for mere seconds and 
be punished for your own sloppiness. The key to 
success was perseverance. Only through death 
would you gradually learn her moves and patterns, 
enabling you to learn when to attack and when to 
get the hell away from her. It has been years since 
I last played Ninja Gaiden, but if I were to play it 
now, I have no doubt that Alma would be just as 
difficult now as she was when I was swearing at 
my TV as a teenager.

So there’s a collection of boss fights that have been 
the toughest for me personally, but what about 
everyone else? If there’s a boss that you think is 
leagues ahead in terms of difficulty in comparison 
to the ones listed above, don’t hesitate to let us 
know in the comments section!

Joe Pring
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Is Killer Instinct 
“The World’s Most 
Generous Demo”?

No.

Did I spoil it for you? Well come on, what were you 
expecting? This game has been hyped so much 
that, when I got my Xbox One, I had to see what 
it was all about; and Microsoft saying this was ‘the 
world’s most generous demo’, only further spurred 
me on.

Several of my friends received a free code for the 
full game for being members of Xbox Live, not 
for a long time, but for having large gamerscore. 
That was the first time this game put my nose out 
of joint, which became something of a recurring 
theme. Next I heard how ‘generous’ the free-to-
play version was and thought to myself, maybe it 
won’t be a huge deal, maybe they’re just giving a 
few extra things with the full version? I might even 
pick up the full version if it’s as good as it looks.

Six characters? That doesn’t sound like a lot...
whatever, it’s an old RARE game right? No need to 
worry, I’m sure it’ll be great and they’ll add more 
characters over time. They’re only going to add 
two more characters? Hmm interesting choice, 
but again, surely with all the hype...it’ll be worth it? 
Right?

Unfortunately, when I first played this game it 
was the single LEAST generous demo I had ever 
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played. So, at first glance, what do you get? Jago: an 
extremely clichéd male fighting game protagonist, 
made up of the same moves that all other games 
in the genre do better. You also get one stage to 
play, ONE (but do note other stages are available 
via the store using your KP - the games currency 
you gain by doing daily challenges etc - while extra 
characters are bought with real money). I couldn’t 
believe how little content was in this… demo? 
Free-to-play game? I didn’t even know, and I keep 
up to date with this stuff. Okay so actually it’s not 
technically a free-to-play game, it’s actually just a 
demo - and from what I had heard the full game 
was actually quite enjoyable and an impressive 
fighter - but going on the PR alone is what we’re 
here to do; so let’s break it down.

At this juncture I would like to say I have never 
claimed to be fantastic at fighting games, yet 
I still find myself fascinated by them and have 
purchased Mortal Kombat, Marvel vs. Capcom 3 
and Street Fighter IV  in the last year and a bit; the 
latter I also had several of the add-ons for - so all 
of my opinions are just that, opinions. The game 
plays well - with a rock solid frame-rate and fluid 
animations - and the character you’re given is very 
much one that, like stated previously, is standard 
fighting game fare. So, nothing to really turn your 
nose up at so far?

The game looks pretty good and is possibly the 
only game, so far, for Xbox One that I haven’t had 
crash, so that’s something. The demo doesn’t offer 
moving stages or anything akin to some newer 
fighters, but what it does offer is an awesome 
tutorial. Being the average player I am, this was 
my first port of call. What impressed me most was 
the way it explained every single idea about the 
systems to me, in plain English.The tutorial is the 
best of any fighting game I have ever played. It 

‘At this juncture I would 
like to say I have never 
claimed to be fantastic 

at fighting games’
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explained the theory behind using the moves, not 
just how to make them happen. On the whole, I 
find fighting games are extremely hostile to new 
players, but Killer Instinct takes this preconception 
and stomps all over it. 

This is a breath of fresh air in a genre defined by 
old franchises, with huge learning curves. 

Online play is always daunting when playing a 
fighting game. You’d best put your gaming ego 
aside for a minute and be ready to accept that 
you may not be the best. The matchmaking does 
appear to take some time - at least those times 
I attempted to play. The main issue is you are 
matched against people who are also playing the 
demo version which leads to fatigue extremely 
quickly. You’d best love Jago and the one free stage 
you get because boy, will you see them a lot. 

The character, aesthetic and sound design are 
standout parts of this game. With Street Fighter 

having the monopoly on visual design in this specific 
genre, Double Helix have taken all opportunity to 
pour character into every facet of the game. The 
music throughout is an over-the-top sudo-metal 
cheese fest, evoking early 90’s gaming nostalgia 
by the bucket load. All characters look unique and 
the stunning visuals every time a player pulls of a 
move of varying complexity, is impressive. 

So what are we left with? A demo that manages to 
be small in size, yet impressive in scope - hinting 
heavily at the time and love put into this product. 
I’ve always felt demos are a hard thing to get right 
and when I started playing this game, we had our 
differences but I feel we’ve worked it out and I’ve 
accepted it’s a little odd. I look at it like this: It’s still 
free, regardless of how much content you get. If 
you’re not a huge fan of fighting games this might 
be a way in for you - specifically with the new 
tutorial system - maybe it’ll spark a new love. It’s 
worth a download.
For me, it has managed to help me understand 

the theory behind fighting 
games a little more, which 
I can’t state how much I 
appreciate. I would hope 
from now on more games 
take this approach to giving 
an optional tutorial with 
this kind of depth, and not 
assume its core audience 
are the only ones who want 
to play it.  

It’s not the world’s most 
generous demo, but it sure 
is the most generous free 
interactive fighting game 
coach I’ve ever had.

James Furlong
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My Time in 
Blockland

I was checking out the list of game titles that 
needed reviewing the other day when I saw 
Blockland. I had a quick glance at its Steam 

page and based on the description, in-game 
screenshots and trailer, the game appeared to be 
full of promise. Blockland is a sandbox simulator 
using, what are essentially, those special building 
blocks that everyone knows and loves (or hates, if 
you encounter them barefoot at 2am). The trailer 
shows some amazing looking worlds filled with 
people building together and doing all kinds of 
crazy things.

I installed the game and excitedly launched it, I 
wanted to learn to build and I wanted to learn right 
now! I started with the tutorial, it seemed like a 
good idea at the time. It takes you through several 
rooms and in each room you have a mission which 
allows you to learn a new skill to get to the next 
room. It started out simply enough; walk through 
here, jump over there, hey I have a Jetpack! So far, 
so good. Then began the building. Mouse clicks, 
several button clicks and a LOT of fiddling later I 
completed task one, put a brick into the wall. The 
next task was to build a staircase, it took what felt 
like forever. I just wanted to get out of tutorial hell 
and into the game!

Disheartened but ready to explore I decided to look 
at the other avenues the game has to offer. When 
you see the in-game menu it promises all kinds of 
fun. There are options for racing, deathmatches 
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and lots of other cool sounding things. I jumped 
into a racing game and... was the only person 
there.  I jumped into a deathmatch and… was the 
only person there! This was still the case even after 
several minutes of waiting for someone else to 
pass by.

Assuming I was doing something wrong I found 
there was a “join a game” option which upon clicking 
made a whole host of servers come up. Amazing! 
Except it wasn’t. Most are dead and the handful 
that showed any life had a handful of players at 
best. I finally found one with a whole 13 people 
in and clicked “join”. As the server was loading I 
could see a chat channel. As a long-standing World 
of Warcraft player I know that a good community 
can make or break games. A fun, vibrant and social 
environment can make your game-time more 
enjoyable and exciting. This server offered none 
of those things. The language and content I saw 
made me feel uncomfortable, I certainly wouldn’t 
want my kids to see it! This is made even more 
disappointing by the fact that the game lends itself 
to being attractive to the younger audience.
Having finally logged in, the game began. Trying 

not to judge the whole server by its most vocal 
members was difficult, but I wanted to give it a fair 
chance. Looking around the world I had landed in I 
could see a little utopia of colourful houses, games 
and other random things. I walked round exploring 
and trying to figure out how to interact with things, 
I never did manage it. I was too scared to ask for 
help from these people abusing each other in chat 
and the whole thing just sucked the fun out of it all. 
Upon trying to connect to different servers I faced 
a host of issues with disconnects and the like. I 
decided that maybe single player was the way to 
go, after all it is Christmas, maybe there just aren’t 
people about right now? 

‘A fun, vibrant and social 
environment can make 
your game-time more 
enjoyable and exciting. 

This server offered 
non of those things.’
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So I fired up the sandbox mode ready to build and 
this is where the last bit of fun drained right out of 
me. The building mechanics are the most difficult 
and cumbersome I have ever encountered. I play 
sandbox games all the time, it is something I can 
enjoy and often share with my family. I love seeing 
things come to life and although I expect a slight 
learning curve and sometimes quirky mechanics I 
can live with that. Alas it was not to be. After having 
spent far too much time building a simple wall, I 
caved in. The mechanics and build method are so 
counter-intuitive compared to other games I have 
played - and the poor community experience gave 
me little motivation to persevere.

I decided to investigate and explore the community 
side a little further. It seems that Blockland was 
once a huge thriving game, hosted on independent 
servers and full of life. The move onto Steam was 
supposed to breathe new life into the community 

but so far so fail for me. I checked out the Blockland 
forums to see if I could figure out where I was going 
wrong and I am still at a loss. One of the first posts 
I saw was about people getting disconnected from 
servers. The thread turned out to contain nothing 
but a page full of abuse and flaming. I know every 
game has its challenges, especially server based 
ones, but for me Blockland was a fail too far. 

I did not even feel like I could play it enough 
to review it properly. I hope I have just had a 
bad experience and I sincerely hope there is a 
community out there who can come back from 
this, it just won’t have me in it. It is with a heavy 
heart that I am bidding Blockland farewell before 
I frustrate myself into oblivion with this clunky, 
messy game with its huge potential and promise 
- all sadly wasted. So long Blockland, it could have 
been a beautiful friendship.

Helen Ashcroft
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My Mishaps and 
Adventures in 

Skyrim

I recently bought The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim 
during the Steam Holiday Sales, for a dirty 
cheap price; I thought that I had waited long 

enough, and for £3.74, it was practically a steal! 
Then came my decision to write a record of how 
I react, both in game and out, to the adventures 
that befall my character. Why? Because I tend to 
have peculiar and quite amusing experiences in 
games (some might put it down to my essentially 
non-existent gaming ‘skill’). The idea arose when 
I recalled previous experiences of playing The 
Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind when I managed to 
die a couple times by either accidently breaking 
into someone’s house or just picking up an item 
in a store, and they assumed I was stealing it. 
Additionally, people have remarked that watching 
me play a game is a ‘funny’ experience because it 
takes me ages to work out what to do, and I tend 
to get easily scared (I have been known to scream 
whilst getting attacked during a game of Team 
Fortress 2 because I wasn’t expecting an enemy 
behind me).

Literally straight after starting my first Skyrim 
experience, I must confess, I was very confused. 
I was just thrown into some storyline I had no 
idea about. I did also think I must have accidently 
skipped the selecting a class stage because I wasn’t 
sure if you could be a particular class or race, or 
have certain skills. So in the midst of my confusion 
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I tried to take in as much of the story as possible. 
When I finally reached the stage where I could 
select my race and alter the looks of my character, I 
must have spent practically half an hour perfecting 
them, like I would do on The Sims. I know, it’s sad, 
but it gives me a sense of pride walking around 
Tamriel knowing that I’m a foxy-looking lady elf.

After perfecting my character, the guards still 
concluded that I was going to be executed, which 
was fabulous to be honest. I mean, what better 
way to start a game? By being executed, you know? 
So I went to lay my head down the executioner’s 
block and then – A DRAGON. “Great, now I don’t 
have to die at the hand of the guards for a crime I 
didn’t even commit; instead I can burn to death by 
dragon breath. This is going to be a short game.” 
Then I heard a voice, calling me over, and no joke, 
I was wandering around in an endless circle for at 
least five minutes trying to locate where the voice 
was beckoning me from. Seriously, if this were real 

life, (you know, because elves and dragons are so 
totally real) I would definitely have been dragon 
fodder. When I eventually found the man who was 
calling me, he whisked me through the crowds of 
panicking villagers and debris of buildings and led 
me away from this dragon who wished to compete 
with Smaug to see how much of a village he can 
destroy. I think it was pretty safe to say that any 
confusion I had before was amplified ten-fold.

I found a rebel (I’m still not completely sure what 
they’re rebelling against, but I thought I’d just 
go along with it) who was captured alongside 
my character and had also been freed in all the 

‘After perfecting my 
character, the guards still 

concluded that I was 
going to be executed’
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chaos, so we stuck together going underground, 
collecting some weapons and gold and slapping 
some bitches along the way. We did encounter 
another woman along the way but she died in the 
next room we walked in to. She was a little useless, 
and come on, this is coming from me, Miss Useless 
of the Year. SHE DIED BEFORE I DID. Even I didn’t 
die in the tutorial (which is actually pretty good 
going for me). I also chose this point to become 
Sherlock and inspect everything and be a magpie 
and TAKE ALL THE THINGS. But then I soon realised 
that I couldn’t take everything because I could only 
carry so much and this saddened me very much 
so. I mean where were all the merchants? It wasn’t 
like there was a massive dragon attacking or 
anyth- oh… On the point of the dragon, seriously, 
how long does it take to destroy an entire village? 
It can’t be that hard if you have FIRE BREATH. We 

get it, Smaug (the name of the dragon was not 
revealed to me so I shall name him/her Smaug), 
you are fire; you are death, blah, blah, blah.

Now is the list of my brainless, yet entertaining, 
coming-of-late realisations and reactions:

1. I wish I was kidding when I type this but it took 
me half an hour of wielding a weapon, to discover 
why I couldn’t hold a weapon and a shield at the 
same time. It turned out I was carrying a mace, 
and apparently a mace is a two-handed weapon 
(it didn’t say it anywhere, that is my excuse) so it 
wouldn’t let me hold a shield at the same time, 
but when I held a sword, which is a one-handed 
weapon, it would let me hold a shield at the same 
time. I felt very silly after.
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2. Spiders jumped out and attacked me, so needless 
to say, I screamed. I did gain a few funny looks 
from my family at the time. The fact I’m terrified of 
spiders kind of makes up for that, though.

3. I heard some wolves howling at one point…I did 
not jump at all, no…

4. I couldn’t work out how to slow walk until 
I accidentally nudged the shift key and went 
noticeably slower. I admit, there is no excuse for 
this.

5. The first time I heard the level up music, I thought 
that it meant someone was about to attack me and 
I jumped. I’m easily scared, okay?

6. One part, I was incredibly stuck. I was trying to 
work it out for ages and I only managed to grasp 
half of it. I gave up and just asked my younger 
brother what to do, but honestly if I didn’t I would 
have been there for another hour at least! But I 
must confess, I was ashamed of myself.

This has been a lot of…fun so far, to say the least, 
and I’m only a smidgen of the way through the 
game (even though I’ve got 6 hours on record of 
playing it. I like to take my time!). I think there 
will be more mishaps and adventures to come in 
future.

Jessica Greenfield
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The Geek Shall 
Inherit the Earth 
- Improving the 

Image of Gamers 
in 2014

Us gamers have got a bad image, and you know 
it. I know we’ve come a long way - our medium 
has become smarter, maturer, more respectable 
as an ‘art’ and we’ve hit the mainstream (which 
has brought its own batch of ugly stereotypes) but 
we’re still mocked to the left and to the right. It’s 
a new year, a nice even number and everyone’s 
making new promises for the next month. So why 
don’t we make a promise for the next year, the 
next generation, the next everything? Let’s take 
little steps to improve our image as a hobby, as 
a lifestyle, as gamers. Because remember; as the 
good book (probably) says: ‘the geek shall inherit 
the Earth’.   

Mind

Counter-Strike revision - This is a little technique 
my mate and I developed at uni. It allows you to 
feel like you’re taking a break from revision while 
still cramming a few facts in. It’s not restricted 
to Counter-Strike and it’s not some dodgy 
sponsorship deal I’ve got going; it’s just what we 
had at the time. In fact, it works with any round 
based game with long waits between rounds or in 
lobbies (or waiting for your new gen consoles to 
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load). Sit with your textbook at your side and while 
you wait, instead of hurling abuse at other players, 
cram, cram, cram. Write down one or two phrases/
facts you need to learn - then, when your round 
loads, instead of repeating ‘oh s*** oh s***, oh 
s***’ repeat the fact like it’s your mantra. ‘Oakley. 
1974. Women’s attitudes to housework. Oakley. 
1974. Women’s attitudes to housework. Oakley. 
1974. Women’s  attitudes to - arghhh, you godamn 
camping ****!’ I promise it’ll stick.

Note:  this does not replace actual revision. It just 
allows a break from the hard slog while still feeling 
productive.    

Tangential Learning -  If a game is engaging but 
referencing things you don’t know: research it. I 
started tangential learning back when I was playing 
Final Fantasy VIII. Knowing that the summon 

Shiva was a Hindu deity, I decided to research 
the rest: Quetzalcoatl - Mesoamerican deity, Ifrit 
- supernatural Arabic creature, Odin - One-Eyed, 
Norse god. If you’re playing God of War and want 
the low down on the bloke whose head you just 
pulled off - research it. If you’ve got Lara Croft 
running around on a sunken boat with a name you 
recognise (Marie Celeste): research it. It enriches 
your gaming experience and fills you with a wealth 
of useless knowledge, in case you ever become a 
parent. We’ve all got smartphones and tablets by 
our sides anyway, so it’s not like we even have to 
leave the game!  

Note: While Sid Meier’s Civilization games are awful 
for destroying your sleep cycle and free time, they 
do aid tangential learning by providing an in-game 
encyclopedia.
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Get Involved - Read and write about the thing 
you love. You’re here reading this, so that’s a start 
- now get in the comments and have intelligent 
conversation, or write your own articles and publish 
them on a blog. Why not find a local arts venue, 
cafe or pub with a participation space and set up a 
videogames club? Here you can talk with maturity 
about worthwhile topics - morality in gaming, the 
state of storytelling, presentation of women. You 
could propose a theme 
for every month. When 
I was at school, being a 
geek was shameful. In my 
adult life though, I’ve been 
told on multiple occasions 
something that has 
revolutionised how I feel 
about my own interests: 
‘Being smart is sexy’ and 
‘being passionate about 
something is hot’. So be 
sexy. Be hot.

Audio Learning - Some 

games ask you to carry out 
some pretty low-skill tasks: 
crossing unpopulated 
terrain, grinding for XP, 
fetch quests (I’m not 
just talking about RPGs 
but they are the main 
culprits). Make that time 
productive by listening to 
podcasts. There’s plenty 
of gems out there that 
make science, literature, 
society interesting (there’s 
even a load on gaming!). 
Try Brian Cox and Robin 
Ince’s The Infinite Monkey 

Cage, or Stuff To Blow Your Mind, for free. Or you 
could get your hands on audio recordings of the 
books you always pretend you’ve read but haven’t. 
It’ll take a bit of training to get your brain used to 
taking in the audio while looking at the screen, but 
after a few days you’ll be able to follow both with 
ease. You could even repeatedly hammer that one 
button while learning another language, if you 
want to.   
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Body

Rethink Light -  While killing 
my twentieth Zubat just trying 
to escape a cave I didn’t mean 
to walk into and listening to a 
podcast at the same time, I learnt 
all about how light affects our 
sleep-cycle. Basically there’s two 
types of light: red-rich light calms 
our body and mind, preparing us 
for sleep. It’s the kind of light we 
get when the sun is going down. 
Blue-rich light wakes our body 
and mind up, preparing us for the 
day. It’s the kind of light we get in 
the morning as the sun rises. Blue-
rich is also the kind of light that our 
computers, TVs and phones pump 
out. And what do you tend to do 
just before you go to bed? If you 
struggle falling asleep or sleeping 
well - stop playing videogames an 
hour earlier. You could trade that 
hour for the morning and get up 
early with a handheld next to your 
bed - that blue light will suddenly 
become useful.

Counter-Strike workout - Similar 
concept to the Counter-Strike 
revision. Game with lots of waiting 
time? Have a set of weights next to 
you and work out in the downtime. 
Dual pistols? Pfft. Check out these 
guns!

Motion Controlled Exercise 
Games - ...that counts, right? 
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Soul

Troll less - It doesn’t seem like long ago that 
Anita Sarkeesian (who? Time for some tangential 
learning!) was almost torn to pieces by ignorance, 
when she tried to get us talking and thinking a little 
bit more about how we present women in gaming. 
This stops now. If you’re smart enough to read this, 
then you’re smart enough to know that prejudice 
of any kind; be it race, gender, sexuality or age is 
wrong. As is threatening to rape someone’s loved 
one because you’re losing a game. If you think that 
insult is funny then I’ll put you in a room full of 
rape victims and they’ll bury you with your own 
shame. So that stops. Right here, this year. But 
I think that most of the people reading this are 
probably decent, mature, above that; don’t rest 
on your laurels though. What I believe to be more 
important is the fact that we will be/currently are 
responsible for bringing the next generation of 

gamers into the world. So let’s look after them, 
educate them, lead by example and try not to 
make the internet the scumbag apocalypse that 
it’s currently shaping up to be.

And if you’re going to troll, do it right. It’s a weapon, 
so use it on the right people: those that deserve 
it. If you see big companies taking advantage of 
people or being guilty of reinforcing prejudices, 
troll them. Troll those that deserve it into the 
ground. See Amazon reviews of Bic ‘For her’ Pens 
for responsible trolling.

Talk - Talk to the opposite sex. I read an article that 
claimed that 50% of gamers are now girls. I think 
that’s pretty much the perfect figure! So let’s talk: 
not in a romantic way, not in a sexy way, just in a 
human way, a gamer way. Stop expressing surprise 
when you meet a girl that likes games. Stop talking 
about how you’re the only girl that likes games. Start 
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acting like gender doesn’t even register anymore. 
Let’s break the stereotype of the sad little man sat 
in a basement, let’s show the world that gaming 
isn’t just a boys’ club.

Talk to the shy kids too. When I was little, I was 
painfully shy; I couldn’t make small talk for the 
life of me ( I can now, watch: ‘Nice weather isn’t 
it Matt?’ ‘No’.) but I could talk for England about 
the games I loved. So if you see someone shy; be 
they boy or girl, young or old, ask them if they like 
videogames. If they say no - not a problem. If they 
say yes, let them chat. Just because they’re quiet 
doesn’t mean they don’t want to talk. And that’s 
not patronising, that’s from personal experience. 

Show the world,  gamers doing good things - Let’s 
counter the thousands of articles about murderers 

being known to play violent games with some good 
press. Show the world gamers getting involved in 
worthwhile projects to help the environment, the 
community, unfortunate people. Get on Kickstarter 
and back worthwhile causes - games and projects 
that look to challenge stereotypes or educate the 
world about important issues through games. 
There’s plenty of gaming based charities out ther: 
‘Childs Play’ and ‘Extra Life’ are just a few so give a 
little to support them too.

Just a few pointers, you don’t have to take them 
all up at once. But if we take a step in the right 
direction for 2014 that would be good. Let’s act 
so that we can be proud to call ourselves gamers. 
Let’s inherit the Earth.

Matt Young
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Contains Spoilers for Some Games

Ah, I miss the old days when video games 
almost always climaxed with an epic fight 
against a 50 ft beast of death. Nowadays, 

it’s either a plot-twist, a lot of enemies that seem 
to materialise out of thin air or a cliffhanger to 
make room for an inevitable sequel that clogs up 
our list of releases in the industry we live in today. 
But there are still some games which end with an 
amazing fight, and here is a list of my personal 
favourites. 

8. The Evil Twins (Crash Twinsanity)

I played this game when I was younger, and I loved 
it. I don’t ever actually remember beating it, but 
when I looked up gameplay for the ending, all the 
memories came flooding back. Especially these 
guys. The giant mech which forms around them 
that results in eventually needing Mecha Bandicoot 
to finish the job is what makes this so amazing. 
This one holds a special place in my heart, being 
the first video game I ever completed. I had to get 
help from my dad every other minute, but I can 
always pretend that I did it all by myself. 

7. Albert Wesker (Resident Evil 5)

That’s right, we’re going back to the Albert Wesker 
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fight from Resident Evil 5 After the Quick Time Event 
segment, the actual fight was awesome, instead of 
just your generic ‘run-in-circles-while-you-shoot-it-
in-the-face-with-everything-until-it-stops-moving’ 
kind of boss. Don’t even get me started on that 
damn button mashing section as Sheva when you 
fall off the path. My poor fingers...

6. The Destroyer (Borderlands)

Ah, this boss sure was a surprise. After all that 
build up to the vault, doing all those quests 
for people, and you finally get to the vault and 
witness its opening... only to realise its ‘treasure’ 
is a giant worm-like creature that kills everyone 
else in the area, leaving only you to fight it. The 
2nd playthrough fight with it was so awesome, 
especially solo, and gave great satisfaction upon 
defeat.

5. Nihilanth (Half-Life)

This list wouldn’t be complete without an 
honourable mention from the Half-Life series. I 
still remember the shudder that went down my 
spine as the Nihilanth utters Freeman’s name as 
he enters its lair. It took me ages to master the 
technique of jumping at the right moment to dodge 
those damn portals. The sparks weren’t to bad 
apart from when they either went through a wall 
or when he shoots them as soon as you teleport 
back to him. Either way, definitely a memorable 
boss fight.

4. Scorcher Gunship (RAGE: The 
Scorchers)

A nice addition that made up for the lack of bosses 
in the original game. This boss made a nice finish 
to the DLC. Whilst a lot of this fight for me was 

spent hiding behind cover from a massive laser 
beam because my health was so low, the boss was 
still fun to play and a satisfying way to stop the 
Scorchers.

3. Ballos (Cave Story)

Jesus Christ. This guy. The true final boss of the 
game. The fight itself is amazing, but the reason it’s 
so high up is all the crap you have to do through 
the entire game (without guidance from the game 
itself) in order to get to it. A difficult, long, yet epic 
boss that was a brilliant ending to an epic game,

2. The Dollmaker / Angus Bumby 
(Alice: Madness Returns)

Alright, the game did have a knack for making you 
think there’s going to be a boss fight before it’s 
interrupted by falling chunks of ceiling or flying 
trains. But when the epic moment for the fight did 
arrive, boy it was worth the wait, that’s for sure. The 
way the boss plays out shows that Alice was trying 
to defeat Angus (The Dollmaker) in Wonderland. 
This then weakens him enough so Alice can defeat 
him in the real world as well. During this time she 
is more than likely also suffering attacks from 
him in the real world as well as Wonderland. A 
masterpiece ending to the game.

1. Mental Institution (Serious Sam 
2)

What’s more awesome than a gigantic metallic 
pyramid with wheels driving towards you whilst 
shooting missiles and suicidal planes? That’s right, 
nothing. The actual level takes an hour to get 
through, and once you reach the institution itself, 
you’ve got one hell of an epic fight ahead of you.

Duke Glen
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The next generation of gaming is here whether 
you like it or not. Now is time for reflection and 
thinking back on what it was we loved about the 
Wii, 360 and PS3. In previous issues, we have lists 
from Joe and Ryan on their favourite games of last 
generation, so go check them out. Also be sure 
to check out the list made by Neil, which is found 
within this issue.

But my list is going to be a little different, instead 
of my favourite games overall, I’m going to give 
you a list of five games you may have missed that 
kept me entertained. I could talk about Fallout 3, 
Fable 2, Assassins Creed II or Dead Space til’ the 
cows come home, but let’s look at something a 
little different. None of the games on this list got 
particularly bad reviews, nor were they poorly 
marketed. These are games I enjoyed, that I feel 
either didn’t sell well enough or were overlooked 
by a lot of people.

Honourable Mentions

I want to start with a few games that aren’t in this 
list, but that are on equal footing. Both Kane & 
Lynch games were fantastic in my honest opinion 
- specifically the more gritty, brutal second 
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installment Dog Days. Brütal Legend didn’t make 
it, but with its awesome old-school metal-infused 
world and great, if flawed, RTS/third-person 
gameplay it’s definitely one to pick up cheap now. 
Warhammer 40K: Space Marine, was another 
surprise for me; giving me the most fun I’ve had 
in a 40K game since Fire Warrior for the PS2. And 
finally Prototype. This game seemed to either just 
fail miserably, or generally interest no one. But 
for me, the open world mayhem and zero morals 
portrayed by the protagonist in this game hooked 
me from start to finish.  

So, let’s get this started. And where better to start 
than my most recently played game on the list. 
This game is one that came from a developer who, 
to me, will be sorely missed after their eventual 
collapse this year. This developer is actually a huge 
part in this list; three out of the five games are 
published by them, and it just goes to show that 
maybe had the games not been overlooked, they 
may not have disappeared at all.

Darksiders

This game came to me as part of the THQ Humble 
Bundle. I myself had skipped over it up until this 
point, for no real good reason. I had never got 
round to it and well, you know how it is. After getting 
this bundle it was the first game I played; being in 
a game drought at this point for me personally, it 
came at a perfect time. 

From the moment I picked it up it oozed quality 
and love. You play War, one of the Four Horsemen 
of the Apocalypse, and you’re accused with starting 
the end of the world a tad prematurely. The 
environments are great, along with the way this 
game feels to play. It’s naturally weighty which, 
given War’s short stocky build and over-the-top 
weapon set, seems a perfect fit. The gameplay is a 
mixture of faster paced spectacle-fighters such as 
Devil May Cry and adventure titles such as Zelda. 
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The story kept me coming back for more, while 
the gameplay kept me wanting to play just a 
little bit longer. With this pretty much dirt cheap 
everywhere, it’s a time to pick it up if you haven’t 
already.

Red Faction: Guerilla

I would love to know exactly what this third-person 
action game did to be considered so average by so 
many. Almost everyone I meet tells me how boring 
this game was. Yet I can tell you right now, with 
certainty, it’s one of the most overlooked games of 
last generation.

With destruction on an unparalleled scale, this 
game takes what you think you know about 
destruction in games and shows you a new level. 
The story wasn’t very good and the game was 
very ‘brown’, but this doesn’t change how much 
FUN it was. Blowing up supports and watching 
huge structures buckle under their own weight, 

crushing enemies beneath, is an experience few 
other games give on an open world scale. Even the 
multiplayer was a good amount of fun. 

Given, Alec Mason wasn’t exactly the most 
thrilling protagonist, but I remembered his name 
without having to Google it. If that doesn’t tell you 
something, I don’t know what will.

Metro 2033

You’ve probably heard how amazing Metro: Last 
Light is by now, but I bet you didn’t play the original. 
How do I know? Because it was something of a cult 
hit. Based on a book by the same name, you play 
Artyom, a citizen of the metro.

You’re tasked with going through different stations, 
in the post-apocalyptic Moscow metro, all boasting 
differing leaders with differing ideologies. This 
makes for a roller-coaster ride which blends 
together minor elements of stealth and FPS 
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gameplay. It’s very linear, but the story is more than 
enough to keep you interested. The twist is that 
some of the bullets you pick up are ‘military-grade’ 
and are considered currency. So your choice is use 
them instead of your normal ammo, for a quick 
damage boost, or save them to better kit yourself 
out at the next station. 

There’s also a paranormal element, but I’ll leave 
you to discover that when you buy the game...
right?

Dante’s Inferno

By now most of you’ve played a Dead Space game 
and most likely loved it. Well what if I was to tell 
you the makers of Dead Space also made a God of 
War clone? Well yeah they sure as hell did, and it 
was fantastic.

Sure, it’s a blatant rip of God of War. Yeah, it’s not 
probably as good as GoW, but it’s fun! As Dante, 
you traverse the nine circles of hell to find your 

wife who was murdered. The ensuing massacre of 
Hell’s minions - including 8 over-the-top bosses - 
manages to be an extremely fun, blood splattered 
time. As you descend further and further into Hell, 
the aesthetic gets darker and more bleak, which is 
one of the game’s strong points.   

I really don’t know how else to sell this to you. I 
can’t say fun again, for the fear of sounding like a 
clown on speed, so I’ll leave you with this pearl of 
wisdom: If you liked GoW and Dead Space, BUY 
THE DAMN GAME.

Mafia II

Now I know what you’re thinking; who wants to 
play a GTA clone set in the 40s? And you’d be right, 
that would be pretty awful. It’s lucky then that 
this game is not a GTA clone, but a fully fledged 
experience that does things on its own terms.

The city of Empire Bay is lovingly crafted in huge 
detail, and yet it’s used as a background for most 
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of the game, a set if you will. Yet, this is what makes 
Mafia II so fantastic; it’s basically a huge Hollywood 
gangster blockbuster, with all the trimmings. 
When you’re dropped off home for the first time 
in a snowy main street of what could be any street 
of New York in the 40s, and Dean Martin’s ‘Let it 
Snow’ is playing, there is an actual feeling of playing 
something quite special. I would suggest picking it 
up in the Steam winter sale, at a reduced price to 
boot, just to let this have maximum impact as we 
enter the final days of the year.

The characters are all amazingly well acted, the 
story is reminiscent of any old gangster flick,  the 
game is a considerable length for your money 
and the music works perfectly with the setting; 
all leading to a great atmosphere with which to 
engross yourself in the world.  What more do you 
need to know?

The End of a Generation

And so that’s it for another generation. We tear up 
and wave goodbye to our old consoles as we run 
alongside the train car, catching their fluttering 
handkerchief; caught so gently by the wind, as they 
attempted to dry their own eyes at the sight of us 
standing on the platform, awaiting greatness... 

It’s a time of sadness, but also of great triumph. 
All you reading this managed to get through the 
generation that Demon/Dark Souls was released. 
The game which threatened to have every gamer 
smash their own head open with only a blunt 
controller. So consider it a victory and never forg...
what? Dark Souls 2?...good god.

James Furlong
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Over the past couple of months, my friend 
and I have been helplessly addicted to a 
brilliant WW2 themed boardgame titled 

Memoir ‘44. The game replicates real-life Second 
World War scenarios onto a hexagonal map, 
making battles surprisingly akin to their real world 
counterparts. Playing, and thoroughly enjoying, 
these recreated battles triggered a thought, which 
would later become a desire, in my mind. Could 
now, over five years on from Call of Duty: World at 
War, be the time for the big names in FPS to make a 
return to the largest war in the history of mankind? 
Is the WW2 setting brimming to be explored once 
again? Or has every possible angle already been 
covered?

Gamers are growing tired of the once exciting 
modern setting, that much is undeniable. While 
games like Call of Duty: Ghosts and Battlefield 4 do 
continue to sell in droves, their popularity seems to 
be declining. COD in particular is notably suffering 
from a lack of reinvention and has become reliant 
on the formula that made it famous back in 2007. 
The simple fact is that the modern setting has been 
done to death. Ironically, a similar situation with the 
WW2 setting is what drove Infinity Ward towards 
the contemporary theme. Where once a military 
FPS stood for Thompsons, Nazis and Colditz-esque 
castles, when one thinks of Call of Duty now they 
think AC130s, killstreaks and abusive children. It 
seems we’ve lost what made the original military 
shooters feel alive.
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There were some truly terrific WW2 shooters back 
in the day (I’d hoped never to use that phrase, 
but alas). The early Medal of Honor games, 
especially both Allied Assault and Frontline, were 
truly groundbreaking in terms of both cinematic 
gameplay and incredible recreation of real 
warfare. The beach landing level of these games, 
ripped straight from Saving Private Ryan, has still 
got to be one of my personal favourite moments 
in gaming history. Playing as a soldier in the OSS 
(the American WW2 intelligence agency) meant 
the player could experience various elements of 
the war all from the view of one man. Incredible 
battles like Market Garden and Overlord expertly 
contrasted smaller, more intimate levels such 
as the infamous German U-boat mission or the 
absurd jet fighter theft finale.

Medal of Honor would spawn a new wave of First 
Person Shooter games that began to dominate 
in the early/mid 2000s. An interesting new game 
titled Call of Duty sprung up in 2003 with a fantastic 

sense of realism and an inspired move away from 
the ‘lone-wolf’ style of MOH. The original WW2 COD 
games are still some of my favourites of all time, 
even the underrated Call of Duty 3. The game also 
opened up the Second World War and dared to 
show players the war from the view of both British 
and Soviet soldiers, the latter in particular gave the 
series an intriguing sense of questionable morality. 
Other successful series included Brothers in Arms, 
which introduced squad command gameplay, or 
the early Battlefield 1942 titles which focused on 
the ever growing world of online multiplayer.

‘Medal of Honor 
would spawn a new 
wave of First Person 
Shooter games that 

began to dominate in 
the early/mid 2000s.’
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It’s a rich history filled with unforgettable moments. 
WW2 shooters will always hold a place in my heart 
as they triggered a strong interest in military 
history. If there’s one key thing I don’t like about 
the modern FPS setting, it’s the fictional conflicts. 
I enjoy playing a game in which I feel like I’m part 
of history, of something that was a genuinely 
momentous occasion. Of course, the issue with 
history is that there’s only so much of it you can 
draw from. While the WW2 setting has, in my 
opinion, the most intriguing, unbelievably brutal 
and exciting battles of any point in history (in-game, 
that is to say), there’s definitely an argument that 
it’s been ‘done’. From the beaches of Normandy 
to the desolation of Stalingrad, the jungles of the 
Pacific theatre to the Deserts of North Africa, WW2 
games have covered just about every aspect of the 
conflict. So where else is there to go? What else 
could we possibly see?

Firstly, there is a lot more historical content to 
explore; only it could prove very similar to previous 
explorations. A new WW2 FPS game, though, could 
easily rely on campaigns that have previously 

featured in other games. It’s been a long time since 
battles like El Alamein, Kursk, Market Garden and 
the Italian Campaign have been explored in video 
game form. With the eighth generation of console 
now in full swing, I’d love to see these events 
recreated in beautiful 1080p HD. But improved 
graphics have never sold anything without 
innovative gameplay. Regardless of what the trolls 
say, FPS games have advanced significantly since 
the days of Medal of Honor: Frontline. Cinematic 
storytelling has moved on hugely; only now can 
we really get The Thin Red Line levels of dramatic 
emotion out of a video game.

Improved storytelling ability would be a welcome 
addition to the WW2 FPS. While games like 
Brothers in Arms attempted to get a little emotion 
out of their patriotic Nazi-slayers, the somewhat 
shady morality of the war in general provided 
some problems story-wise. Personally, I’d love to 
see a game properly explore the role of a German 
soldier during the war. The story could focus not 
only on the German side of the individuals conflicts 
(imagine playing as a German in the bunkers of 
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the Omaha beach landings!) but could also delve 
into the issues many German soldiers had with 
the actions of their superiors, and the role of the 
extreme Nazi ideology.

This is probably a good time to point out that there 
are games out there at the moment that provide 
this kind of experience. Red Orchestra 2 (and it’s 
brilliant expansion Rising Storm) is easily the biggest 
and most recent example; a game that also allows 
you to play a somewhat limited German campaign. 
There are other small projects available, not to 
mention the fairly decent Sniper Elite V2. It’s a sign 
that there’s still an audience out there for WW2 
shooters, I fear that the only thing stopping the big 
names returning to the rich setting is the threat of 
scorn. Plus, the modern setting is still selling plenty 
of games, so there’s an undeniable question over 
whether it would actually be financially viable to 
go back to the Second World War. I know I’d buy a 
new WW2 Medal of Honor game, I’m just not sure 
if everyone else would.

Still, one can dare to dream. If I could just get an 
HD version of the Omaha beach landing, I’d be 
happy. So is it time for the FPS to return to WW2? 
Unfortunately the answer lies in the hands of 
the developers and the publishers of the video 
game industry. The chances of COD or Battlefield 
taking the leap are pretty slim, I dare say. A new IP 
from an established developer would be an ideal 
situation. Perhaps even Treyarch could finally 
detach themselves from the burden of formulaic 
Call of Duty games and try their hand at something 
new. Of course, big changes in this industry are 
often brought about by a select few, so perhaps an 
indie developer could be the ones to make WW2 
big once again. Whoever, whatever or however; I 
just want a shiny new World War 2 FPS. There’s a 
lot of potential, and I never even grew tired of it in 
the first place.

Ryan Davies
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Platforms Available: PC 
Date: Out Now - Early Access 
Genre: Sports 
Publisher: Poppermost Productions

SNOW is about fun. The principle is simple; 
allow the player to ‘freeski’ around an 8km² 
map, with the ability to perform tricks and 

moves to score as many points as possible. When 
I first picked up SNOW I didn’t get it, I played it 
like an open world game and, as open world as it 
is, right now its design isn’t intended for that style 
of play. Poppermost Productions, the three-man 
team from Stockholm who have created SNOW, 
are apparently aiming for an authentic ‘freeskiing’ 
experience. What they have up to now is something 
that plays less like a serious simulation and more 
like an indie arcade title. 

The action can be short and sweet, yet rewarding. 
Being able to choose to start at a large number 
of checkpoints in ‘Sialia’, the mountain the game 
is based around, you’re tasked with just skiing to 
the bottom. There are plenty of issues with the 
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gameplay and mechanics to be sorted out, the 
feeling of speed being an obvious absence in my 
play time, but the foundations are solid and I have 
every faith in the teams ability to implement these. 
The game offers no sound assets as of the time of 
writing but being a steam early access project, this 
is the kind of thing you can forgive.

The graphics are a completely different story. 
The world that the team has built is huge and 
gorgeous. Built with the CryEngine, the game takes 
advantage of this with stunning snowscapes and 
vistas of impossible wintery beauty. Going from 
snow-capped peaks to alpine forests to ice lakes is 
seamless, logical and beautiful. This is simply one 
fantastic looking game so far.

 There is still clipping, slowdown and frame drop 
here and also the player model not quite reacting 
how you would expect to certain textures. With the 
knowledge that three people made this, you can 
forgive the open alpha/beta state it’s in. I found 
the real fun to be had from starting at one of the 
many points available and finding the most fun 
and entertaining way down the mountain. At first 
I wanted to play the game by going everywhere 
and doing everything, but with not really much 
to do at this moment outside of skiing down the 
mountain, it soon became apparent there must 
be another allure to this game.

When I started to just explore a little, constantly 
restarting from my chosen starting point, I found 
I was starting to get a compulsion to just find 
an interesting way to the bottom of mountain. 
The load times are quick when you restart from 
a checkpoint and this just further helped with 
the short bursts of action. It almost plays like a 
non-isometric, winter sports version of Trials. 
The biggest problem is that there isn’t anything 

else to experience right now. The game world is 
wonderful and the gameplay is fun in short bursts, 
but I found myself aggravated and uninterested 
after any longer than 20 minute play sessions.

There is a store for you to outfit your avatar with 
items based on real world brands. This is a nice 
addition, but at the moment I feel like a lot of 
assets were spent on this. Had that money and 
time been spent on making this game more of a 
game, I would have no problem recommending 
this to anyone. In its current state, however, this is 
merely a great proof of concept. 

There is really little else to say about SNOW. It’s 
great fun for the small amount of gameplay there 
is on offer right now and has a lot of promise, once 
some real time has been invested on the gameplay. 
The graphics are already fantastic in this early state 
and it already feels far ahead of other games of 
it’s caliber and price. This is one to keep an eye 
on; it may end up a sleeper hit when it eventually 
launches.

James Furlong
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Platforms Available: PC, PS3, Xbox 360 
Date: January 2014 
Genre: Strategy, RPG 
Publisher: Versus Evil

The first part of a proposed trilogy, The Banner 
Saga fuses some old school gameplay styles 
with some more modern ideas, and it works 

well, combining some Norse-inspired ethos with 
exceptional visuals and musical score. As soon as 
The Banner Saga is booted up, you know you’re in 
for something special.

The gods are dead, and the sun is forever beaming, 
casting the planet into a state of perpetual 
brightness. Some foretell this as an impending 
apocalypse being on the horizon, while others are 
thankful for no more ‘dark months’, where things 
like food and nature have a chance to flourish. 
Despite constant sunshine, the world is, as always, 
covered in snow, and against this backdrop The 
Banner Saga tells a bleak and desperate story.
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Humans have relatively recently begun to coexist 
somewhat peacefully with the giant hulking varl 
race after the Second Great War against the dredge 
many years prior to the game’s beginning. Still 
mainly segregated across the land and in groups, 
the two races get along but relations are a struggle 
at times, mirroring real life and bringing a mature 
element into the fold. However, these races must 
band together once more as the dredge are coming 
back.

The dredge are large, unforgiving forces of evil, 
driven into the wilderness after the war but for 
reasons yet unknown make a return and begin 
terrorising villages, killing anyone they come 
across and advance from the edges of the map 
inwards. And thus begins the main story, as 
through different protagonists at different ends 
of the world stage you must take control of huge 
armies and villagers as you lead an exodus, flying 
long banners into which your clan’s families’ stories 
are woven, fleeing your homes before the dredge 
have a chance to kill and destroy everything you 
own and love.

From the off, The Banner Saga is rich with story. 
There is a real history woven into the overall fabric 
of the game, and on the world map you can click 
on any area, path, mountain range, etc and read 
up on their significances to the plot and the parts 
they play. This, along with the strikingly beautiful 
visuals, immediately give The Banner Saga a real 
character in itself.

The hand drawn visuals are incredibly good-
looking and give the whole ensemble a unique, 
albeit a little classic Disney, look (think The Sword 
in the Stone era).  

‘The hand drawn 
visuals are incredibly 

good-looking and give 
the whole ensemble a 
unique, albeit a little 
classic Disney, look’
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The problem is that to get fully immersed into 
the story, you need to pay close attention and 
actively seek out a lot of backstory. Despite the 
beautiful and melodic opening, setting the scene 
via a world-weary voice-over, for the most part 
you are presented with reams and reams of text 
to sift through. While not necessarily that bad 
a notion, it can very quickly become tiresome. 
Sometimes you’re presented with a decision or 
dialogue response options after a lot of prose, and 
you’re not always 100% sure what you’re deciding 
or whose fate you’ve chosen because you’re skim-
reading.

This is only a minor niggle, as for the best part 
the dialogue is well-written and really sets a good 
scene, there’s just a little too much of it at times, 
and what with the character animations being kept 
to an absolute minimum during conversations 
(bar a couple of preset blinks here and fingers 
gripping weapons there), a little more dynamism 
would have helped keep an interest. Despite some 
annoying typos and spelling mistakes, which really, 

really ought to have been ironed out by this point, 
text is interesting and stories are rich in content, 
you just have to put in an active imagination to 
glean full enjoyment and understanding.

Combat, on the other hand, is where the game 
has had its biggest focus, and it shows. With the 
combat system having already been released a year 
ago under the name The Banner Saga: Factions, 
players have already been treated to Stoic’s turn-
based offering as a free-to-play multiplayer game. 
As such it has since been fine-tuned and perfected 
for this single-player release.

On the surface, it looks and plays like a typical, 
bare bones isometric turn-based RPG. But very 
soon you will come to realise that while it doesn’t 
offer the dynamism and over-the-top attacks and 
character classes from the likes of Final Fantasy 
Tactics, or the instant bloodthirsty gratification 
from slicing through opponents in Vandal Hearts, 
there are many subtle layers of tactics and much 
depth to combat.
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Mirroring the desperate and 
bleak struggle for survival in the 
story, battles are fraught and 
provide a constant uphill struggle. 
Normally outnumbered, pure 
strategy will make you victorious. 
Each character has their own 
values for armour and strength. 
When strength reaches zero, the 
character falls in battle. Simple so 
far. However, to do damage, you 
invariably have to whittle down 
your opponent’s armour to cause 
any real harm. Your strength minus 
their armour equals damage; a 
simple notion, but it adds more 
decision-making to the mix, as 
each turn you can only decide to 
do one or the other. You can break 
their armour, allowing some of 
your more weaker characters to 
pile on and do them more damage 
come their turn. Or alternatively 
you can go for their strength, 
meaning a longer time for the 
opponent to fall but they will in 
turn do less damage come their attack. Decisions 
like these will plague most turns, and the wrong 
one can easily change the tide of battle.

Interestingly, though, and keeping in line the idea 
of cause and effect, a loss in battle doesn’t mean 
game over and fighting over and over again until 
you’re victorious, oh no. A loss means your story will 
twist off onto another tangent (where applicable), 
and your army numbers will deplete along with 
morale.

You will also go to war with large numbers of 
the dredge horde, which measures your current 

numbers and types of fighters against the opposing 
force. If you are outnumbered, charging into battle 
will mean a harder fight on the grid with higher 
consequences if you face a loss, but retreating will 
mean an easier battle with little gain if victorious. 
If numbers are in your favour, charging is more 
preferable but rewards are fewer. Essentially, war 
is played out like a normal grid-based combat 
where you set the risk-reward meter yourself, and 
works quite nicely.

A unique addition is the notion of willpower. Each 
character has their own allocation of willpower 
points which can be spent at almost any point in 
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battle to buff out their actions. If your character 
needs to move an extra square on the grid, you 
can use a point. If you need to do an extra point of 
damage, willpower can be spent on this too. Each 
character has their own unique special ability which 
exerts between one and three points, depending 
on the ability’s level. At first, the sheer amount of 
willpower available feels generous, and doesn’t 
seem to run out very often. However, later on in 
the saga you will find the more you level up your 
characters the more willpower will be depleted as 
stronger attacks require more expenditure.

A nice little touch is the clan’s horn. For each enemy 
you kill, one willpower point will be added to the 
horn which can be blown at any point, awarding 
the currently selected character the extra point. 
Depending on the caravan’s morale, your starting 
quotient of willpower can increase or decrease, 
adding another layer of tactics beyond the simple 
notion of combat.

The caravan is your marching army of clansmen, 
varl and fighters, and keeping them happy and 
fed is your main role as whichever unintentional 
leader you control. As Hakon, bodyguard to the 
fallen future king Vognir, you become the reluctant 
leader of a mixed varl-human army as you warn 
and aid villagers in the face of the dredge onslaught 
when heading for relative safety at the land’s 
capital. At the opposite end of the map, Rook, a 
noble and loyal fighter for the village’s chieftain, 
must take control and lead a ragtag bunch of 
fighters and villagers on a mass exodus across the 
land following the chieftain’s death at the hands of 
the dredge and their home village of Skogr being 
torn apart by these evil-doers

Along these lengthy marches, you must ensure 
you have enough supplies to keep your people 
fed. Naturally, if supplies run out people will start 
dying and your numbers will deplete, morale will 
become low, and progressing through the story 
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becomes a much more difficult ordeal. Supplies 
can be purchased in town markets, spending your 
renown points on them - renown being gained from 
slaying enemies and making difficult decisions. 
However, renown isn’t just in-game currency used 
for supplies and items, it is also used to promote 
(or level up) your heroes. You don’t always have a 
lot of renown, so you must often make judgement 
calls on either making your fighters stronger or 
keeping your wider army warband alive.

A constant aspect of these long, bleak and 
depressing marches across the land are the 
decisions you are forced to make. While these don’t 
happen quite as often as, say, Telltale Game’s The 
Walking Dead, that doesn’t mean they’re any less 

consequential and deadly for your people. These 
decisions come at fairly regular intervals and can’t 
be taken lightly. It actually feels at times like an 
updated version of The Oregon Trail (or the more 
recent zombie pastiche The Organ Trail), where 
getting from A to B relies on successful decisions, 
supply gathering and not letting your people die 
of dysentery / hunger. And this is in no way a bad 
thing.

From fraught race relations between varl and 
humans, dissent in the ranks, drunkards crying 
wolf and causing damage, to life or death decisions 
involving literal cliffhangers, and what to do when 
a city, which is your last bastion of hope, has 
closed its walls to outsiders, what you decide will 
always have a knock-on effect, affecting numbers 
of fighters, supplies or renown you can gain or 
lose. Over the long campaign, upwards of twenty 
hours or so, almost all of your total roster of heroes 
can succumb to permadeath following a foolish 
decision or unexpected outcome, after which 
elements of the story will weave the respective 
narrative depending on who lives and who dies. 
It certainly keeps those long treks through the 

‘Over the long campaign, 
upwards of twenty hours 
or so, almost all of your 

total roster of heroes can 
succumn to permadeath’
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beautiful landscapes interesting knowing that 
a buffed out hero on whom you’ve spent much 
renown and taken time to care about can simply 
fall off a cliff and die.

Overall, the guys at Stoic have made a great 
achievement. Admittedly it is in no way as deep 
or customisable as many other RPGs of this kind, 
but after playing through a little of the campaign 
it’s clear this is intentional. The Banner Saga has 
its own set of customisations, attributes and 
systems in place that really work. The combat is 
a simple ‘move-attack-end turn’ affair, sure, but 
each character brings to the table their own attack 
methods, defensive skills, items and buffs that add 
a whole new dimension to proceedings. Everything 
about The Banner Saga is more intuitive than it 
first appears, which acts as both a gift and a curse. 
It looks too basic on the surface, and only after a 
fairly sizeable playthrough will one fully appreciate 
the intricacies of what lies beneath the simple 
combat system and decision making, and more 
importantly how they intertwine with each other, 
and how well.

Despite certain issues like a lack of real 
customisation beyond increasing the few stats of 
each character and adorning them with the odd 
item here and there, and spelling mistakes, The 
Banner Saga works really, really well. Combat 
won’t be to everyone’s tastes, but with XCOM: 
Enemy Unknown and the Fire Emblem series 
flying the flag for modern turn-based combat, a 
wider audience is now open to The Banner Saga, 
and I can fully recommend it. Hopefully, if The 
Banner Saga is a success (and I can see no reason 
why it wouldn’t be), then the team at Stoic can 
fine-tune their magnificent accomplishment come 
the planned second and third instalments. With a 
Walking Dead style effort to remember decisions 
made and survivors from this episode planned, I 
foretell The Banner Saga will be a new big name 
in RPGs in coming years. A great accomplishment.

Gary Durston

The Banner Saga 
Scored:  9 out 10
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Platforms Available: PC, PS3, PS4, Xbox 360, Xbox 
One 
Date: December 2013 
Genre: FPS 
Publisher: Electronic Arts

I said in my review of Air Conflicts: Vietnam that I 
was a sucker for any game based in that period 
of time and also stated my love for Battlefield: 

Vietnam. China Rising offers two maps that I would 
call BF: Vietnam inspired and frankly, I’m in heaven. 
The other two maps on offer also do a mostly good 
job; mixing infantry and vehicle combat perfectly 
for some exciting moments and great gameplay.   

On top of the four new maps, we get five new 
weapons, ten new assignments, two new vehicles, 
two new gadgets and a new game mode; a 
substantially larger DLC on the whole than Second 
Assault and dare I say it, better. 
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Dragon Pass is a spiritual successor to Dragon Valley 
from Battlefield 2 and is the first map to evoke the 
feeling of Vietnam. This map is huge, yet still only 
the second largest offered in this DLC. With tonnes 
of air and ground vehicles available, this map feels 
alive from the second you spawn. Never does 
there appear to be a let up in the action, specifically 
when you’re working in tandem with your squad - 
leading to a whole plethora of moments that you 
can only have in the Battlefield series. Planes fall 
from the sky, tanks roll over buildings like they’re 
nothing and helicopters taxi squads from point to 
point.

The jungle aesthetic is just wonderful. The map 
boasts the slightest ‘levolution’ so far, with the sky 
becoming overcast, slowly darkening the whole 
map. Following this is a slight haze of rain. This 
manages to change the entire feel of the map, 
showing off in the greatest possible way DICE’s 
complete control over map and aesthetic design. 
This genuinely threw this map to the top of my 
favourites to play, just for the feelings it evokes 
so effortlessly. The fact this is a multiplayer map 
in one of the most popular FPS franchises on the 

planet - a genre hardly known for its emotive design 
- makes this all the more wonderful to experience, 
while also showcasing a huge leap forward in what 
can be accomplished with map design.

In juxtaposition to that, Silk Road is an oddly 
balanced desert map. The middle point is very 
much infantry focused, yet the rest of the map is 
designed mainly for vehicles. I found myself being 
constantly killed by vehicles and feeling like the 
game was telling me to like it or lump it. No matter 
where you are on this map, if you’re not in a vehicle 
it’s a bit of a chore. Vehicle based maps are fine 
and can be great but what the Armored Kill DLC for 
Battlefield 3 showed off, is that unless balanced just 
right this can get very boring, extremely fast. This 
map seems to mimic that design choice, causing 
vehicular combat to be just a little too much of a 
struggle.

‘The jungle aesthetic 
is just wonderful. The 
map boasts slightest 

‘levolution’ so far’
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The Armored Kill design mentality doesn’t end 
there. With Altai Range we have a map that could 
be the brother of Alborz Mountains from BF3. This 
is far from a good thing. This map plays out on 
such a large scale it’s actually slightly ridiculous. 
You never feel near the action as all the players 
appear so spread out. The flow of this map is all 
off and with such a wide landscape, can feel slow 
and boring. I feel that this map’s aesthetic was 
stolen straight from the aforementioned map and 
there are no new ideas here. Boring design equals 
boring gameplay, it’s as simple as that.

Lastly we come to my favourite map in the whole 
DLC; Guilin Peaks is everything I love about 
Battlefield 3 & 4 and older BF games. The aesthetic 
design is reminiscent of BF: Vietnam and the map 
plays with an emphasis on team cohesion. The mix 
of very light vehicle and infantry combat might be 

a downer to some players but with only transport 
vehicles available to both teams, there is no rush 
for the jets, attack heli, AA or tanks, instead there 
is just a rush to play the objectives. This map plays 
out so well on conquest, that I literally wish I could 
play it constantly.

When I first played this map, I had a moment only 
available in this game. My whole team moved 
forward capturing points. Slowly the team split in 
two going separate directions, capturing points. 
We didn’t see an enemy for the first few minutes, 
then it happened: trees collapsed, bits of rock and 
dirt went flying, bullets whizzed past my head. At 
the same time I saw people throwing ammo packs, 
med packs and anything that could possibly help 
their teammates stay alive, while scrambling for 
cover themselves. There was a sense that for every 
inch of ground we were gaining, we were losing 
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squadmates. This is the first time I felt like complete 
strangers were working towards a common goal in 
this game, besides their own K/D ratio.

Even after all of the ridiculous adverts EA have 
been pushing that shows, apparently, real life 
players doing increasingly stupid things - now 
coined as ‘Battlefield Moments’ - these are the real 
game changing moments. When you see years 
of refinement to the formula pay off in this way, 
it’s hugely rewarding and fulfilling to play. I would 
gladly go on record and say: this map is the best in 
the game, at the time of writing.

 Battlefield 4 China Rising Altai Range UAV WM
Unfortunately, DICE continues its apparent want 
to add boring and pointless game modes into a 
game which already has two of the best available 
in current FPS: Conquest and Rush. Air Superiority 
is bland.The idea that anyone wants to play 
Conquest in jets, is one that I still wonder how it 
got off the drawing board. Unless you are a really 
up for learning the jets, or are already amazing, 
avoid this like the plague.  I don’t know how to 
get this across to DICE. No one cares. I really wish 
they would stop adding these bland, boring game 
modes and then having the cheek the ask you to 
play them in order to unlock gadgets. 

Unlike Second Assault, the weapons in China 
Risingare somewhat usable and bring something 
new to the table. The MTAR-21 manages to be one 
of the best new guns along side the L85A2. Both 
guns sit at the top end of their category, giving 
more interesting options to explore with close and 
medium range combat, respectively. The two new 
gadgets added on the other hand happen to make 
it look like DICE has learnt absolutely nothing from 
its mistakes in the series’ previous release. 

The UCAV and the SUAV are both drones that fly 
around the map and either blow up or spot vehicles. 
Simple, no? No. The UCAV has a airburst variation - 
unlockable with extended use - which can one-hit 
most vehicles. As if this isn’t bad enough, the SUAV 
is flat broken; flying through enemies and killing 
them in a single hit, reminiscent of the MAV bug 
in BF3. This failure to understand prior mistakes 
does leave a sour taste in the mouth to anyone who 
played through the original issues, and frankly, is 
damaging to a reputation.

The new bomber is another pointless addition. 
Get used to hit markers, because that’s all you’ll 
get with this new on-rails vehicle. Considering the 
ability to implement new vehicles is all but non-
existent at DICE right now, I wonder why they even 
bother anymore. This is once again a reminder of 
the failure of the AC-130 from BF3. 

This DLC, as a whole, comes across as a far better 
slice of gameplay than Second Assault’s iterative 
maps and attempt to use nostalgia before any 
nostalgia had a chance to form. With two of the 
best maps in the game and a few weapons worth 
playing with, it adds enough to justify itself. Some 
very sloppy design with the gadgets that manages 
to make DICE look foolish and unwilling to learn. 
Aside from this, you should play Guilin Peaks if 
you enjoy the series as it’s just perfect, and play 
Dragon Pass if, like me, you can’t get enough of 
that Vietnam feeling!

Gary Durston

Battlefield 4: 
China Rising 
Scored:  8.5 out 10
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Zombie Tycoon 
2: Brainhov’s 
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Platforms Available: PC, PS3, PS Vita 
Date: April 2013 (PS3, PS Vita) 
Date: December 2013 (PC) 
Genre: Strategy 
Publisher: Frima Studio

Zombie Tycoon 2 - What doesn’t sound 
awesome about that? Being a huge fan 
of pretty much every game ever released 

which ends in the word Tycoon, as well as a long 
time lover of anything involving zombies, I was 
really excited to get my hands on this. However, 
don’t be confused by the title as this is in no way a 
Tycoon game in the vein of RollerCoaster Tycoon 
or similar. Zombie Tycoon 2 is a real-time strategy 
game with the story playing over chapter-based 
levels, interspersed with cutscenes.

In the game you take control of Tycoon, a gas 
masked mad scientist, and his army of zombies. 
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It plays out in chapters, as you would expect, with 
the first couple showing you how to play. There 
are buildings to capture, zombies to discover and 
an army to build. However, you do not appear to 
build armies from putting down camps Warcraft 
III style but by spitting them out of the back of 
a parked RV. That’s right Breaking Bad fans, yet 
another unconventional use of a humble RV.

As you progress you can capture more buildings 
and these give you access to more zombies. Send 
the zombies into the buildings and they will come 
out as different classes. Your basic melee units 
are the brawlers, which are tough and deal decent 
melee damage, and the Samurai which are quicker 
but can’t take as many hits. On top of these you 
have utility units which consist of Engineers, who 
capture buildings and Cleaners, who can mop 
up toxic spills as well as leave some of their own. 
You can also find Scavengers, the garbage-flinging 
ranged units and Scout zombies to spy on your 
enemies.

Through the chapters you are also given control of 
some monster units which give greater powers. I 
really loved Braintrust in particular, a sort of PC on 
stilts who has the meanest ray gun you have ever 
seen.

You start each chapter with a limited number of 
units. As you progress through the objectives you 
can grow your troops by discovery and capture. You 
then have to take your amassed army of zombies 
and complete the goals given in each chapter. As 
you progress you will also be able to open chapter 
which allow you to take control of the “other side” 
of the zombie faction who have units with very 
similar abilities.

The graphics for Zombie Tycoon 2 are all done 
in cartoon style which works really well. It has a 
cheesy feel which I think works well for the play-
style. You can tell that this game is not meant to be 
taken seriously which is evident in the fact that the 
first boss-type creature you encounter is a rabid, 
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psychotic badger. The soundtrack is also in keeping 
with the style of the game, being fairly cheesy but 
mostly fitting well.

Overall I did enjoy Zombie Tycoon 2 but I do feel 
it could have done with more polish and direction. 
It is fun for a while but I cannot see myself putting 
in the hours needed to complete it. The fact that 
the chapters seem to suddenly ramp up hugely 
in difficulty around chapter 4 doesn’t help. I will 
admit that I am out of practice a little at this type 
of RTS (preferring the build an army, Command 
& Conquer type games) but when it suddenly got 
very difficult I am afraid I got very bored.

I tend to get frustrated when a game, which is 
challenging but fun, suddenly hits a wall and you 
face instant game over so fast you have no clue 
what went wrong. The middle chapter felt like this 
to me. I was doing fine until suddenly a challenge 
hit me where all my zombies were obliterated in 
under 90 seconds and I could not figure out why. 
If I can’t work it out after a few attempts I tend to 
get frustrated and then things get thrown and it all 
ends very badly. A more experienced player of this 
type of strategy game would likely fair much better 

but that level of difficulty ramp up is a game over 
for me.

I love the cartoon style, the rabid badger and 
walking PC screen are inspired but the story 
element is lacking a little. It can also be difficult 
to figure out which way you need to go. There are 
arrows but in a lot of places things like wonky kerbs 
block off paths you think you can take.

I would happily while away a few hours killing 
zombies on this but it is definitely not one for the 
long term for me. I think there is a lot of untapped 
potential in this game and I would have liked to 
have seen the difficulty scale better. I also wanted 
more control over spawning units.  However, if you 
like your strategy games to be crazy, cartoony and 
don’t mind the jump in difficulty it is worth a blast.

Joe Pring

Zombie Tycoon 2: 

Brainhov’s Revenge 
Scored:  6 out 10
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Platforms Available: PC 
Date: December 2013 
Genre: Adventure, Sandbox 
Publisher: Kiss Ltd

Comparable to Minecraft, Terraria and 
recently released Starbound, Darkout is a 
new addition to the survival sandbox genre, 

and although it doesn’t bring much to the market 
that we haven’t seen before, Darkout is one that 
soon becomes entertaining and addictive.

I say ‘soon becomes’, because this title does 
have a difficult learning curve, even to someone 
that has previously invested a lot of time into the 
aforementioned games.

You’ve crash-landed on a world which you are 
previously given the choice to specify the size of. 
With the character you’ve created using the limited 
customisation options, you’re then tasked with 
creating shelter, weapons and armour to survive. 
Firstly, however, you’ll need to familiarise yourself 
with the seemingly complicated UI.
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Once you’ve emptied and salvaged the ship of all 
the handy items inside of it, as instructed by the 
tutorial, it’s time to start your adventure. If you’re 
familiar with Terraria you’ll quickly get the gist of 
the basic mechanics; mine blocks and chop trees 
to create items necessary for shelter and survival.

Your ‘Action Bar’ is situated at the bottom of the 
screen. You’ll move items here to use them with 
your character or surroundings, the top set of slots 
in this action bar uses the left mouse click, and 
the bottom set uses the right. Although a efficient 
use of space, using objects in this way takes a fair 
amount of getting used to when building, placing 
down blocks or other items. With a tutorial that 
doesn’t advance automatically, figuring out how 
it all works will require more time than it should. 
Fortunately, the tools used for chopping, mining 
and digging are automatically selected depending 
on what resources you’re trying to gather, for 
example: if you need logs, switching to your axe 
from your shovel or pickaxe isn’t necessary, it’s all 
done for you.

Another factor that slows down the learning 
process is the likelyhood of getting killed repeatedly 
by poisonous and lethal creatures before you’re 
taught how to fight them off. Luckily the creatures 
you encounter at the beginning have a significantly 
low amount of HP; though they can cause a lot of 
damage, they’re dead within a few hits of your 
glowing torch. 

Throughout the game, the enemies you encounter 
won’t differ much from each other, they will 
become progressively harder to kill, however; 
you’ll find that they’re all fairly similar to a certain 
extent.

Enough of the mildly negative points, putting aside 
the complex UI and very basic tutorial, the game 
is simply stunning in the visuals department. The 
glowing ambiance given off from the plants, flowers 
and general surroundings makes it a pleasure 
to play. Much like the title suggests, the overall 
atmosphere is very dark, the “daytime” period is 
merely non-existent, but it is your job to light up 
the world as you go. Next to your ‘Action Bar’ there 
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are two sets of numbers to display how much light 
and dark there is in the world. Inevitably at the start 
the darkness will have the highest number, but this 
can be changed through the use of torches, fires, 
and later on, armour that emits a certain amount 
of light. If you’re new to searching for the correct 
resources for the items you’re crafting the game 
helps you out by highlighting certain materials 
buried under the surface, so although exploring is 
the aim of the game, you won’t find that it takes 
too much longer than it needs to.

An area in which Darkout is unlike other games in 
this genre is that it has a feature which allows you 
to feel as though you’re making some real progress, 
‘Research’. Much like you have your crafting panel, 
you will also have a research panel. Each item you 
craft and each resource you mine will add towards 
your research points, and this then gives you the 
opportunity to unlock new objects, create new 
armour and so on.

Now, if you haven’t played Terraria or any game 
similar, you may be wondering what the purpose 
to all this exploration is. This title does in fact have 

a story behind it: during your journey you’ll find key 
items to aid the repair of your distress beacon and 
data with information on other survivors. The time 
between finding these pieces of information will 
most likely result in you forgetting entirely about 
the story, though the game is already engaging 
enough without it.

Darkout is currently in what developers are calling 
“Stage One”, and they already have a further 
three stages planned which are said to include an 
extended storyline and additional biomes. For a 
game that’s only going through its first stages after 
beta, it’s an absolute pleasure to play and joy to 
look at, it’s far too easy to fall into the captivating 
atmosphere that this title has to offer. For only a 
small price, Darkout is most definitely a game you 
wouldn’t want to miss.

Harrie Bailey

Darkout 
Scored:  7.5 out 10
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Platforms Available: PC 
Date: December 2013 
Genre: Adventure 
Publisher: Forever Entertainment

On the surface, Violett seems like a cute, 
innocent little point-and-click adventure 
game based around a remarkably emo little 

girl, who has a somewhat striking resemblance to 
Coraline, creepy protagonist from her namesake 
film. Breaking past the surface reveals something 
actually quite sinister indeed.

Violett is your typical grumpy teenager, who, 
like Coraline, has been dragged to a new shady-
looking house in the middle of nowhere, and in 
the midst of her sulk and angst discovers a whole 
new, magical world in this unfamiliar home. It’s 
very reminiscent of Coraline and even The Lion, 
the Witch and the Wardrobe; with a lost youngster 
transported to a strange realm, one that, although 
bright and cheerful in appearance, is seething with 
danger and evil.
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Although this game is a point-and-click adventure, 
this sort of interaction doesn’t really sum up the 
gameplay itself. There’s a lot of pointing and 
plenty of clicking, but that’s not just it. Most of 
the interaction within the game requires lots of 
sweeping movements, dragging and dropping; 
which, with a mouse, is frequently difficult and 
oftentimes frustrating/borderline infuriating.

The artwork of this mysterious world is pretty 
pleasant to look at. Cartoon-based graphics allow 
for lots of detail in the madness, without it being 
too demanding on your GPU. The look it has about 
it pulls in memories of Pan’s Labyrinth, particularly 
the way that you’re looking at something initially 
quite cheerful, like a funfair or a circus, and then 
suddenly you begin to notice things moving in the 
shadows, and malicious eyes peering at you out of 
some nook or cranny in the background.

 There is no real communication in Violett, with the 
little guiding you might need appearing in the form 
of pictorial speech bubbles from the residents 
you come across, or a subtle mouse indication 
in the corner to give you some aid if you’re stuck. 
And being stuck will probably happen... a lot. The 
puzzles in the game are really quite obscure, and it 
is definitely not obvious what you should be doing, 
or where you should be going next. Real die-hard 
fans of point-and-click adventures and puzzle 
games will probably enjoy the challenge that this 
brings to the table, but others may find this just a 
bit too random for their liking. Trying to flip over 
a bottle, to trap a fly so that the attention of the 
eyeball in the teapot is no longer following you and 
you can escape without him blasting a bunch of 
steam your way is one of the more straightforward 
situations you will come across.
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It’s truly a quirky find, and with lots to collect, and 
interesting pages to discover detailing some of 
the creatures you encounter, adding a little bit of 
oomph to what is otherwise a fairly flimsy plot. The 
music is very catchy, and perfectly atmospheric, 
the melody just the right amount of cheerful yet 
haunting, and actually makes you feel quite alone; 
it can be quite unnerving!

Violett is the epitome of casual gaming, don’t expect 
a life-changing experience here, but do expect a 
mildly entertaining puzzle that you can pick up and 
put down when you need a break. For the price 
this game is on offer for at the moment, you can’t 
really go wrong, and if you’d like something to 
mess around on then this might just be the thing. 
However, if you’d really like to give it a shot, it is 
available on both Android and iOS, and with the 
controls being as clunky as they are, this would 
probably make it a hell of a lot more fun to try. It’s 

actually much cheaper as an app game too, nearly 
a third of the price in fact, and my recommendation 
would be to pick it up on one of those devices. You 
could potentially play it on your phone, but the 
screen size would be a serious detriment to the 
game, so really this is best on a tablet. 

So overall, Violett is an okay game on the PC, albeit 
with some really strange puzzles, but a lot of the 
negative points about it could easily be solved 
by playing this on a tablet, or a touchscreen PC 
instead.

Emsey P. Walker

Violett 
Scored:  5 out 10
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Platforms Available: PC, PS3, PS4, Xbox 360, Xbox 
One 
Date: November 2013 
Genre: Racing 
Publisher: Electronic Arts 

Racing titles will always be pride of place in 
my video games collection. Simulation style 
racers give the player the thrill of grand day 

events, matched with luxury, classic and obscure 
car classes to race around the world in the 
comfort and safety of your own home. Kart racers 
are competitive, multiplayer, action-packed and 
enjoyable at any age with the warmth and appeal 
to be revisited time and time again. Then, there’s 
the middle ground; that’s where Need for Speed 
comes in.

The series has come a long way from its roots on 
the PlayStation 2, Xbox and GameCube. It filled 
a 90s child’s dream to create ‘boy-racer’ style 
automobiles for those that weren’t into the likes 
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of Gran Turismo and Forza but wanted more of a 
challenge and realism factor than Mario Kart or... 
well, Mario Kart. Players could customise away 
until they were content with their neon pink, NOS-
powered hunks of metal in the Fast and Furious 
era of racing video games.

The games were good, but they soon turned 
bland and repetitive with each further release. EA 
continued to make attempts to break new ground 
in the era, bringing in movie-style plots with fully 
fledged actors and multi-million-dollar cutscenes, 
blending in with the action the player creates. In 
my opinion, it was only until they took the series in 
a different direction that EA breathed life back into 
the dying franchise. The acquisition of Criterion 
Software, creators of the Burnout series, and 
their initial input in the franchise back in 2010, 
influenced the move from arcade street-racer to 
what is today’s NfS - Need for Speed: Rivals.

Rivals, as the name would suggest, pits two sets of 
drivers against each other. It’s a classic good-guy, 
bad-guy situation where the player can choose 
which side they are a part of - the Racers or the 
Cops. Unlike other games where your choice is 
permanent for the entirety of the playthrough, 
Rivals allows you to switch between the two at any 
time by simply driving to the allocated checkpoints 
within the world and making your choice in the 
menu that follows.

The gameplays out more like an MMO than any 
other genre of play, although it’s a rather loose one. 
The world that Rivals is set in is open to explore. The 
game has an ability to be played online or offline, 
depending on your internet/subscription status, 
but when played online players can work together 
as opposed to a primarily individual experience 
offline.
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There’s little in terms of storyline, and no real point 
to the Racers way of life, other than to just be a 
total nuisance and get 15 minutes of fame with 
the videos of their cop takedowns posted online. 
There’s no characters, apart from the obnoxious 
and unnecessarily philosophical nature of the 
Racer’s narrator in-between challenges - trying 
to shoehorn in a plot. The goals of the player, 
depending on the side you are currently playing, is 
to take down other Racers or Cops, collect SP (the 
game’s currency) to upgrade your cars and buy 
more by completing events and challenging other 
players or CPUs, taking out other cops or racers or 
driving to consistent and thrilling standard.

The missions you choose as part of each faction 
vary slightly on how you want to play the game. 
There are three categories of mission selection for 
each of the Rivals: Race, Pursuit and Drive for the 
Racers; and Patrol, Undercover and Enforcer for 
the Cops. Each mission list takes you on the same 
narrative storyline (if you can call it that), but if you 

don’t feel like taking Cops out and want to showcase 
your driving talents then you’ll choose the Drive set 
of missions for the Racer. These consist of tasks 
such as drifting a certain amount or maintaining a 
top speed for a certain length of time. On the other 
hand, if you want to be a bad cop, gaining credit 
for taking out criminals left right and center, then 
for the Cop faction you’ll want to choose Enforcer. 
There isn’t a vast difference between each mission-
set, but it’s just about enough for you to not get 
bored with the same type of missions over and 
over again.

Need for Speed has always been about the cars 
and players won’t be disappointed with the 
variety on offer for both the Cops and the Racers. 
The customisation options differ greatly when 
comparing the two sets of cars. Racer cars can 
be modified visually as well as improving the cars 
handling, top speed etc.; whereas the cop cars can 
only have different Pursuit Techs to purchase, but 
many more cars to choose from.
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Pursuit Techs are what prevent the game from 
being a simulation-style open-world MMO with 
takedowns being performed only by slamming, to 
a Blur style addition of technologies that can be 
used against your enemy. Each faction has a set of 
Pursuit Techs that they can use to help take down 
a rival. For example, the Cops have a Shock Ram, 
which when deployed sends a powerful shockwave 
towards the Rival that’s being charged down, 
sending their car out of control. Racer tech on the 
other hand consists of more defensive picks as well 
as some attacking additions too. EMP jammers are 
useful when you have been locked on by a Cop 
car during a pursuit. Get hit with an EMP and your 
car shuts down for a few seconds but time your 
jammer right and you won’t have any problems 
speeding away from the scene of the crime.

Driving feels responsive and lends itself well to 
the city and mountainous environments with tight 
turning upon using the e-brake, and extremely 
satisfying drifting that feels like it’s been taken out 
of an OutRun game and adapted to make it feel 
somewhat realistic. Takedowns are difficult and 
can’t be done in one swift swipe, making them 
challenging and rewarding when achieved too. The 
map is great with various things to do, including 
driving through speed cameras as fast as you 
can, as well as jumps and average speed sections, 
enticing you to maintain a high speed for as long 
as possible. All this being for bragging rights with 
your mate’s high-scores and comboing moves to 
gain more SP.

So there you have it - Criterion have made a brilliant 
Need for Speed game. Hold on, EA own Need 
for Speed, so I must have forgotten to mention 
the bugs that are oh-so familiar to almost every 
EA title. Well, pop-ups happen often, mostly with 
drone cars on the road, which is infuriating to say 

the least - trying to outrun a cop or catch a racer 
and being brickwalled in the middle of the road 
to a car that appeared just a split second before 
you did. Frame rate issues are rife throughout 
the game and detract from the high-speed, high-
adrenaline feel when they drag the game into near 
single-figure frames per second. Not to mention 
the servers aren’t hosted by EA either, so when the 
host leaves, each player has to migrate to a new 
host - erasing your previously attained multiplier 
and score on some occasions.

To be perfectly honest however, Need for Speed: 
Rivals is a genuinely excellent game. It’s more than 
playable and is an excellent drift for the Need for 
Speed series. It seems only obvious that there is 
due to be a Need for Speed movie released next 
year when you take a look back at what EA tried 
to do for the series a few games ago. The fate and 
quality of the movie for the viewers is yet to be 
known but lovers of the series will thoroughly enjoy 
what EA and Criterion have made here back in the 
videogame world with Need for Speed: Rivals.

James Bralant

‘Driving feels responsive 
and lends itself well to 

the city and mountainous 
environments with 
tight turning upon 
using the e-brake’

Need for  
Speed: Rivals 
Scored:  8.5 out 10
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Platforms Available: PS4 
Date: December 2013 
Genre: Sports 
Publisher: Sony Computer Entertainment

There’s a slight touch of irony involved with 
playing pinball on a PlayStation 4. Playing 
a virtual callback to the arcade classic on 

a brand new games console feels a little odd; 
like playing an electric lute in a punk rock band 
(probably). Still, pinball is great, and the videogame 
versions have always done a decent job of making 
them accessible from players’ living rooms. Zen 
Pinball 2 on PS4 has a long lineage; from the 
same game on PS3 and PS Vita, all the way back to 
Pinball FX2 on Xbox 360 and PC. Zen Studios have 
therefore had a lot of time to perfect their game, 
making this one of the best pinball titles they’ve 
ever made.

First, it’s probably best to clarify how buying Zen 
Pinball 2 actually works, as it is a little unusual. The 
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base game, which includes a grand total of zero 
tables, is available for free on PSN. With this base 
system installed you can, from there, purchase and 
download new tables from a choice of 19, each 
of them costing around £1.99 or a little more for 
packs. At launch however, Zen Studios is offering 
their Sorcerer’s Lair table for free, so any PS4 player 
can give it a go. This table is a good choice for the 
free option as it’s relatively simple, yet packed with 
extra features like mini-games and bonus triggers.

The game itself is more or less unchanged from 
the PS3 version; only now the tables look a little 
crisper and the lights a little more vibrant when 
presented in 1080p 60fps. For those who enjoy the 
PS3 game, that’s probably an upside rather than 
a negative point, the ‘don’t fix what ain’t broke’ 
technique clearly coming into play. But what of the 
PS4 players who, with a somewhat limited library 
of games to choose from, fancy trying their hand 
at virtual pinball for the first time? You’ll be glad to 
hear that Zen Pinball 2 is a brilliant game to pick up 
and play, even as a pinball amateur. In all likelihood, 
most people have either played a physical pinball 
game before in their lives, or failing that the pinball 
game on Windows.

Zen Pinball 2 
is essentially 
an elaborate 
version of that 
little Windows 
game. The 
tables feature 
various slots, 
alleys, flippers, 
lights, sounds 
and all the 
other elements 
that make 
up a pinball 

table. The fact that these tables don’t rely on 
real-world examples means Zen Studios can go 
to town creating their own bizarre tables that 
would probably be impossible in reality. Each 
table features various missions (or whatever the 
table theme calls them), which encourage the 
player to perform certain actions with the reward 
of big bonus points. There’s great fun to be had 
in exploring all the tables you own in an attempt 
to discover everything they have hidden. Plus, the 
tables look stunning. Intricate backboards, themed 
table components and even moving 3D models all 
come together to form pinball tables that would 
feel at home on board a spaceship.

Of course, if you’re not willing to splash a bit of 
cash on Zen Pinball 2 then you’re going to have 
a somewhat limited experience. The Sorcerer’s 
Lair table is good, but there are much better ones 
available. The officially licensed Star Wars tables 
are probably the best of the bunch. Covering 
various themes including Darth Vader, Return 
of the Jedi, Boba Fett and The Clone Wars, there 
are a terrific array of tables in this pack. They also 
come complemented with sound clips cut directly 
from the movies. Hearing Vader ask, “What is thy 
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bidding my master?” whenever you launch the ball 
is as satisfying as you might expect. What’s more, 
the classic soundtrack is also included; a plus side 
that needs no explanation.

The collection of Marvel tables are arguably the 
top attraction, but personally I didn’t like these as 
much as the others available. The missions aren’t 
as well organised as with Star Wars or the other 
single tables (which I’ll get to), and the player 
interaction with many of them is lower than with 
others. There are some neat thematic tables 
available in this pack, especially the cool Avengers 
game in which you can pick a different ball based 
on the various superheroes. Still, unless you’re a 
die hard comic book fan I wouldn’t recommend 
these over some of the other, more kooky, tables. 
The Doctor Strange variant that’s being released 
alongside the PS4 launch is certainly one of the 
better Marvel options, so if you’re craving some 
superhero pinball action, then this is probably the 
one to go for on its own.

Other single tables include a Paranormal board 
(but not the film) that’s great for something a 
little different. A fantastic Earth Defence board 
tasks the player with taking on a giant killer robot, 
I definitely encourage you to try this one. Both 
Plants vs Zombies and Epic Quest are also brought 
to life in-game with brilliantly comical tables that 
were my personal favourites. The way Zen Studios 
integrates the basic elements of these titles into 
a pinball table is pure genius. There’s a section of 
the PvZ table which triggers the appearance of 
crazy Dave’s car; hitting it three times allows you 
to choose a plant scenario which sends waves of 
zombies against you. These kind of thematic events 
are scattered across the various boards and they’re 
all well implemented and fun to play.

The standard single-player mode for all tables is 
pretty basic; just rack up points in an attempt to 
place well on the world leaderboards. Outside of 
this there are a couple of different multiplayer 
options. I was elated to see that the split-screen 
mode hadn’t been removed from the PS4 version. 
As one of the only games on next-gen to offer split-
screen play, I couldn’t recommend this more for 
playing with friends. Battling to reach a set score can 
drag on a little if you’re both inexperienced, but for 
able players it’s a great game mode. There’s also a 
hot-seat mode in which players pass the controller 
along after losing a ball; it’s decent enough and a 
good aside to the main single player game.

Zen Pinball 2 is a brilliant virtual pinball game. 
Truth is, however, how good the actual game is will 
come down to the degree to which you, personally, 
enjoy video game pinball. There’s definitely a risk 
of the game becoming very tiresome after a little 
while, especially if you don’t purchase many tables. 
Thankfully, Zen Studios are allowing players to 
transfer the tables they own on PS3 and PS Vita 
onto this edition without any extra cost. So current 
players are covered, but what about potential new 
players? Unless you know you love pinball already, 
I’d say it’s a bit of a gamble. Zen have also included 
demos of each table, though, so feel free to try them 
at your own leisure. Overall, this an experience 
worth trying at the very least, and buying even if 
it’s just for the split-screen.

Ryan Davies

Zen Pinball 2 
Scored:  8 out 10
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Platforms Available: Xbox One 
Date: November 2013 
Genre: Action 
Publisher: Capcom

With a new generation of console comes 
a new wave of zombie apocalypses, 
and where better to start us off than 

with the Dead Rising series? Previous incarnations 
have been a crazy affair, contrasting the horror of 
battling through hordes of zombies with the overt 
silliness of weapon and clothing customisation, 
and I’m pleased to say that Dead Rising 3 doesn’t 
disappoint.

The most notable difference with the new 
generation’s offering is the sheer number of the 
undead on screen at any one point. Rather than 
limit the environs to a shopping mall or casino, 
Dead Rising 3 grants you, as biker/mechanic Nick 
Ramos, access to the entire city of Los Perdidos, 
and, as such, fills the long roads and freeways with 
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zombies. The detail is superb, even in the farthest 
depths of the city will you see zombies ambling 
about, long after the draw distance, which we’re 
used to, would have ended.

Previous Dead Rising titles were coated in a sort 
of controversy, where Capcom tried new and 
innovative approaches to mission structure. These 
often left the player frustrated when it transpired 
that time constraints left many side missions not 
even attemptable, or even left the player starting 
the game from scratch when the fiendish time 
limits for the missions and overall story became 
unforgiving. Dead Rising 3 counters that in a way 
that will open up the franchise to a wider audience, 
whilst not alienating its core, faithful fanbase too 
much.

The main story mode, 
with its varying degrees 
of difficulty, is standard 
open world gaming. Story 
missions are highlighted 
on your map in yellow, 
side missions in blue, 
and every now and then 
things to discover, such as 
collectibles and ‘survival’ 
missions, will appear 
nearby. It’s all been 
seen and done before, 
but in true Dead Rising 
fashion there is a length 
of time in which any of 
these side missions can 
be completed, albeit 
with much, much more 
generous a time limit 
than previously. In fact 
there’s plenty of time 
to complete all the side 

missions and survey the landscape, casing shops 
and warehouses for useful stuff, at your leisure. 
However, for the purists comes Nightmare Mode. 
Not an uber-difficult mode per se, but a more 
faithful Dead Rising experience; time constraints 
are back, saving opportunities are as spaced out as 
the toilets from the original, and the more useful 
and damaging zombie defiling items and weapons 
are scattered more sparsely. I’m personally not a 
huge fan of the core Dead Rising gameplay style, 
but it’s a fantastic addition to this third outing, 
enabling Dead Rising 3 to cater to all.

The story is a little lacking, to be fair. With the zombie 
outbreak reaching uncontrollable proportions, the 
city of Los Perdidos (based loosely on Los Angeles) is 
cordoned off, quarantined and left to fend for itself. 
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And a government air strike is on its way to nuke 
the whole city in a week, setting you your in-game 
time limit (the days only progress as you progress 
through the story, leaving only the side missions 
with time limits). In racing about the city, teaming 
up with other rather embellished characters, 
caricatures and personalities, you devise an escape 
plan in amongst whiffs of government conspiracies, 
psychotic biker gangs, your own mysterious past, 
and doctors trying to harvest your organs. It’s an 
enjoyable ride, definitely, but there’s nothing about 
the narrative that really shows itself off. It’s simply 
all been done before. Focus has mainly gone into 
refining gameplay with the new technologies of 
the Xbox One, and it shows.

The aforementioned zombies lining the horizon 
are impressive, and the game experiences only 
rare and slight slowdown when you muck in and 
wade through the countless hordes. Close-ups of 
faces both in-game and during cutscenes are crisp 
and clear, and showcases the new hardware nicely. 
However, there are some notable issues with 
Dead Rising 3’s gameplay, once you look beyond 
the beautiful veneer. Zombies can (sometimes, 
not always) attack you through certain walls, and 
vice versa. Fantastic blood effects smear your 
character’s skin and clothes, then just disappear. 
Certain glitches in textures pop-up... nothing 
gamebreaking, nothing that really distracts one 
from the overall fun of Dead Rising 3, but these 
are things that had just started to be found less 
and less in games, so it’d have been nice to see 
an overall polished introduction to the new 
generation, rather than showcasing beauty with 
PlayStation 2-style issues.

‘And a government air 
strike is on its way to 
nuke the whole city’
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What Dead Rising 3 is, is pure enjoyment that begins 
as fun, but then escalates quickly into a collection 
of over-the-top moments of undead genocide 
and unparalleled weapon customisation. Gone 
are the workbenches from the first two games, 
granting Nick the ability to craft new weapons on 
the move. A couple of seconds of pounding music 
accompany the crafting moments, which hammer 
home the urgency you normally find yourself in 
when it comes to making these new weapons. 
And with Dead Rising 3 opening up the landscapes 
somewhat to incorporate four districts of the city 
divided by motorways, vehicles are a primary 
focus of not only transporting you from A to B, but 
also in weaponising them to make your commutes 
between missions as efficiently zombie-genocidal 
as possible.

Street cleaners can be combined with party vans 
to make the Party Slapper, a vehicle that sucks 
zombies into it and churns them out the other end 
in big balls of zombie mush. Feeling a little more 
bloodthirsty? No problem, just graft a steamroller 
onto the front of your 
motorbike and let the 
carnage begin. With 
hundreds of combos, 
super combos and 
vehicle combos, not to 
mention the volume of 
everyday items that can 
be used as weapons 
(of varying degrees of 
damage, durability and 
efficiency, naturally), 
Dead Rising 3 is all about 
the fun side of a zombie 
apocalypse, despite 
the main story’s best 
efforts to inject a bit of 

seriousness and down-to-Earth personality into the 
mix. It’s difficult to keep a straight face when faced 
with psychopaths holding your friends at cement 
saw-point when you show up to the fight dressed 
in a pleated knee length skirt and basketball top, 
brandishing a Freedom Bear – a huge teddy bear 
augmented with a couple of assault rifles to make 
the cuddliest turret in the world.

The game’s best moments come from ploughing 
through hundreds of zombies at once in a car, or 
slicing through them bit by bit with some of the 
game’s better weaponry – it simply doesn’t get 
boring, which is handy as you will spend a lot 
of your time running past zombies until there’s 
nowhere left to go, and then there’s nothing left 
to do but fight. Zombies, at times, do react a little 
over the top to your attacks – sometimes a well-
placed sledgehammer blow will rocket a zombie 
miles down the road, at others a pistol to the chest 
will slice an arm off – it does feel at times a little 
too over the top, but it’s all in the name of good 
fun.
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Your own personal enjoyment of Dead Rising 3 will 
rest on a few factors. If you get your jollies from 
numerous encounters with hundreds of zombies, 
where the game gives you the tools to cause as 
much undead mutilation as possible, then this is 
definitely for you. There are simply few things in 
life as enjoyable and satisfying as a blood-soaked 
hack ‘n’ slash through Satan’s minions. If you’re 
expecting it to show you the wonders of the next 
generation, then prepare for disappointment. 
Dead Rising 3 could quite easily feel at home on 
the Xbox 360, albeit with longer loading times and 
fewer zombies on screen. Hell, Dead Rising 3 feels 
like it was made on an Xbox 360 with a slightly 
better processor and graphics card – which is 
essentially what it is.

I have no doubt that in a few years’ time, we will 
all be looking back at Dead Rising 3 thinking ‘how 
did people enjoy this piece of crap?’ Technologies 
will change, development will improve, and new 
gaming dynamics will be introduced, and all these 
will show Dead Rising 3 to be as basic as games can 

get on the Xbox One. But as it stands, here at the 
start of 2014, Dead Rising 3 is pretty, epic and so 
much fun. Dead Rising 4, if done right, will no doubt 
trump each and every aspect of this effort, but for 
a launch title without the advantage of hindsight, 
Dead Rising 3 provides approximately 30 hours of 
zombie defiling mayhem that caters for fans of the 
series as well as a newer audience. The potential 
demonstrated by Dead Rising 3 is exciting, as it fits 
snugly in the middle of older gaming styles and 
problems, and embraces the beautiful-looking, 
fast processing power of gaming’s future. With the, 
what some might say, lacklustre offerings of titles 
across both Xbox One and Playstation 4, Dead 
Rising 3 is definitely amongst the top, essential 
titles.

Gary Durston

Dead Rising 3 
Scored:  8.5 out 10
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Platforms Available: PS3, PS4, PS Vita 
Date: December 2013 
Genre: Adventure 
Publisher: HumaNature Studios

Doki-Doki Universe is unlike any game I’ve 
played before. See, there’s no real objectives 
or goals other than exploration and 

understanding. There’s no sense of completion, 
but more a sense of humbleness. I’ll try to explain.

You play as QT3, a robot abandoned by his human 
family who has been collected by Alien Jeff and 
will be reprogrammed unless he can prove that 
he possess humanity. This is proven by visiting 
different planets and catering to the needs of their 
inhabitants. You do this by roaming the planets 
small surfaces, finding hidden presents, and then 
using these hidden presents to spawn items that 
the inhabitants request. For instance, there’s a 
snowman who’s cold so you spawn him a fireplace 
you found under a bush to warm him up.
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You go round completing these tasks for people 
and then jet off to another planet to help them 
too. Whilst you do this, you’re collecting more and 
more objects that you can spawn in and, whenever 
you feel like it, you can travel back to your home 
planet and decorate it with your findings.

You can also unlock each citizen’s likes and dislikes 
by talking to them and their neighbors. Using this 
information, you can make them like or dislike 
QT3 respectively. “But why would you want them 
to dislike him?” I hear you say. Presents. Some of 
the hidden presents on the worlds are unlocked 
depending on how the characters feel about you 
or how you treat them.

As the aim of the game is to increase your humanity, 
you will frequently partake in psychological exams. 
These consist of you being given a situation or 
question such as “what does this scene look like?” 
and then you have to pick one of X answers. This 
then apparently tells you about yourself, but felt 
more like one of those questionnaires you’d find 
in teen magazines to tell you which boy band 
member you liked or which house you were sorted 
to in Hogwarts.
That’s about it really in terms of gameplay. You 
very much have to take the mindset of ‘story’ rather 
than ‘game’ when you dive into Doki-Doki Universe 
which I made the mistake of in the first few hours. 

It all got rather repetitive until I changed this 
mindset and just sort of let the game wash over 
me.
The art-style mirrors that of a child which adds quite 
a nice feeling to the game. It’s sort of like QT3 is very 
much a child at heart and you’re seeing the world 
through his eyes. This feeling runs over into the 
soundtrack too. The voices of all the characters are 
spoken in incredibly basic noises which reminded 
me a lot of the adults from Peanuts. This further 
concreted in my mind that QT3 was, indeed, a child 
at heart. The background music is similar to that of 
a children’s morning TV program. It’s bubbly and 
light and Christ, does it get repetitive quickly.

Overall, Doki-Doki Universe is a partially charming 
title and is fairly interesting at points, but gets 
repetitive quite quickly and resembles a teenage 
questionnaire a lot of the time. If you’re looking for 
something to pass the dry spell of game releases, 
you could pick it up, but I wouldn’t expect too 
much.

Kris West

Doki-Doki 
Universe Review 
Scored:  5 out 10
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Platforms Available: Xbox One 
Date: November 2013 
Genre: Racing 
Publisher: Microsoft Studios

Turn 10’s meticulously crafted car porn series 
has returned for its first outing on next-gen 
consoles, and it’s better than ever. This is 

without doubt the Xbox One’s finest visual offering, 
and whilst the racing sim still suffers from a lack 
of personality - more on that later - its new and 
returning features more than justify the series’ 
return to our disc drives.

Like its predecessor, you’ll be greeted in Forza 5 
by the grizzled, grumpy and opinionated voice of 
one Jeremy Clarkson. The whole Top Gear cast 
is on hand again to give you some middle-aged 
commentary on what makes cars so fun, enjoyable 
and sexy. Before you get the chance to hear them 
prattle on though, you need to pick a car and 
compete in your first exhibition race.
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We’ll just say it now, Forza not only looks fantastic, 
it feels fantastic. Every gear change you make - 
automatically or manually - can be felt in cockpit 
view, and doing sharp brakes around narrow 
corners is made extremely satisfying by the Xbox 
One controller’s rumble triggers. The responsive 
and immersive controls aren’t all though...

Presumably taking note of past criticism of how 
placid AI drivers were in previous entries, Turn 10 
have reintroduced the brilliant Drivatar system. 
Once you’ve participated in your first handful of 
races, the Drivatar system will upload a digital 
interpretation of your driving skills to the cloud, 
where other players will have the pleasure of 
racing against you in their career mode. The system 
appears to work excellently, making the pseudo AI 
much more aggressive and unpredictable. Gone 
are the days where, once you reached pole position 
in a race, it was effectively over.
The career mode itself has been improved too. 

There’s a crazy amount of options to choose from. 
You’re presented with eight categories to pick 
from, which range from hatchback tourneys to the 
blistering speed of supercar races. These are all 
further split into other categories, taking the form 
of modern, vintage or middle - which define the 
age of the cars you wish to enter.

Despite the choice though, career mode can suffer 
from the same repetitiveness as previous entries. 
Thankfully new, special events are peppered all 
throughout the career which spice things up. One 
of these has us racing Top Gear’s Stig around the 
famous track from the TV show. We’re even assured 
that the only reason we’re able to beat the white-
clad driver is because he’s only a digital version of 
the real thing.

So career mode has been spruced up, what about 
multiplayer? From what we could discern from 
our limited time with the online modes, it seems 
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to be just as good as before. You can easily find 
a race with any performance motor by using 
quick match, which will group you with players 
in possession of similar cars. On top of this, paint 
jobs, decals and custom builds are all still available 
to buy from other players across the globe - so you 
can pimp your ride without spending hours in the 
customisation menus.

Not only is this a good idea, but we would 
recommend it. Forza revels in offering its fans the 

opportunity to tinker with every single 
aspect of a car, and if you’re new to 
the series, all the options can be very 
overwhelming. Everything from tyre 
pressure to brake adjustments can 
be tweaked, but whilst Turn 10 have 
clearly put a lot of effort into offering 
unparalleled customisation, none of 
it really feels necessary, only serving 
to frustrate more casual players who 
can’t get to grips with all the numbers 
and percentages.

On top of this, Forza 5 still seems to lack 
any discernible heart. The clinical feel 
from its predecessors has diminished, 
but it still lingers like a bad cold, 
taunting anyone that invests heavily 
into the game.

Regardless of the above though, Forza 
5 is still the definitive version of the 
series, and whilst its customisation 
options may sometimes feel 
unnecessary, there’s no denying that 
the most important aspect - driving 
- feels absolutely top-notch. Helped 
further by the attractive visuals, great 
multiplayer component and enticing 

soundtrack, Forza 5 is an excellent launch lineup 
title for the Xbox One that just falls short of 
greatness.

Joe Pring

Forza 
Motorsport 5 
Scored:  8 out 10
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Platforms Available: PS3, Xbox 360 
Date: September 2013 
Genre: Fighting 
Publisher: Majesco

As a woman, reviewing a game called Girl 
Fight, it could be very easy to jump on the 
‘here’s yet another sexist videogame’ train. 

However, an effort has been made to remain 
somewhat open-minded and talk about it as a 
whole fighter game, rather than just focus on the 
quite obvious flaws it presents itself with.

Firstly, as the name suggests, this title features 
an all-female cast, with eight scantily-clad women 
who you can choose to pit against each other in 
a 3D arena-style fight. The 3D presentation of the 
environments you can battle in are not dissimilar 
to the popular Dead Or Alive series, but there is 
no interactivity with your surroundings; they are 
purely a visual stimulus.
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There are four different modes to choose from: 
Versus, Arcade (or story), Training and Online, 
although finding a partner online to test your 
skills against will prove a challenge in itself. Arcade 
mode begins with only one unlocked lady, and very 
little story is actually found in here, leaving your 
girls somewhat lacking in character. Furthermore, 
on completing story mode, you only unlock one 
additional avatar, so you’ll need to complete the 
whole Arcade mode eight times to collect them all.

The gist of the story seems to be that these women 
have been abducted by a mysterious group called 
“The Foundation” and are uploaded (?) into a virtual 
world to fight against each other. Apparently 
somehow the company are trying to weaponize 

these psi-amp abilities, and the only way they can 
escape is by beating each other up and working 
their way up to beat the big boss, Chrome.

Every time you beat the game and unlock a new 
character, you are one step closer to the end boss, 
but rather than getting a nice ending for each girl, 
with an update to the story, no, you get a provocative 
piece of artwork because... well boobs.

The ladies of Girl Fight are, unsurprisingly, tiny-
waisted with larger-than-life breasts and outfits 
that accentuate their curves. Although really 
‘accentuate’ is a kind word; there is nothing subtle 
going on here and unfortunately the unimpressive 
graphical quality of the character models, makes 
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them look crude and rudimentary. With the caliber 
of fighting games that is available on the market 
at the moment, this is definitely disappointing in 
terms of visuals. Whilst the artwork is pretty nice, 
the battles themselves lack flow, the backgrounds 
are okay, but not inspiring, and the combatants 
fight with constantly bouncing boobs (which are 
beyond distracting), and faces as lifeless and 
lackluster as a blow-up doll.

 The controls are very simple, punch, kick, grab 
and block with an emphasis on stringing together 
as many uninterrupted hits as possible. This basic 
fighting style is made a little less boring with the 
addition of psi, which builds as you battle, allowing 
you to spend it on a psi-amp, which is basically a 
special move, giving you an advantage for a limited 
time. Whilst these do break the dreariness of the 
combat, they themselves are restricted in quantity 
(you can unlock a few more) and do nothing to 
mask the obvious: Girl Fight is no real test of skill.

In order to add some replay value to the game, 
challenges have been included for you to best. 
These are basic achievements, like defeating an 
opponent without taking any damage yourself. You 
can earn in-game currency by completing these 
and then use it to purchase additional content in 
the store. These include those aforementioned 

extra psi-amps as well as 
more skins for the ladies. 
Don’t get too excited though, 
as these skins are just 
recolours of what they are 
already wearing, so unless 
you desperately want your 
favourite in blue, they’re 
really not worth wasting your 
time on.

As you fight, the whole thing is narrated, or rather 
picked apart by the antagonist Chrome, who 
shouts things like “pathetic” or “psycho-killer”, and 
sounds a lot like GLaDOS. She doesn’t really add 
anything though, other than successfully getting 
that Talking Heads song stuck in your head.

 The simplicity of the game makes it easy to pick up 
and play, whether that be alone, or with friends, 
and you could probably waste away a few hours 
on it, as long as you’re a fan of dubstep as that will 
be blaring out at you the whole time.

All objectification of women aside, Girl Fight is a 
really basic fighter that will probably appeal to 
teenage boys and not many others. In all honesty, 
the game is fairly cheap, so the lack of content isn’t 
much of a surprise. If you’re looking for a decent 
game in the same genre, I’d recommend saving 
your money and getting an older Tekken, or if you 
must have boobs, DOA.

Emsey P. Walker

Girl Fight 
Scored:  3.5 out 10
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Review

Platforms Available: PC 
Date: December 2013 
Genre: Adventure 
Publisher: Daedalic Entertainment

Gomo taps into one of the basest human 
elements a person has - friendship. Fishcow 
Studios’ point-and-click adventure asks the 

question of how far you would go to save your 
best friend - in this case, your best friend is a dog. 
Gomo, a two-legged, ‘Sackboy’ inspired… thing, has 
to set out on a journey to retrieve a crystal from 
the mines below his home; in order to save his pet 
dog from an alien; apparently too lazy to retrieve 
the shiny stone himself. With his pooch held at 
ransom, Gomo sets out across his homeland in 
search of this mysterious crystal whilst solving 
puzzles and acting like an goof. Gomo’s immature 
personality it personified by his actions alone, and 
whilst it gives a slight whimsical feel to the story, 
there’s really not much substance beyond having 
to save your dog from an extra-terrestrial.
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Gomo as a game has a lot of personality, helped 
in part by the hand-drawn nature of the locations 
that you’ll visit on your journey, but that personality 
doesn’t last for long because Gomo is a very, very 
short experience. Gameplay isn’t particularly 
strong either. Each location you visit usually has 
a puzzle present for you to solve - which usually 
take the form of classic slider panels or ‘connect-
the-pipes’ mini games - but none of them are 
particularly challenging, and whilst the easiness 
of Gomo isn’t necessarily a bad thing, its simple 
nature just doesn’t feel very rewarding.

Gomo’s merits rest entirely on its cute visual 
appearance, enjoyable soundtrack and goofy 
humour. The sepia hue that colours each area 
adds a feeling of old-fashioned industrialisation, 
and the music that changes with each area is just 
as essential and enjoyable when paired with the 
visual style. It’s a shame then, that Gomo’s main 
appeal is hampered by no widescreen support 
for the game. You can use a fullscreen mode, but 
doing so just provides you with a massive black 
border and a small game screen.

Length is a definite issue. You’ll be done with Gomo 
from start to finish within an hour or two at best, 
and it’s a shame, because the world shows a lot of 

untapped potential. Gomo especially is adorable, 
and his interaction with the world is the main 
highlight; as you watch him climb over obstacles 
with his plump body and spindly legs and arms - 
you can’t help but crack a smile.

If you want to squeeze as much value as possible 
from Gomo, there are some bonus mini-games to 
unlock by finding hidden slips of paper, but all of 
these are rather shallow extras that add little to 
the overall experience.

Ultimately, Fishcow Studio’s indie adventure is 
stylistic with some neat ideas, but without any form 
of challenging gameplay outside of finding an item 
and using it on the environment around you, or 
chance of exploring the world further - it’s just one 
linear path - you’ll struggle to find much reason to 
revisit the game after one quick playthrough.

Joe Pring

Gomo 
Scored:  4.5 out 10
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Tiny Brains  
Review

Platforms Available: PC, PS3, PS4 
Date: December 2013 
Genre: Platform, Puzzle 
Publisher: 505 Games

I like things to be a little bizarre, and while 
platform puzzle game Tiny Brains may not 
be utterly insane, it’s certainly a little loose 

around the edges. I mean that both technically 
and psychologically (if you’re still with me). Tiny 
Brains presents a charming, and often fun, gaming 
experience that actually feels pleasingly different to 
many of the puzzle titles that have come before it. 
What it does well, however, is partially squandered 
by a lack of overall content. Still, this is one of the 
first games of its sort on PS4, so it’s certainly worth 
looking into.

The plot is the source of that bizarre element. 
Tiny Brains sees the players take control of four 
genetically altered creatures in their bid to escape 
the clutches of an evil scientist overlord. The whole 
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theme is touched with more than a little degree 
of silliness, and there are some genuinely amusing 
bits of dialogue. The scientist’s various cages, traps 
and experiments are effective narrative devices, as 
the scientist created them specifically to test the 
Tiny Brains. There are other elements to the two to 
three hour story mode, even a little plot twist; for a 
small PSN game there’s actually a decent (although 
very little) yarn spun here.

Of course, little story elements aside, this is a 
platforming puzzle game through and through. 
The key to Tiny Brains is the special powers that 
each creature possesses. They’re actually all pretty 
intuitive and work excellently in combination. They 
have names, but it’s unlikely you’ll know them as 
anything other than “the rat who swaps places with 
objects”, “the bunny who brings things towards 
him”, “the bat who pushes things away” and “the 
hamster thing that spawns an ice block”. The 
puzzles vary between a few certain types, including 
getting a power cube into a socket, guiding a ball 
through a level and fighting little chickens 
(remember that kookyness?).

The puzzles are mostly good; a decent mix 
between challenging and accomplishable. 
It’s unlikely that you’ll find yourself 
properly stuck and there’s enough variety 
in the levels to keep them interesting 
throughout. The ball levels are especially 
fun; attempting to balance the various 
powers can be a hilarious experience 
and completing the levels feels brilliantly 
satisfying. Unfortunately, the main reason 
the puzzles never become boring is because 
there’s simply not enough time for this to 
happen. You’ll be whisked along at a brisk 
pace and before you know it, it’s already 
the end of the game. For a puzzle game, a 

maximum three hour story mode is a very much 
on the short side. I can’t help but feel as though 
Spearhead Games could have gotten a bit more 
out of the mechanics they’ve created.

The story mode is short, undoubtedly, but it can 
be great fun. Tiny Brains’ headline feature is the 
implication of co-op play, available both online 
and offline. While the single-player mode sees that 
sole individual control all four of the creatures by 
swapping through them, co-op allows up to four 
players to take control of the Brains individually. 
Playing with friends, particularly from the same 
sofa, adds a great level of replayability to the 
game. The cooperative elements breathe new life 
into the game. In some ways, it can be more fun 
to try to work out the puzzles by yourself, but on 
the whole, nothing beats playing with your mates. 
What’s really clever is that none of the levels 
actually change based on whether you’re playing 
co-op. Making solo play more challenging, but 
often more rewarding.
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There are other modes to try, quite a friendly 
amount on the surface. These include challenge 
maps, which are essentially self-contained puzzles 
that often task the player with setting time based 
records. There are also some slightly unusual 
modes that are unlocked upon completion of the 
game, like a serviceable football game, which is 
quite amusing when playing with friends. Differing 
versions of the story mode are also unlocked, 
playing as one character who has all the powers 
but only one life, for instance. As I said, there are 
a fair few modes to play; but none of them feel 
very substantial, and are unlikely to hold your 
attention for very long. Considering the short story 
mode, it makes for a package somewhat lacking in 
replayability.

The PlayStation 4 version I played featured 
surprisingly poor graphics. The overall quality is 
bad enough alone, add on to this the odd grainy 
filter that persists throughout play, and it can be 
a tough game to actually watch in action. The 
cartoon art style is much better than the graphical 
quality of the game, but there’s not a whole lot to 
see. One level implements a neat touch of dark/
light balance, but other than this most of the levels 

take place in familiar lab settings. The sound design 
fares better; the aforementioned comical dialogue 
is the highlight, but there are also some good sound 
effects and music to be found. Nothing special, but 
enough to stop me playing my own music in the 
background.

Tiny Brains is also available on both PS3 and PC, and 
while I didn’t get to try the other versions, they’re 
supposed to be practically the same regardless of 
platform. Which shows on PS4 more than anything 
else, as this is undoubtedly the worst looking 
game on next-gen that I’ve played. Thankfully, it 
plays a lot better than it looks. Some clever puzzles 
are interspersed with more exciting challenges 
that are interesting when playing both alone and 
with friends. There’s nothing particularly new on 
offer here, but it’s a decent platform puzzle game, 
especially on the software-short PS4.

Ryan Davies

Tiny Brains 
Scored:  7 out 10
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Gran Turismo 6 
Review

Platforms Available: PS3 
Date: December 2013 
Genre: Sports 
Publisher: Sony Computer Entertainment

Gran Turismo 6, as a product, seems a little 
illogical. A couple of years out from the 
long-awaited GT5, and releasing a couple of 

weeks after the launch of PlayStation 4, this seems 
like a strange time to put a big new game to the 
market. A Gran Turismo game arguably could have 
been the PS4 system seller, but alas what we have 
here is a final swansong of the now past seventh 
generation. What makes this situation even more 
obscure is the simple fact that GT6 is a brilliant 
game.

Those who played GT5 will find this iteration of 
the series very familiar. In fact, the core system 
has barely changed since the quintessential PS1 
games. While other games that follow a continuous 
formula seem to lag a little over time (yes, Call 
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of Duty, I’m looking at you), GT has managed to 
remain fresh and exciting even in this, perhaps 
least evolved, sixth title. There’s a great spread of 
options to choose from at the very start, but as ever 
you’ll be funneled into certain events and races. 
One thing that Gran Turismo has always nailed is 
that wonderful sense of progression. This game is 
possibly one of the best yet in this regard.

A brand new star system, in which attaining 
podium places rewards the player with one to 
three stars, is a great addition to the game from the 
off. Winning these stars unlocks various goodies 
ranging from special events to brand new cars 
for your ever increasing garage. The star system 
sits comfortably alongside the classic GT trophy 
mechanic (I still believe it to be the inspiration for 
the PlayStation trophy system). Aiming for that 
elusive gold trophy in a particularly tricky level is 
both frustrating and enthralling, in much the same 
way as a well constructed puzzle game.

So what kind of events are on offer here? They are, 
afterall, what makes GT stand out from the rest 
of the pack. The game begins in classic Turismo 
territory; driving relatively slow vehicles around 
familiar tracks like Autumn Ring and Apricot Hill. 

It’s not exactly exciting stuff, but it provides a 
good introduction to the tight driving mechanics 
that you’ll be warming up to over the course of 
the enormous game. It’s also a point to grasp the 
differences between varying types of drivetrain, 
weight and the unbelievable number of elements 
that make up a car.

The initial group of events are largely in this vein, but 
there are some new things to try. The coffee break 
challenges are new modes that task the player with 
various, more obscure, challenges. The more tame 
challenges, like knocking over lots of cones, are 
balanced with high octane drift trials. The mode 
also features the intriguing eco challenge in which 
the player must drive as far as possible with just 1 
litre of fuel. This challenge in particular forces the 
player to think differently about the way they drive 
in-game. While these are engaging missions in of 
themselves, they’re also a great way to brush up 
on your racing skills.

Of course, they’re not as good as the license 
challenges which literally teach you driving skills. 
There are some great new ones and this time 
completing them actually unlocks a license for 
one of the six event groups. These events are 
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unlikely to provide much excitement for those 
who don’t have an interest in motoring, but for 
the petrolheads, they offer an opportunity to try 
out different vehicles in various situations, with 
each level providing a new point of interest. The 
later event groups require the player to complete 
championship events in order to progress, so it’s 
a shame to see the license challenges drop off 
around half way through.

In reality though, by the time you’re halfway 
through the event groups all you’ll want to do is 
race exotic and exciting cars around world famous 
racetracks. More than ever, Gran Turismo 6 offers 
an unbelievable number of cars, tracks and events 
to try out. The vehicles on offer now number over 
1’200, an absurd number when you consider 
that the original game featured just 140 (which 
is still a normal number for games like GRID or 
Forza). Unsurprisingly, there’s a lot of variety 
here: supercars, roadsters, muscle, rally, go kart, 
vintage, sporthatch, pure racing, hybrids, open 
wheel, and some genuinely awesomely unique 
vehicles. There’s no game in history that gorges in 
such an overt love and appreciation of the world 
of motoring.

A brand new Goodwood 
festival of speed game 
mode lets the player try 
out some of the most 
unusual and special 
cars in the game’s 
collection. Each stage 
features three special 
cars such as the KTM 
X-Bow or Lancia Stratos, 
and are unlocked 
by gaining a certain 
number of stars. This 

new mode is a fantastic addition to the game. The 
number of cars available in GT games makes it 
nigh-on impossible to try them all, but this time 
the Goodwood mode ensures that you get to drive 
the real highlights that the game has to offer. The 
Goodwood uphill climb is a brilliantly tricky but 
speedy track that makes each time attempt a blast 
(although my attempt at getting the Aston Martin 
One-77 took one, very frustrating, hour).

I have no qualms in saying that a good collection 
of racing locations is what makes a racing game. 
The tracks on offer in Gran Turismo 6 are probably 
the best collection of circuits ever to be assembled 
in a video game. GT has long held the title of best 
made-for-game tracks; places like Trial Mountain 
and Special Stage Route 5 are absolute classics. 
For longtime GT players these locales will trigger 
your muscle memory in an undeniably fantastic 
way. The tracks in GT5 were already wonderfully 
varied, 6 only increases the total circuit count as 
well as adding some fantastic tracks. My personal 
favourite, Mount Panorama at Bathurst, is the best 
addition to the list. British icon Silverstone also has 
by far its best ever gaming re-creation.
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With a staggering 100 tracks in the base game, 
there’s a wonderful amount of variety on offer. 
Having so many locations within one game makes 
Gran Turismo 6 one of the most varied games I’ve 
played over the past console generation. Those 
who don’t quite get the thrill of driving will just 
say that it’s going round in circles over and over, 
but any racing lover will find this to be one of the 
deepest, most feature-packed driving games ever 
to be produced. There’s got to be close to 100 
hours worth of career driving to do here, more if 
you want to try out different cars and play online.

If there’s one significant issue I have with GT6, it’s 
the relatively poor AI. Admittedly, racing game 
AI has never been much to tout about, even the 
interesting ‘Drivatar’ of Forza 5 seemed to miss the 
mark slightly. During the first half of your GT6 career 
you’ll find the AI incredibly wooden; following the 
driving line to the point of stupidity. They become 

a bit more interesting once the proper racing cars 
start to crop up, but never come close to real world 
opponents. Thankfully, GT6 has a fully functional 
online mode; it lacks the wonderful progression 
of the single player, but if you want more realistic 
opponents it’s a good online world to jump into.
Sound design is the only other problem area. The 
game features the classic GT piano soundtrack, 
contrasted well with rock in preparation for 
races. Once racing though, the soundtrack takes a 
turn for the worse. I’ve often found that a stellar 
soundtrack can elevate a driving game to brilliance 
(Dirt 2 being the best example), but the tracks that 
play while driving in GT6 are pretty poor and there 
aren’t even that many. Thankfully, there is the 
option to upload your own tunes to the game, but 
it would’ve been nice to see a collection of songs as 
good as the virtual garage.

The sound effects are also a bit varied; most of the 
cars have a good array of guttural engine sounds 
and each one is distinct. However, little details like 
the ridiculous ‘thump’ sound when you collide 
with barriers or other cars will never stop being 
a real pain in the ears, it’s about time that was 
taken out of Gran Turismo. The horrific screeching 

‘If there’s one significant 
issue I have with GT6, 

it’s the relatively poor AI.’
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noise from the wheels when you turn a bend is 
also hard to ignore. It’s not exactly realistic and is 
more annoying than satisfying, I got used to it by 
the end of the game, but at the beginning I could 
barely stand it.

When those collisions do occur, the visual effects 
are just as disappointing. The damage model 
system from GT5 has returned with a vengeance. 
Making contact with the rest of the world creates 
a few scratches on your car, or at worst a whole 
load of scratches. For a game that claims to be the 
real driving simulator, it’s a bit embarrassing to 
see arcade games like GRID 2 feature much more 
realistic damage simulation. A similar situation 
exists for the in-game scenery. Track surfaces and 
details look spectacular, but foliage in particular 
looks absolutely terrible. Trees are reminiscent of 
the PS2 days, while ground textures look painted 
on. Background scenery rectifies this issue in some 
places, especially on the beautiful Matterhorn 
track, but the muddy textures are disappointing 
none the less. Of course, the cars look spectacular, 
but you knew that already.

Gran Turismo 6 truly is a swansong of the PlayStation 
3. In my opinion, it’s the best game in the series since 
GT2. There was a point, about halfway through the 
game, when I came to a sudden realisation: Gran 
Turismo isn’t a racing game, despite the obvious 
inclinations towards so. It is, in fact, a driving game. 
No game in history celebrates the world of vehicles 
and motorsport so openly and in such vast detail. 
There’s a level in GT6 where you drive the lunar 
rover on the moon! It sounds crazy, but it’s just a 
small sign of the depth and breadth available in 
this game. There are some stupid drawbacks that 
prevent this game entering the history books (and 
me giving it a perfect score), but this is an essential 
PlayStation driving game. It fully deserves to be 
the last game you play on your PS3.

Ryan Davies

Gran Turismo 6 
Scored:  9 out 10
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Platforms Available: PS4 
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Genre: FPS 
Publisher: Sony Computer Entertainment

Killzone has every right to be a PlayStation 
launch title. In fact, it’s somewhat surprising 
that none of the previous titles can claim this. 

From the original on PS2, all the way up until Killzone 
3 on PS3, the franchise has been PlayStation’s #1 
FPS exclusive. They’re all decent games; nothing 
exceptional, but functional and fun. Of course, 
when you compare the commercial success of 
the game to other FPS exclusives like Halo, things 
aren’t so positive. Still, it’s no surprise to finally 
see a Killzone title, this time subtitled Shadow Fall, 
headlining the launch of the PlayStation 4. While 
the launch window may be a first for the series, 
this is still very much a standard day in the Killzone 
office. There’s not a whole lot on offer here that 
wasn’t available on the previous generation of 
consoles, and on some levels Shadow Fall actually 
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fails to move beyond its predecessors.

The Helghast have always been the most 
interesting aspect of the Killzone titles and Guerilla 
Games are clearly well aware of this. Following the 
annihilation of Helghan in Killzone 3, the remnants 
of the inhabiting race have taken refuge on Vekta, 
home of their bitter enemies, under the orders 
of the ISA. If you think that sounds like a terrible 
plan, then you’re not wrong. The planet is split in 
two by an enormous Berlin-esque wall, preventing 
the two societies from properly blending. There 
are clear attempts at recreating a Cold War style 
setting, but there’s very little ‘cold’ action here, 
so it’s hard to see any real similarities. You play 
as Lucas Kellen, an ISA Shadow Marshal who’s 
responsible for keeping a check on the red-eyed 
scoundrels. As you might expect, it all gets a little 
more complicated than that.

Killzone: Shadow Fall has a serviceable story, it’s 
nothing compared to the lengthy tale told in the 
Halo games, but it’s enough to keep you playing. 

Some interesting characters are hindered by 
the generic military types that fill the rest of the 
campaign, but it’s a step in the right direction. 
There are even a few surprises in store for long-
term fans of the series; as a development of the 
interesting story that has developed since the 
original game, this is a good addition. As a singular 
package, though, there’s simply not enough of the 
good stuff. That Cold War concept is dropped all 
too early, and the content that follows is far too 
similar to what’s already available in the previous 
Killzone games.

‘If there’s one single 
element of Shadow 
Fall that’ll lead to 

sales, it’s the game’s 
place as the graphical 
showcase of the new 

generation of consoles.’
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If there’s one single element of Shadow Fall that’ll 
lead to sales, it’s the game’s place as the graphical 
showcase of the new generation of consoles. Xbox 
One has Forza 5, PS4 has Killzone. On this front, the 
game is well worth the cash. From the outset it’s 
clear where Guerilla have devoted a large portion of 
their time; the environments looks spectacular. The 
textures are varied, detailed and expertly crafted, 
while the lighting effects are truly incredible to 
behold. It’s telling that a lot of PS4 users spent the 
days following the console release posting screens 
of the game to Twitter. The volumetric lighting is 
the most obvious improvement over Killzone 3, but 
there are plenty more. The draw distance is often 
really impressive and all of the distant scenery is 
well rendered. If the PS4 is capable of this from the 
off, then it’s exciting to think what will be possible 
in the future.

As ever, though, shiny graphics don’t make a game. 
Unfortunately, while Shadow Fall makes some 
impressive advances in console visual technology, 
it does very little to improve upon the familiar 
FPS game design. Much of the ten-to-twelve hour 

campaign feels very similar to the previous games; 
a lot of medium-sized spaces with tight gameplay 
and tense settings. There are some moments that 
go against the grain, and these are the best sections 
of the game. These offer more open environments 
in which the player has a much greater choice of 
actions. The first example of these levels can be 
found early on in the campaign. An open wood 
houses various groups of Helghast patrols. You 
can move through the wood stealthily, or go ‘action 
man’ and take out the patrol as well as the wave of 
reinforcements that will inevitably follow.

What makes this level more interesting is the 
addition of the OWL drone that accompanies you 
throughout the campaign. The OWL is essentially a 
little mechanical buddy who can perform various 
tasks that can be very helpful at various points 
during play. The OWL can fire on enemies, stun 
them/remove their shields and place a shield of its 
own. It can also deploy a rappel line, which is by far 
its most useful and cool feature. On levels like the 
open forest, the rappel is a godsend, and makes 
it so much more than a typical FPS playing field. 
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There were some annoying occasions in which it 
would’ve been great to rappel away from danger, 
but the level wasn’t designed to implement it. Yet, 
the OWL is on your back the entire time. It’s just one 
example of bad game design, pure and simple; if 
Guerilla are going to open up the game world at a 
few points, they need to be aware that taking away 
that freedom is dangerous.

There are all too few of these far better levels, 
making the linear missions feel even more on-rails 
than usual. In fact, the game has some actual on-
rails levels that really do feel restrictive. It’s the 
key issue in a game that ultimately feels incredibly 
average in play. That’s not to say it’s not fun. The 
guns feel powerful, and they’re satisfying to play 
with. The Helghast are still brilliant bad guys, 
plus there’s a touch of sympathy towards their 
genocidal situation thrown in for measure. Add on 
to this some beautiful settings, especially the New 
Helghan on the ‘other side’ of the giant wall, and 

there’s plenty to enjoy in Shadow Fall. In reality, 
it’s not as bad as I’ve probably made it sound, but 
the lack of innovation in a next-gen exclusive FPS 
is disappointing. It looks as though the non-PS4 
Titanfall is going to have an easy fight.

The single player campaign tells a much better 
individual tale than Killzone 3, but it’s very unlikely 
to interest anyone other than Killzone purists. So 
does the multiplayer offer a better experience for 
new players? The simple answer is yes. The Killzone 
multiplayer has, in my opinion, been excellent 
since Killzone 2. I’ve got a lot of fond memories 
playing it on PS3 as part of my clan. Killzone: 
Shadow Fall is essentially more of the same good 
stuff. The online multiplayer represents a blend 
between the arcade style of Halo and the tight and 
precise gameplay of Call of Duty. There are some 
decent mix ups to the standard multiplayer grind, 
like being able to set mobile spawn points, or bots 
that can revive players.
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The warzone matches are still excellent, blending 
various game modes like conquest, capture 
the flag and bomb drops. If you fancy an online 
experience that’s a little different to the familiar 
fare of Battlefield or CoD, then this should do 
nicely. The attempts to bring some improvements 
to the Killzone multiplayer formula are a little 
underwhelming. The Warzone creation tools allow 
any player to specifically tailor and online game in 
a certain way. It allows a bit more creativity than 
typical game creation tools in FPS games, but it’s 
not a stand out feature. The maps are all excellently 
designed and obviously look brilliant, nothing to 
drop your draw but all well made locations.

Single-player and multiplayer combined, this is a 
good package, and certainly one of the highlights 
of the PS4 launch titles. Unfortunately, it’s also a 
highly typical launch game, in that it does little to 

actually provide a truly next-gen experience. The 
incredible visuals are the biggest step, but other 
than this there’s little to distinct it overall from the 
past couple of Killzone games. Although bonus 
props go to the guy who decided that the audio 
diaries should be read through the Dualshock 4’s 
speaker; good idea, that. Despite its drawbacks, 
Killzone: Shadow Fall should be a title early PS4 
adopters pick up; it’s a fun, possibly long-lasting 
experience that Guerilla should be proud of. It’s 
also the ideal game to show off to your mates, 
especially if they’re fans of volumetric lighting

Ryan Davies

Killzone: Shadow 
Fall 
Scored:  7 out 10
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Platforms Available: PS4 
Date: November 2013 
Genre: Platform 
Publisher: Sony Computer Entertainment

There’s a chapter in PS4 platformer Knack titled 
‘back to basics’. It’s ironic, really, as that’s a 
phrase that actually relates to the game in 

general in many, many ways. While console launch 
games rarely excel at innovation and originality, 
Knack is disappointingly uninspired in its design, 
presentation and mechanics. While the gameplay 
is great fun at times, and playable at its worst, 
there’s no ignoring that this is a mediocre PS1 era 
platform title dressed up to look like a PS4 game.

You play as Knack, a golem made up of ancient 
‘relics’, thousands of which litter the world in which 
you play. It’s an odd world; invented extremely 
linearly, narrative-wise. Which means that each 
location you visit, more than I’ve ever played in 
a game, feels like a specific world created just to 
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further the narrative and provide a slightly new 
visual design. It’s a world that feels a little lifeless 
from the start. In an age of gaming where titles 
like GTA and Skyrim present vibrant, diverse and 
truly alive locales, it can feel heavily restrictive to 
play a game that does little to flesh out the world 
in which you play. There are goblins, relics, and a 
few boring characters (even a teeny bit of history 
at some points), but little to properly engage the 
player.

I suppose though, platform games rarely attempt 
to create a vibrant world, especially very linear 
games like Knack. Any recent Mario title all but 
proves that a modern game doesn’t need to have 
engaging plot to provide a brilliant experience. In 
reality, Knack often seems to be stuck between the 
simple narrative of games like Super Mario World 
and the linear, but excellent tale told in Uncharted 
2. Knack, you see, was created by the Doctor (whose 
name is never actually revealed, even by his lover) 
into a human world threatened by various goblin 
clans. With the discovery of a secret door, as well 
as a painfully obvious double-cross, the story 
begins in earnest and sets Knack and his folks on 
an adventure around the ‘world’.

It’s a serviceable story, and as I mentioned it’s more 
than anything you’ll find in a Mario game, but the 
painfully blunt writing style and obvious plot lines 
prevent it from actually being any good. Uncharted 

‘Any recent Mario title 
all but proves that a 

modern game doesn’t 
need to have engaging 

plot to provide a 
brilliant experience.’
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is familiar, for sure, but it certainly doesn’t lack in 
character. Knack, on the other hand, is filled to the 
brim with boring, stereotypical and poorly voiced 
characters who are unlikely to make an impression 
on kids, let alone adult players. In a modern 
world where children’s TV programmes include 
Adventure Time, Phineas & Ferb and Spongebob, 
it seems a little insulting that SCE Japan think that 
these lifeless characters are enough to earn the 
interest of younger gamers.

Of course, as with any platform game, the story is 
just a means to punch things in the face, and on 
this front Knack provides by the bucket load. The 
game follows an old style with levels comprising 
of various rooms in which you have to kill all the 
enemies to remove the barrier to progress. Unlike 
many of the classic PlayStation platform games, 
there’s a certain lack of variety in the combat 
mechanic. The square button will get a workout, 
that much is for certain. Other than this standard 
attack, a jump attack and a few special moves, 

combat comes down to timing rather than any 
kind of strategy. Often, it’s best to just charge the 
enemies before they get a chance to start their 
attack pattern. The combat does feature a pleasing 
sense of weight, and punching enemies can be 
richly rewarding given the right circumstances.

The enemies themselves are actually one of my 
favourite elements of Knack; from armoured 
goblins to giant spiral-golem-things, there’s a lot 
of variety. The ‘globetrotting’ story does provide 
plenty of new enemy types to admire, learn, and 
pulverise. They’re all brilliantly animated and fit in 
perfectly with the often beautiful art style (more on 
this later). In a game that’s so heavily focused on 
fighting groups of enemies within small areas, it’s 
a good job that the combat mechanic and enemies 
can actually provide satisfying gameplay. As with 
any platformer, it can be frustrating at times, but 
Knack is at its best when you’re free to take on 
enemies of various types at will.
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The successes of the simple, but fun, combat are 
sadly hindered by a checkpoint system that must’ve 
been designed by the Devil himself. Perhaps, in 
an age of frequent Call of Duty style checkpoints, 
I’ve become a tad accustomed to easier games, 
but there’s a difference between difficult and 
idiotic checkpointing. There are many, many 
points during the game in which you’ll have to 
continuously play through several easy segments 
just to get to the one tricky bit that you’ve been 
failing on for the last half hour. It makes those 
easier parts feel like painful, often futile, slogs. 
More regular checkpoints would have been ideal, 
especially before the taxing segments of the game. 
On the normal difficulty this issue is irritating, on 
hard it’s down-right game breaking.

Still, if you’re good enough to avoid death then you 
can probably have a fairly pleasant time playing 
through Knack. It’s certainly at its best when you can 
plough through the goblin ranks without having to 

track back ten minutes. Of course, this isn’t simply 
a blueprint of famous platform games like Jak & 
Daxter or Spyro, it does have some ideas of its own. 
Most (almost all) of these revolve aroundKnack’s 
ability to absorb the relics that form the backbone 
of the game’s plot. By fusing with increasing 
numbers of relics, Knack can greatly increase his 
physical size. Going from a tiny little Knack who 
takes a few punches to kill deadly insects to a huge 
version of him who can take out large groups of 
men in one punch is hugely pleasing. There’s also 
a good balance of play between tiny Knack and 
giant Knack, as well his various forms in between.

The only real downside is that the player has very 
little control over when these changes are made 
and to what degree. For the most part, the game 
tightly controls when Knack grows and shrinks, 
which often feels like a missed trick. Obviously, in 
such a linear game it would have been beyond tricky 
to design a system that allows the player to choose 
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Knack’s size while maintaining the difficulty level. 
Still, the forced changes can be a pain at times. 
Overall though, it’s a good system, and the small 
segments that mix it up (such as infusing Knack 
with ice or wood) are fun to play. Unfortunately it’s 
one of the only elements of the game that makes 
it stand out from the aforementioned PS1 and PS2 
games, other than this, Knack is just a bad copy.

If you’re going to copy some of the best platform 
games in history, then you obviously need to 
include some extra features that aim to extend 
the life cycle of the game. While the 12-15 hour 
story mode is a fair length for a game of this sort, 
SCE Japan have also thrown in the standard array 
of collectables. Interestingly, the collectables are 
mostly parts of gadgets that grant Knack some 
kind of in-game boost. Advantages like gaining an 
extra special attack, more powerful punches and 
a ‘not as cool as it sounds’ vampire ability can all 
be unlocked this way. There are a fair few extra 
abilities, so many in fact that it’s unlikely you’ll find 
all the parts for one gadget in one playthrough. 
That’s your incentive to play at least once more; 
that, and the hard difficulty mode which more 
than lives up to its name.

The hard mode can be a little more negotiable 
with a friend alongside you. SCE Japan have 
barely mentioned that Knack includes local co-op, 
and it’s a real shame. A second player can jump 
in and out of the game at any time, playing as a 
metal Knack who can deal damage just like the 
original. It’s a brilliant feature that bests many of 
the greatest of platforming titles. The frustration 
of the checkpoint system is a little easier to bear 
when you’ve got a friend to calm you down. As well 
as co-op story mode, a second player can also join 
you in the coliseum and time attack modes that 
are unlocked upon completion of the game. These 

are the familiar arena modes that pit the player 
against waves of attackers and they’re good for a 
little more formulaic fun.

It all comes together to form a gameplay package 
that feels incredible dated, but still unavoidably 
fun. The game also looks brilliant. The art style 
is likely to turn a lot of people away, but it does 
have a certain charm that’ll remind many of the 
current Disney animation style, all big eyes and 
exaggerated features. It’s not exactly a graphically 
powerful game, I doubt it pushes the PS4 very 
hard and could probably run fairly similarly on a 
PS3, but makes up for this with some interesting 
locales brimming with character. Deep into the 
story mode the locations start to feel recycled, but 
they still maintain their impressive cartoony looks. 
Visually, Knack is a tad divisive, but I enjoyed the 
easygoing art style and smooth animation.

Knack has left me a little confused. While at times 
the game is awkward, annoying, uninspired, and 
even boring, it also manages to be fun, beautiful 
and rewarding at others. In the end though, if the 
question is would I recommend this game, the 
answer would probably be no. The local co-op is a 
great addition but not enough to sell the game (let 
alone a new console), while the gameplay is so old-
fashioned you might as well dig out the PS1 and 
play Crash Bandicoot instead. This is a valiant effort 
at restoring the glory days of platform gaming, 
but in the end it just feels horribly dated, more so 
considering its place as a next-gen launch title.

Ryan Davies

Knack 
Scored:  6.5 out 10
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Platforms Available: PC 
Date: December 2013 
Genre: Action 
Publisher: Ludosity

The beauty of the recent boom of the indie 
market is that quite often you’ll find games 
which allude to the golden age of gaming, 

whether via a similar pixel art style, subtle or overt 
references to retro titles, or entire homages to 
games of yore. MURI essentially flips that idea on 
its head and instead is a game made entirely as 
if it were 1988 again. A self-described DOS-style 
shooter, MURI is as authentic an experience as 
they come.

As the title sequence introduces you to some 
tone-setting 8-bit melody, straight away it feels 
as if you’ve blown the dust off the NES you’ve had 
ensconced in the loft for two decades and switched 
it on. Colour variation is kept to a minimum, sound 
effects are nice and pewpewpew, and animation is 
wonderfully simple.
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So, what is MURI? Well, it’s a pink and white 
weaponised robot suit, of course. This suit is 
donned by the game’s female protagonist, Adwoa, 
who uses it to fight back against the robot armies 
that have appeared everywhere. All set to infiltrate 
Mars, the whole planet vanishes, and through 20 
episodic chapters Adwoa begins to find out just 
what happened here. The plot is totally nuts and 
isn’t going to win any awards, but it’s the perfect 
setting for an 80s sci-fi platformer. It’s just not 
meant to make sense.

MURI is a very simple platformer at heart, and 
bravely foregoing a great deal of modern tweaks 
we take entirely for granted (things such as particle 
explosions and inertia), it is evident that a great 
deal of effort has gone into making a game so 
perfectly simple. MURI handles clumsily mapped 
controls well, and gives you the option of changing 
your ‘joystick’ controls too, knowing full well no-
one’s owned a joystick since the days of the Zipstick 
on the Commodore Amiga. Instead you can map 
your controls to your liking, going full-on WASD for 
a little more authenticity, or use a wired Xbox 360 

controller. Either way it’ll take a few goes of trial 
and error to get it to your liking as it’s not instantly 
clear what you’re mapping. To duck is essential in 
MURI but you’d only find that out halfway through 
the first level when you’ve realised you’ve mapped 
it to a totally inconvenient button, only to have to 
restart the entire game to reconfigure it.

However, this is only a minor issue and MURI is 
so much more authentic to its subject matter than 
mere bad controls. From having a finite quota of 
lives, taxing boss battles where some enemies 
take up the entirety of the screen, right down to 
a permanent HUD displaying energy, weapons 
and ammo, it was a real joy to play through 
MURI’s fun, albeit short campaign. Weighing in at 
approximately two hours, MURI is much, much 
shorter and easier to complete than the games 
from which it’s riffing. The only real modern 
element is a notion of garnering 100% completion 
by finding all the collectibles on each level, which 
can expand the playtime but not by much.

Through secret, invisible walls and turbolifts can 
you find all sorts of 
pick-ups and power-
ups ranging from 
joysticks and floppy 
discs, a timely nod 
to the era the game 
parodies, serving 
only to up your score 
and help achieve 
the 100% target, to 
energy cells, weapons 
and extra lives. Levels 
are quite short, 
but scouting all the 
elusive collectibles 
can double the 
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length of each level. The energy cells serve as 
keys which can open certain doors which house 
the more powerful arsenal, and oftentimes you’ll 
find yourself with one cell and a choice of multiple 
doors to open. Choosing wisely is easy, as you can 
normally see what treats you’ll be unlocking. The 
key, so to speak, is not to get excited and open 
the first door you see, this will often be the worst 
choice of those above you or in the next room. It 
pays to recon the area before deciding.

Enemies naturally begin as easy target fodder 
and as you progress become more robust and 
challenging to take down, but all the while adhering 
to a predictable AI. You aren’t just stuck with having 
to shoot the many robots either, if the situation 
allows, you can dispatch these walking toasters with 
Mario-style jumping on their heads. While seeming 
a little out of place in a game where its primary 
concern is firefights and bullet dodging, it adds 
a nice little tactic for the more dexterous gamers 
when a shower of bullets comes at you from every 
which way. The most nostalgic part of MURI is in 
overcoming the impossible, harking back to games 
like Mega Man and I Wanna Be The Guy where 
bullets and general danger fills the screen, coming 
at you thick and fast, and through a combination 
of skill, luck, instinct and determination you can 
walk away relatively unscathed.

The story and level design, while superficially 
limited in scope, work well hand in hand to provide 
a cheesy sci-fi romp (my favourite line of dialogue 
begins “When you absorbed Mars...”) in the form 
of small cutscenes between levels, which in turn 
set up the next couple of levels. Each world looks 
and feels different, a triumph given a limited colour 
palette and unvaried enemies, and the difficulty 
curve is well managed. The first couple of levels 
are a breeze; robots pose almost no threat and 

you never really feel lost; and the last couple are 
taxing and will have you either tactically holding 
back and picking as many enemies off before 
facing the brunt of the opposition or going full-on 
Leroy Jenkins.

It’s a brave decision bringing a DOS-style adventure 
to the masses in 2013, but MURI does pretty much 
everything right. For starters it’s very cheap. Even 
though the game is overall very short, the trip 
down memory lane lives on long after you solve 
the Martian mystery. The pixelated graphics, 8-bit 
title screen music and fuzzy sounds are expertly 
crafted by evident children of the age without the 
taint of modernism. There’s an element of replay 
value, too, as increasing difficulty gives you a bonus 
multiplier to your score, and hunting for 100% on 
each level is always achievable without seeming 
tiresome and a chore. Maybe for an extra couple 
of quid I’d have been happy for a game twice the 
size, but as it stands MURI sets the bar for retro 
reimagining in gaming.

Gary Durston

‘The story and 
level design, while 

superficially limited in 
scope, work well hand 
in hand to provide a 
cheesy sci-fi romp’

MURI 
Scored:  8 out 10
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Platforms Available: PC 
Date: December 2013 
Genre: Action, Strategy 
Publisher: tinyBuildGAMES

Not the Robots is a procedurally-generated-
furniture-eating-stealth-sim. If this is a 
genre you’re not familiar with, that’s mostly 

because Not the Robots has invented it. For those 
that find the idea hard to picture,  think Monaco 
without the multiplayer element or Pacman with 
hiding instead of running and then replace the 
pills or cash with lamps, sofas and filing cabinets.

The two components of Not the Robots make for 
an interesting combination – at times they feel 
at odds with each other but on other occasions, 
it creates tense tactical moments. On the basic 
level you’re supposed to move through the stages, 
going all Hungry, Hungry Hippos on the soft 
furnishings while avoiding laser beams, drones 
and other nefarious traps. The contradiction 
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comes in the fact that the office equipment that 
you’re gobbling is also the only thing blocking the 
lasers ready to cut you down and the line of site 
of patrolling bots; meaning that the closer you get 
to completing the level, the more risk you expose 
yourself to. As you progress, levels become more 
and more complicated introducing more enemies 
and more objectives: at first you’re only expected 
to wolf down so much upholstery, then you have 
to do that while also activating nodes; progress, 
and you’re expected to ‘tag’ enemies forcing you 
closer to the danger and so on.

To help you along are a number of items of 
varying usefulness: pillars to help block you from 
view; invisibility which can keep you hidden for 

as long as you like but you can’t move; the ability 
to break through solid walls etc etc. These items 
only recharge when you eat though, meaning that 
sometimes your gluttony needs to be reserved 
– save that room full of easy mahogany till you 
need it later. Each item is also tucked away in 
an anonymous box and to open it you have to 
permanently discard your current item, making 
for difficult decisions: discard the sometimes-
useful item you’ve got and hope for something 
more effective, while risking picking up something 
useless. Once a level has been completed you 
can open ‘Bonus’ boxes which offer rewards such 
as extra item slots, scanners allowing you to see 
what’s in the item boxes or score multipliers.  
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The multipliers feed into an unlock system which 
helps to assuage some of the rogue-like blues. Here 
death is the permanent kind, forcing you to start 
all over again from the beginning, losing all those 
precious invisibilities, multipliers and additional 
item slots. But when you die the points you earn 
are added to a permanent unlock system which 
introduces new or improved items. Extra points 
can be earned through hitting certain objectives: 
complete the level while taking no damage or 
consume every last article in the office. This coupled 
with the usual risk-reward gameplay of rogue-likes 
makes for some pretty compelling gaming.

That said – what the game offers in gameplay it 
lacks in polish. This game is ugly. Offices aren’t the 
prettiest things at the best of times but here the 
graphics look like they date back ten years, the 
art direction is dull and your robot lacks character 
which is quite frankly astonishing. Issac Asimov’s 
first Law of Robotics is that ‘all robots have innate 
character’ but Not the Robots somehow manages 
to circumvent this. The game tries to inject some 
personality through quirkiness – dry audio logs 
and random loading messages but it’s not enough.

Perhaps some of the reason why your robot lacks 
character is because you can barely see him, and 
for that, the camera is to blame. The game takes 
place in tight, densely packed rooms and corridors 

but uses an angled, overhead camera which is 
rarely practical and makes traversal of the levels 
a lesson in frustration; it is often impossible to 
read vital information, such as the enemy’s line-of-
sight or whether you’re fully in cover. This seems 
like a large oversight because when the main 
gameplay mechanic is ducking behind cover to 
hide, it’s essential that you can easily see the next 
spot to scamper to. Compounding this issue are 
the controls, which feel floaty and unresponsive. 
This seems intentional as it fits the design of the 
robot you play but it’s intensely irritating when you 
overshoot your cover or take that half a second 
too long to accelerate out of the way of a trap. It’s 
also fiddly trying to select the piece of furniture 
you want to chow down on, meaning that you 
often unintentionally expose yourself when you 
meant to only have a cheeky nibble. My final moan 
is experiencing a few crash-to-desktop bugs but 
those at least were few and far between.

Longevity-wise this is a good value for money 
investment: it’s procedurally generated for god 
sake! (though the environs don’t change enough to 
keep it particularly fresh). On top of this the game 
includes varying difficulties and timed challenges, 
which you unlock through the main campaign. I 
found little satisfaction in the challenge levels 
myself, as they don’t feed into the unlock system 
of the main game but I’m sure the more structured 
challenge will appeal to some.

Matt Young

‘Offices aren’t the 
prettiest things at the 
best of times but here 
the graphics look like 

they date back ten years, 
the art directon is dull’

Not The Robots  
Scored:  6.5 out 10
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Rise of Venice: 
Beyond the Sea 

Review

Platforms Available: PC 
Date: November 2013 
Genre: Strategy 
Publisher: Kalypso Media

First off, let’s address the elephant in the 
virtual room. I didn’t like Rise of Venice. I 
still don’t; playing this first expansion to the 

game only clarified this. It would appear though, 
that there are some out there who actually enjoy 
the repetitive gameplay, dull presentation and 
complicated aims. Enough, at least, to justify 
painfully overpriced DLC. Rise of Venice: Beyond 
the Sea brings a wave of new content to the entry 
level trade sim, although that wave is more ‘South 
English coast’ than ‘Tsunami’.

The key attraction for Beyond the Sea is the new 
expanded map on which to conduct your trading 
ventures. The western side of the Mediterranean 
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has now been opened up, which means cities like 
Barcelona, Gibraltar and Marseille are available to 
trade with. While playing the base game, I often 
had a feeling that I should be able to pan further 
to the left edge of the screen, a feeling cultivated 
by years of playing European mapped strategy 
games. The somewhat limited original map was 
never quite enough. Thankfully the new addition 
rectifies this issue and provides a little more scope 
to the game world.

Unfortunately though, the map expansion is largely 
superficial. Having access to these new cities 
changes very little in terms of gameplay. Having 
an extra area to trade within provides a novel 
experience for a little while, but once that’s worn 
off, it feels like a section of the map that should 
have been in the base game anyway. It’s not even 
all that significant; Kalypso claim that it increases 
the map size by 50%, but what they really mean 

is that they’ve crammed the same number of 
cities from the base map into the smaller western 
Mediterranean addition. It makes this area easier 
to trade within, but that doesn’t make it any more 
‘enjoyable’ than the standard areas.

There are other additions brought to the game 
with Beyond the Sea. Honestly though, they’re not 
much to tout about. The new Residence missions 
see family members task you with slightly different 
challenges although, as with the base game, these 
all rely on the boring base mechanics. The Doge 
challenges are the only decent addition to the 
game, presenting the player with challenging 
but rewarding tasks that closely involve the war 
between Venice and Genoa. They feature a little 
more atmosphere than the standard missions due 
to their militaristic themes and they’re also more 
developed than standard ‘trade this from here to 
here’ tasks.
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The other major addition is, and I’m serious here 
about this being a ‘major’ addition, a brand new 
ship type. The NAO, or Spanish Carrack, was the 
ship type Christopher Columbus stumbled across 
America with. The more prudent amongst you may 
be wondering what this has to do with a trading 
sim in which America is far out of reach, and you’d 
be right in thinking this. The new ship type adds 
very, very little to the game. After all, the various 
ship types weren’t exactly a crowning feature of 
Rise of Venice in the first place.

Through all this empty content, there’s one thing 
that sticks in my side while playing Beyond the 
Sea; the simple fact that at no point does the game 
attempt to take you any further from the sea than it 
did in the base game. I mean, why is the expansion 
called Beyond the Sea when all it does is show you 
more of the same sea that you were exploring in 
the first place. “

What’s beyond the sea, captain?”

“Ah, well, it appears to be more sea.”

I’m going to put this one down to bad marketing 
efforts, but it does seem a tad ingenuous to me. 
With a title like that I was half expecting a new 
land-based trading system on top of the naval 
mechanics.

The whole situation 
becomes a bit more 
insulting when you 
consider the price point 
Kalypso is offering Beyond 
the Sea at. With an RRP on 
Steam of £14.99, half the 
price of the base game, 
this has got to be one of 
the worst deals I’ve seen 
on the digital marketplace 

for quite some time. I accused the latest Crusader 
Kings 2 expansion of being a little light on content, 
but for half the price and loaded with about the 
same amount of new stuff (for a vastly superior 
game, mind you), that now seems like a complete 
bargain in comparison. Sure, the price is likely to 
fall, but I’m genuinely shocked that Kalypso can get 
away with selling such a small amount of content 
for such a high price.

If you really loved Rise of Venice, then this expansion 
is likely to provide an extra few hours of trading 
goodness. Although I would recommend picking 
up a copy of Kalypso’s own superior Patrician III 
beforehand. Simple fact is, this expansion presents 
terrible value for money and barely improves the 
game at all. The map addition is largely cosmetic 
and fails to make any lasting changes to the game. 
The rest is just filler content that provides less than 
an hour of extra gameplay by itself. I wouldn’t touch 
this one with a barge pole, or even a Gondolier’s 
oar.

Ryan Davies

Rise of Venice: 
Beyond the Sea 
Scored:  3 out 10
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Ryse: Son of Rome 
Review

Platforms Available: Xbox One 
Date: December 2013 
Genre: Action 
Publisher: Microsoft Studios

It’s been a long road for Ryse, once a Kinect only 
Xbox 360 title; but you’re not here for a history 
lesson and that’s good, because Ryse isn’t 

here to give you one. Ryse manages to display the 
greatest aesthetics of any Xbox One launch title yet 
is a let down in almost every other department.

If you were looking for the definitive launch title, 
you might want to look elsewhere.

The extended production cycle of Ryse is very 
apparent past the trademark Crytek visual polish 
we’re now very familiar with. Unfortunately, even 
after several years in development, the actual 
gameplay systems and mechanics seem to have 
been ignored to rush it out for the Xbox One launch. 
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So let’s start with the positives: the game looks 
absolutely fantastic. Every facet of the art and 
visual design oozes with creativity and attention to 
detail. Every area in the game feels organic and not 
designed by a human hand (at least from a visual 
standpoint, but we’ll get to that later). 
The facial animations are second to none. There 
are moments in this game where you will look 
at the characters on the screen to search for a 
discrepancy in their digital appearance, but you 
will not find it here.

Remember clipping? An issue all gamers are 
accustomed to and one that can so greatly ruin 
immersion, is a thing of the past. Everything in 
this game interacts and looks the way you would 
expect. But this is a Crytek game, right? So you 
were expecting that? Well you’ll get more than 
you expected. This game is the best looking of the 
new generation launch titles, regardless of the 
900p ceiling, you’ll be hard pressed to know the 
difference.

Ultimately, though, style and substance have to 
culminate to create something fantastic and Ryse 
has no substance. Boring. Bland. Uninspired. 
These are just some of the words that come to 
mind when I try to really sum up Ryse. My biggest 
problem when coming to reviewing this game was: 
what is there to say? Ryse suffers from middle-of-
the-road syndrome. While everything about it is 
mostly polished, it should be as there isn’t much 
to polish.

Gameplay is your standard spectacle-fighter, Devil 
May Cry, God of War-esque combat. A blocks, B 
dodges, X attacks and Y breaks your attackers guard; 
exactly what you would expect. Your character 
seems to control fine, but his proximity to the 
camera is a little off-putting at times. The controls 

don’t feel clunky or light, they just perform exactly 
as you would expect. This leads to a very playable 
game, it’s the addition of the quick time events to 
the combat that really makes this game boring. 

Quick time events are something that many 
gamers have come to detest, but if done well can 
add something to a game. Ryse doesn’t manage 
this balance, at all. Once you’ve hit an enemy the 
required number of times, a skull will appear above 
their heads indicating an execution is available. 
One hit of the right trigger in close proximity to 
this enemy will start a quick time event. Now, it 
must be said these quick time events, whilst very 
repetitive, are fantastic visual treats. Chopping a 
barbarian’s arm off then proceeding to chop his leg 
off, all while in slow motion, is extremely satisfying. 
If only the player felt like they were a part of it.

As was said previously, the level design is second 
to none in terms of appearance. Regrettably, the 
same cannot be said for what the levels end up 
playing like. Invisible walls, very obvious side paths, 
completely useless areas created for nothing but 
visual flair; these are all issues within Ryse that 
completely pull the player out of the experience. 
The story is another aspect of the game that shows 
promise, but when it comes down to it, is extremely 
average and nothing to write home about. Unlike 
Rome, this story does feel as if it was constructed 
in a day. The main character recalls his story to 
avenge his dead family, with a twist so obvious 
that everyone will see it coming a mile off.

The multiplayer component follows suit, feeling 
suitably tacked on and barely needed. You and a 
friend take on waves of spawning enemies in the 
Colosseum. Now, this doesn’t sound so bad but the 
combat is the same, apart from co-op executions, 
which allow you and a friend to pull off a quick 
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time event kill, just without the quick time event. 
If your partner isn’t around, then you can expect 
to stand there with your digital penis in your hand 
until a certain time elapses or you press a button 
to end it. There is a progression system but, you 
guessed it, it’s tacked on.

This brings me to the biggest failing of this title: the 
microtransactions. These make a huge appearance 
in this game yet are practically pointless. With 
every move, combo and execution comes XP and 
‘Valor’. XP does nothing apart from act as a high-
score indicator, ‘Valor’ is used as a currency to 
purchase upgrades. You can otherwise buy coins 
to buy upgrades, but in my first run through of the 
game I managed to max out my character before 
the end, using ‘Valor’ alone.

Ryse falls short in almost every area in which a 
game can. Gameplay is shallow, repetitive and 
unrewarding, the story is not the slightest bit 
engaging and the levels are (very) pretty corridors 
filled with enemies. With no real replayability, this 
game gives you no reason to own it past the first 
playthrough.   

Pretty and polished though it may be, Ryse is not 
an essential title.

James Furlong

Ryse: Son of 
Rome 
Scored:  3.5 out 10
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Battlefield 4: 
Second Assault 

Review

Platforms Available: PC, PS3, PS4, Xbox 360, Xbox 
One 
Date: December 2013 
Genre: FPS 
Publisher: Electronic Arts

Battlefield 3 had some fantastic maps that 
have become favourites with series veterans 
and newbies alike. Once DICE announced 

they would be bringing back four fan favourite 
maps from BF3, a lot of talk was of which maps 
they would bring back. Would DICE look at player 
numbers from the previous title to see who had 
played what? Would it be a vote? In the end, it turned 
out to be neither of those things. Instead we get 
four maps chosen by the developers themselves, 
revamped with added levolution events and slight 
tweaks to map flow and overall gameplay.

The maps themselves are the talking point of this 
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DLC, which also adds five new weapons, two new 
vehicles and a ‘new’ game mode. The maps in 
question are Caspian Border, Operation Firestorm, 
Gulf of Oman and the obvious - to anyone with half 
a brain - Operation Metro. 

Caspian Border manages to be the biggest 
departure from its original state, with a new run-
down, autumnal aesthetic and two huge new 
structures. The first difference you’ll notice apart 
from the amount of foliage now covering the map, 
is the large concrete wall running the entire length 
of it. The wall manages to help slow the pace of this 
map down, allowing players to close off precious 
routes for armour and giving infantry somewhere 

to set up vantage 
points. The second 
new structure is a 
giant tower on the 
hill point, giving its 
owners a valuable 
view of the whole 
map.

What DICE have 
managed to do 
with this overhaul 
is change the 
entire map flow. 
The hill point acts 
like a central hub, 
the other satellite-
esque flag capture 
points surround it. 
This draws players 
to the centre of the 
map creating some 
highly enjoyable 
large and small 
scale battles. With 

a lot more little nooks and crannies for people to 
hide and enter the hill, it makes everything about 
this map more exciting. 

Operation Firestorm and Gulf of Oman manage 
to stay pretty much unchanged, barring their 
‘levolution’ changes. The biggest issue with these 
maps is that their events don’t change the game 
enough to justify the remakes. Oman is exactly the 
same map as BF3, not a single things appears to 
have changed and the sandstorm doesn’t do much 
to change that. Sure, it’s impressive and yeah, it 
gets rid of your long range vision, but if you already 
know this map it doesn’t play any differently. They 
changed up one of the rush points, but otherwise 
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it’s identical. The same can be said for Firestorm; 
nothing is different. There is more fire and that’s it. 
On the subject of Firestorm; who at DICE decided it 
was a fan favourite? This map is simply one of the 
most boring maps in the series. Considering we 
had Grand Bazaar, Damavand Peak and Epicentre 
available as other options, I am at a loss as to why 
this map was chosen. But at the other end of the 
spectrum, we get what is probably the most played 
Battlefield map in the last 2 years: Operation Metro.

Metro - if by now you’re unaware of this map and 
consider yourself a Battlefield veteran, you may be 
out of touch. It was a map that tore the community 
in two. Infantry focused and a place for CoD kids to 
cut their teeth on the Battlefield formula, it made 
believers out of non-believers and long time fans 
cry in agony as their precious Battlefield catered 
to the masses. The choke points were too much 
for some people to stomach on PC as 64 player 
grenade spam ensued for, sometimes thousands, 
of tickets.

The redesign does help a little with the choke 
points, but also manages to actually create a few 
more! A new side passage is added to try and help 
flank as well as elevators to help make the, now 
infamous, B capture point a little less stressful. 
This nicely changes the flow of things, allowing the 
front line to move back and forth a little more than 
previously. 

Overall, all the maps have been given a touch up 
graphically and have had little things added here 
and there, making it feel like there was a huge 
battle here before. The beach on Oman evokes 
a Saving Private Ryan vibe with its littered tank 
carcasses and barbed wire, while Caspian manages 
something similar with its overgrown fields strewn 
with rocks and tank entrails.  

The guns in the new DLC are all returning favourites 
from other Battlefield games as well. We have the 
AS Val, F2000, M60E4, DAO-12and GOL Magnum. 
Apart from the F2000 we have nothing that is 
specifically great in its class. I will say I was happy 
to see the GOL back though, as it reminds me of 
my time with Bad Company 2. 

Lastly, we have Capture The Flag returning as what 
is, frankly, the most boring mode in the game, and 
10 new assignments. Half of the assignments are to 
unlock the new weapons and add a good amount 
of playtime, asking you to mix up your gameplay 
styles to unlock.

Maybe in future, if DICE wish to give people a 
nostalgia trip they should look a bit further afield. 
With as much attention as they seem to pay to 
the community, it’s hard to understand how they 
managed to drop the ball so profoundly with map 
choice.  

Overall this is an average slice of DLC and is very 
much a fanservice piece, but that appears to be 
what people want from DICE. BFBC2: Vietnam was 
extremely well received as was Strike At Karkand. 
I feel this isn’t on a par with those releases as the 
nostalgia doesn’t sink in the same way, which is 
due to the more recent nature of the maps and 
content at hand.

James Furlong

Battlefield 4: 
Second Assault 
Scored:  7 out 10
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Draw a Stick Man: 
Epic Review

Platforms Available: PC 
Date: December 2013 
Genre: Adventure 
Publisher: Hitcents

‘Draw a Stickman!’ Is that a suggestion or a 
command? The anti-authoritarian in me did as 
all who have a go at playing this game will do 

and drew a steaming turd instead. One click and a 
simple but smart animation had my poop pootling 
around the screen. And for just a moment… I was 
charmed.

So what is the game? You draw your avatar and then 
a friend for him (an amorphous blob that should 
have been a beautiful lady but I was annoyed by 
the mouse-etching by then – more on that in a 
bit). Seconds later and your newly sketched pal is 
eaten by a book and you jump in to save them. 
Save them how? Puzzles. Puzzles where you draw 
the solutions. Sounds promising, right?
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At the start of each level you are given access to 
one of four crayons (a few others pop up in bonus 
levels but for the most part that’s your lot) - each 
crayon provides different powers; ‘fire’ burns, ‘axe’ 
chops etc. There are nuances: draw a cloud with 
the cloud crayon and it rains, colour that cloud 
in (scribble on it) and it’s a storm cloud: zap, zap, 
zap. But interactions are restrictive; up against a 
large enemy I decided to run away and draw on 
a bridge with my fire crayon. But the boss didn’t 
follow and the bridge didn’t burn. So I went back 
and set him on fire… yay. This is where the game 
falls flat. Draw a Stickman: Epic’s  nearest relative 
is Scribblenauts, where instead of drawing your 
solution you summon it up by spelling it out.  
However in Scribblenauts the limitations on your 
solutions and your summonings are (seemingly) 
limitless – whereas here they are (severely) limited.

A game about drawing solutions with an enchanted 
crayon should be about letting your imagination 
do all the work; creating your own personal Penny 
Crayon episode (don’t worry if you don’t get that 
reference - I had to rely on Google to crowbar her 
out of the recesses of my  memory) and it should 

be all about imaginative and interesting options, 
while the systems of the game should, at the very 
least, allow for multiple solutions. But no, puzzles 
are linear and for all intents and purposes these 
crayons are just spells that require awkward mouse 
gestures - cast water on plants to make them grow, 
fire on dynamite to make it blow. Rinse, repeat. 
Even the puzzles are lacking in scope: the cloud 
crayon is almost exclusively restricted to growing 
plants to distract bees or filling puddles to float 
objects. That is dull and uninspiring.  

Draw a Stickman: EPIC is available on both tablets 
and desktops, and while it functions perfectly 
well on the former it’s downright painful on 
the latter and unluckily, that’s the version I’m 
reviewing. As anyone that’s tried to use paint to 
draw boobs on a scanned image of your best mate 
will know: mouse drawing lacks fidelity, precision 
and outright comfort. It’s not like your artwork is 
important though, you never get rated for your 
scribblings and the game will accept pretty much 
any shape you give it: ‘draw a cloud’ the game 
suggested – so I accidentally drew a confused one-
legged pirate sheep. My pirate sheep still rained 

though. However, the inaccuracy of it all 
meant that my gaming avatar was an eye-
sore, drawing keys or axes were reduced 
to single lines to save me effort, and the 
amount of times I accidently set myself on 
fire because I couldn’t - in effect - colour 
within the lines, was frustrating.

The pace is off too – each puzzle groans into 
life and animations creep forward. And 
you die. My god, you die. Your stickman 
is not ‘epic’ in any shape or form: a few 
impacts from enemies with unpredictable 
hitboxes or a badly judged fire or storm 
spell (the awkward angle used by the 
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game means it’s easy to be hit by things that have 
no right to be touching you) and you’re wiped out. 
Die and you have to start again from the beginning 
with everything reset - that means going through 
the same agonising process of redrawing that key, 
picking it up, putting it in the lock, drawing an axe, 
switching that out... it’s tiresome and it happens 
far too often.

On each level there’s exploration to be done 
and collectibles to be unlocked by interacting 
with subtly hidden puzzles, providing a welcome 
distraction from the main quest. Bonus levels, 
new colours for you avatar and pages that fill in 
the land’s back-story encourage you to pay close 
attention to your surroundings. As well as this, 
levels often open up multiple routes, encouraging 
repeat playthroughs. But with all that said, the 
game is still too short. Even with multiple reloads 
due to poor game mechanics, the main quest can 
be breezed through in a couple of hours.   

Visually Draw a Stickman: EPIC is uninspiring – 
and yet another disappointment from a concept 
that promised so much – yes ‘stick man’ doesn’t 
provoke thoughts of Matisse or Monet but games 
such as Okami have shown that a hand drawn 
aesthetic can be charming. Here the artwork is 
generic and painfully brown. The music and sound 
effects exhibit whimsy though.   

Ultimately this is a puzzler let down not only by 
its poor execution but also by the promises of a 
concept which it never lives up to. The title suggests 
creativity but the game neither allows or provides 
any. Colour me disappointed.

Matt Young

Draw a Stick 
Man: Epic 
Scored:  4.5 out 10
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Tiny Thief  
Review

Platforms Available: PC 
Date: December 2013 
Genre: Adventure 
Publisher: Rovio Entertainment

Developed by 5Ants, Tiny Thief is a cute 
and dainty addition to the point-and-click 
adventure genre, using only your left mouse 

button to guide your protagonist through short 
missions of trickery and misconceptions to obtain 
what he wants. 

Tiny Thief, originally an iOS/Android game has 
landed itself on your Steam “New Releases” page, 
and its transition from mobile to PC is flawless in 
the gameplay, visuals and sound departments.

The objective is simply to complete levels by finding 
objects and avoiding guards as you’re tasked with 
maneuvering your way around different scenarios 
each time. The tutorial you’re faced with in the 
beginning is rather straightforward, using only 
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images and shapes to teach you the basics of the 
game. In Tiny Thief there isn’t a great deal to learn, 
so you’re in and out of the tutorial within a few 
minutes and on the path to robbery. 

Each level contains at least one object to steal or 
one mission to complete; as they progress, optional 
ones will appear and you can decide if you’re up for 
the challenge, or just want to power through them 
as quickly as possible. Personally, I get a sense of 
failure if I finish a level without discovering all of 
the optional objects. Luckily, in the main menu, 
a treasure chest icon allows you to see the items 
you’ve found, and the ones you’ve left behind.

Levels start off relatively easy and don’t increase 
much in difficulty, but this makes for a relaxed 
gaming experience that gives you the ability to hop 
in and out whenever you so wish. For the majority 
of the time there’s an extra step to take in each 
area of the game, or another guard to fool, and the 
way your protagonist decides to hide when they’re 
caught red-handed means that having to restart 
the level isn’t something to be taken to heart, all 
of which stops the game from becoming repetitive 
and boring.

Prior to each level you’re presented with 
delightful comic-like image strips giving 
a basic overview of what it has in store 
for you, though it’s not necessary to 
pay too much attention to this, as the 
menu screen for the level will inform 
you of what object to look out for via 
animated characters. I would advise 
you to memorise the objective before 
you press play, or you’ll be left aimlessly 
clicking random items in hope of a clue. 
Speaking of which, one of the very few 
icons that appear on the screen while 

you’re playing is a hint (but pretty much instruction) 
book, it can only be opened every four hours, but 
will tell you exactly how to complete the area you’re 
in. 

Tiny Thief is a beautiful game, with an alluring art 
style similar to that of Angry Birds and the like, the 
soundtrack also fits perfectly with the upbeat and 
cheerful vibe the game emits, making it a joy to 
play at any time, for anyone. I’ve highlighted many 
of the great things this game has in store for it’s 
players, and truthfully there aren’t many areas in 
which the game falls short, it can be completed in 
a disappointingly short time of 2-3 hours, but for 
a game originally for mobile, a huge amount of 
gaming hours aren’t to be expected. 
This game secures a high spot on my recommended 
list, and at the time of review marked up at just 
£3.99 on the Steam store, one might say this game 
is a steal.

Harrie Silver

Tiny Thief 
Scored:  8.5 out 10
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Platforms Available: PC 
Date: December 2013 
Genre: Action 
Publisher: Nekki

With the recent release of the Xbox One 
and PS4, most of the industry’s attention 
is on next-generation consoles, but the 

most consistently fast-growing platform for gaming 
is mobile. This increasingly popular outlet has not 
gone unnoticed by developers, with mobile games 
being ported both to and from traditional systems 
such as consoles and the PC. The latest release to 
make the jump from mobile to PC is Vector, a 2D, 
free-running platformer developed by Nekki.

Vector sees you playing as an agile fellow who’s 
perpetually being pursued by an equally agile, 
gun-wielding guard - presumably because our 
protagonist stole something important. An 
“autorunner” in the vein of Rayman Jungle Run, 
the gameplay’s mobile roots will immediately be 
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apparent to most players. Since the character is 
always running to the right, the player’s controls 
are initially restricted to jumping, sliding and a 
speed boost that is available in certain areas of 
levels, although they are later given the ability to 
wall jump and slow down quickly after a sprint.

The first impression of simplicity soon gives way 
to the gameplay’s hidden depth, and timing is the 
key to mastering Vector. Jump over an obstacle too 
early or too late and you’ll trip and stumble. Time 
your jump just right, though, and you’ll perform 
a vault, gaining extra speed and putting valuable 
milliseconds between you and your pursuer.

Unlike similar, procedurally-generated games such 
as Canabalt, Vector’s levels have been carefully 
designed. Many of the levels include alternate 
paths, meaning you’ll have to replay them multiple 
times in order to find the optimal route.

Vector’s 50 stages - which take anything from 30 to 
90 seconds to complete - are split into three areas: 
Downtown, Construction Site and Technology Park. 
The player must obtain a certain number of stars to 
progress to the next area, with each level offering 
three stars - another sign of the game’s mobile 
origins. In order to get the full three stars you have 
to collect all the floating orbs and perform three 
special moves at specific locations within a level, a 
process that can be the source of much frustration 
when you mess up a near-perfect run.

Before the special moves can be performed they 
must be purchased using the game’s currency. 
This is one of Vector’s most annoying aspects, 
as instead of unlocking the next level by simply 
completing the previous one, you’re forced to play 
the same stages repeatedly. While this isn’t much 
of a problem on iOS where the game costs 69p, 
the £4.99 RRP on PC makes the forced repetition a 
bit harder to stomach.
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There is one major improvement over the mobile 
version, though; the touchscreen swiping controls 
have been replaced with the more responsive 
arrow keys, allowing for more forgiving platforming. 
This is a bit of a godsend since many of the levels 
require pinpoint precise timing in order to obtain 
three stars.

There’s a real sense of momentum to the gameplay, 
which is helped in no small part by some incredibly 
fluid animation that makes every jump, slide and 
bail feel realistic. Generally speaking, the game’s 
visuals are certainly one of its strong points. 
Objects in the foreground such as characters and 
obstacles are silhouetted, while the backgrounds 
consist of dystopian, futuristic cityscapes that feel 
very Mirror’s Edge.

Unfortunately, the audio isn’t quite as impressive. 
I soon got sick of the repetitive techno music, and 

I finally resorted to muting the game audio and 
listening to other music instead. The dull music, 
combined with tiresome grunting sounds, make 
for a pretty underwhelming audio experience.

Overall though, Vector is an enjoyable distraction. 
The precise parkour gameplay makes for some 
thrilling chases, and the game features a pleasing 
visual style. It’s held back by a few issues, but Vector 
provides fast-paced fun for those who don’t mind 
a bit of repetition.

Matt Girdler

Vector 
Scored:  6 out 10
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Platforms Available: PC, PS3, Xbox 360 
Date: December 2013 
Genre: Adventure 
Publisher: Telltale Games

Everyone’s favourite flesh-eaters are back. 
Pretty much the entire gaming population 
has been waiting like rabid dogs for the start 

of Telltale’s Season Two, and now that it’s here; can 
it live up to the hype? Well the answer is yes, but 
you’ll have to play it for yourselves to truly find out 
why, because giving even the slightest glimpse into 
the story here will only spoil the experience. Just 
as Ross stated in his Wolf Among Us review, it’s 
so damn difficult to critique a game that is almost 
entirely narrative driven; without spoiling the juicy 
contents.

So with specific story details strictly off the cards, 
this is our chance to give some insight into how 
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Telltale have kept Season Two from feeling like 
more of the same. The developers decision to make 
Clementine the new, main protagonist was - for 
want of a better phrase - a stroke of pure genius.

Seeing the world through the eyes of a child has 
enabled Telltale to give us a whole new perspective 
on the episodic series. After a brief - but emotionally 
ball-busting prologue - Clementine has found 
herself all alone - 16 months after the climax of the 
first season. It’s a solid start for sure, and whilst 
Clem does meet a new group of survivors midway 
through the episode, she has some essential life 
lessons to learn before doing so.
Nothing should be taken for granted in this post-
apocalyptic world, and without wanting to spoil 
anything, we’ll just say that even if not everything 
you meet is human - dead or otherwise - it doesn’t 
mean you can trust it. Never let your guard down.

You’ll notice the biggest change in tone when you 
meet your new ‘friends’ though. Not only are you 
now seeing the world through the eyes of a child, 
but you’re treated like one. No longer are you the 
adult who makes all the big decisions for the group. 
No, you’re the infant that everyone passes off as a 
know-nothing brat. This is also reflected by how 

Clementine interacts with 
the world around her.
Controls remain largely the 
same as before, however, 
Telltale have attempted to 
make proceedings more 
interactive. New, context-
sensitive actions are present 
that task you with holding a 
face button, whilst pushing 
in the related direction. 
One instance requires 
Clementine to eavesdrop 
on her new roommates by 

tentatively easing a door open to listen in. Linger 
too long though, and they’ll notice you.

Our only gripe with an otherwise stellar beginning 
is Telltale’s possible reluctance to take bigger risks. 
The cliffhanger choice you’re required to make at 
the episode’s climax is remarkably similar to the 
one Lee had to make in his story. The presentation 
of the dilemma is great, but the developer is 
capable of making new, more interesting conflicts.

Familiar conclusion aside though, the first episode 
does a bang-up job of continuing the series. There 
has been some concern over how the series would 
hold up with only Clementine returning, but it 
turns out she’s the star of the show. We just hope 
we don’t have to wait as long for Episode Two to 
roll around as we have with The Wolf Among Us.

Joe Pring

The Walking Dead Season 

2: Episode One 
Scored:  8.5 out 10
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Platforms Available: PC, PS3, Xbox 360 
Date: December 2013 
Genre: Adventure 
Publisher: Telltale Games

Everyone’s favourite flesh-eaters are back. 
Pretty much the entire gaming population 
has been waiting like rabid dogs for the start 

of Telltale’s Season Two, and now that it’s here; can 
it live up to the hype? Well the answer is yes, but 
you’ll have to play it for yourselves to truly find out 
why, because giving even the slightest glimpse into 
the story here will only spoil the experience. Just 
as Ross stated in his Wolf Among Us review, it’s 
so damn difficult to critique a game that is almost 
entirely narrative driven; without spoiling the juicy 
contents.

So with specific story details strictly off the cards, 
this is our chance to give some insight into how 
Telltale have kept Season Two from feeling like 
more of the same. The developers decision to make 
Clementine the new, main protagonist was - for 
want of a better phrase - a stroke of pure genius.
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Seeing the world through the eyes of a child has 
enabled Telltale to give us a whole new perspective 
on the episodic series. After a brief - but emotionally 
ball-busting prologue - Clementine has found 
herself all alone - 16 months after the climax of the 
first season. It’s a solid start for sure, and whilst 
Clem does meet a new group of survivors midway 
through the episode, she has some essential life 
lessons to learn before doing so.
Nothing should be taken for granted in this post-
apocalyptic world, and without wanting to spoil 
anything, we’ll just say that even if not everything 
you meet is human - dead or otherwise - it doesn’t 
mean you can trust it. Never let your guard down.

You’ll notice the biggest change in tone when you 
meet your new ‘friends’ though. Not only are you 
now seeing the world through the eyes of a child, 
but you’re treated like one. No longer are you the 
adult who makes all the big decisions for the group. 
No, you’re the infant that everyone passes off as a 
know-nothing brat. This is also reflected by how 
Clementine interacts with the world around her.
Controls remain largely the same as before, however, 

Telltale have attempted 
to make proceedings 
more interactive. New, 
context-sensitive actions 
are present that task 
you with holding a face 
button, whilst pushing 
in the related direction. 
One instance requires 
Clementine to eavesdrop 
on her new roommates 
by tentatively easing a 
door open to listen in. 
Linger too long though, 
and they’ll notice you.

Our only gripe with an otherwise stellar beginning 
is Telltale’s possible reluctance to take bigger risks. 
The cliffhanger choice you’re required to make at 
the episode’s climax is remarkably similar to the 
one Lee had to make in his story. The presentation 
of the dilemma is great, but the developer is 
capable of making new, more interesting conflicts.

Familiar conclusion aside though, the first episode 
does a bang-up job of continuing the series. There 
has been some concern over how the series would 
hold up with only Clementine returning, but it 
turns out she’s the star of the show. We just hope 
we don’t have to wait as long for Episode Two to 
roll around as we have with The Wolf Among Us.

Chris Standring

X Rebirth
Scored:  4 out 10
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Platforms Available: PC, iOS, Android 
Date: January 2014 
Genre: Adventure 
Publisher: Double Fine Productions

Broken Age is one of the highest-backed 
crowdfunded games of all time. With over 
87,000 fans throwing their money ($3.45 

million’s worth) at their screens, you could say that 
it has a pretty large following. With Tim Schafer 
at the helm, creating his first point-and-click 
adventure game since the extremely popular Grim 
Fandango, you might say Broken Age’s success is 
already set in stone.

It can be very difficult sometimes to objectively 
look at a game when there has been so much hype 
about it. When something this anticipated comes 
along, expectations are at a space station high 
and quite often it becomes almost impossible to 
meet them. Well Act 1 of Broken Age does a good 
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job of justifying the hype; bringing (what is most 
important in a point-and-click adventure) a great 
story.

You journey begins with a simple choice. Two 
characters lay peacefully asleep before you, in two 
very different situations. Who do you choose to 
follow? Will it be Shay, fast asleep in his high-tech 
spaceship? Or will it be Vella, taking a snooze at the 
foot of a tree? Either way it doesn’t matter as you 
can chop and change between the two whenever 
you like. Both the young protagonists play out very 
contrasting stories, which is really quite refreshing 
and makes Broken Age quite unique in its gene 
pool. The two very distinctive plots have the effect 
of giving you an escape from each other, for a time 
at least. So if you get bored, or stuck (which to be 
honest doesn’t really happen very often) with Vella, 
you can shift over and explore with Shay instead.

From the get go you’ll notice that the game is very 
pretty, and even though the style is simple, it is 
not lacking in detail. From the weird hexagonal 
space bug things (seriously, what are they?) wiping 
the windows of Shay’s ship, to the dripping tap in 
the house of the lumberjack that Vella falls into, 

no stone has been left unturned. Every area is a 
delight to explore, and some truly genius quirks 
have been thrown in, really setting it apart from 
the rest of its genre. It is definitely more interactive 
than most; the puzzles are smoothly and subtly 
slotted into the game, making the plot very easy to 
follow without those moments of frustration that 
might be quite commonplace in point-and-clicks.

There is a little bit of a downside to the simplicity 
of the puzzles. A lot of the time Broken Age can feel 
quite guided. There isn’t much room- okay, there 
isn’t any room for your own personal creativity, and 
choices are well, fairly non-existent. It does make 
the game very linear and to be quite frank, holds 
no replay value whatsoever. On the other hand, 
whilst this means that you can’t play the game the 
way you want to play it, you are playing it the way 
it was meant to be played, and although that may 
seem a bit... traditional in this day and age, it allows 
the plot to play out the way Tim Schafer wanted it 
to. To be perfectly fair, there is still a whole second 
half of the game, so who knows what we have 
ahead of us; perhaps Act 2 will be full of wild and 
crazy decisions, Walking Dead style! Here’s hoping.
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It’s good then, that the story is so great, and aided 
by voice acting that is infallible. The cast is riddled 
with vocal veterans like Masasa Moyo (Halo 3: ODST, 
FFXIII, Batman: Arkham Origins) who voices Vella, 
Grey DeLisle (Mass Effect 3, Starcraft II: Heart of the 
Swarm, Far Cry 3: Blood Dragon) and Richard Steve 
Horvitz (Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots, 
Brutal Legend, League of Legends) to name but a 
few. On top of that is a sprinkling of Hollywood’s 
finest, including fan favourites Elijah Wood who 
voices Shay, Jack Black the cult leader and the one 
and only Mr. Wil Wheaton himself (can you tell I’m 
a fan?) who plays the aforementioned lumberjack. 
When you have a troupe of this calibre behind the 
characters on your screen, the effect is absolutely 
delightful! Coupled with atmospherically perfect 
sound effects, and appropriately morphing, 
wonderful music, audiowise, this is the whole 
package.

What really impressed me with the first half of 
Broken Age though, was the element of surprise. 
The game will keep you guessing, and the epic 
cliffhanger of an ending was, for me, a bit of a 
bombshell. Very few titles manage to astonish 
me like this and it’s something that increased my 
already great respect for Tim Schafer, tenfold. So 
although I may not be playing through Act 1 again 
any time soon, Act 2 cannot get here soon enough. 
Why can’t it be ready already?

Emsey P. Walker

Broken Age  
Act 1  
Scored:  7.5 out 10
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